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Abstract
The work herein, describes the placement of mechanically interlocked molecules (MIMs)
into ordered, crystalline metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) to create metal-organic
rotaxane frameworks (MORFs). This placement is done through the use of the concepts of
reticular synthesis, to create predictable materials based on prior known building blocks
and topological nets in order to achieve robust dynamics. The concepts of MIMs, nets,
reticular synthesis, robust dynamics are all discussed in detail in Chapter *. Also outlined
in Chapter * are six design criteria that act as a blueprint for the creation of robust
dynamics using the tenants of reticular synthesis.
Chapter ( shows the targeting of nbo derived topological nets for incorporating a
T-shaped [(]rotaxane linker. The targeting of this net produced three MOFs of UWCMCH% and the two phases of α/β-UWDM-CF% (University of Windsor Crystalline Material).
Topological analysis of the nets show that the nbo derived fof net was produced by
UWCM-CH% and α-UWCM-CF%. Also reported is the first instance of the newly named loz
net of β-UWCM-CF%.
Chapter A is an evolution of the T-shaped linker design for the targeting of lvt nets.
This endeavour resulted in the isoreticular lil nets of UWCM-'( and the MIM containing
UWDM-'( (University of Windsor Dynamic Material). Through the use of variable
temperature (H solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (SSNMR), the
rotational motion of the mechanically bound wheel of the [(]rotaxane was characterised.
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Chapter C uses a linear T-shaped linker design to target the edge-transitive pcu net
resulting in the isoreticular MOF and MORFs, UWCM-'' and UWDM-''. The rotational
dynamics of UWDM-'' were probed using VT (H SSNMR.
Chapter D uses the same linear T-shaped [(]rotaxane linker for incorporation into
the edge-transitive net of fcu producing UWDM-'). The Zr MOF was targeted for the high
chemical stability of the secondary building unit (SBU) allowing for acid/base chemistry
on the benzimidazole/benzimidazolium axle of the [(]rotaxane. This produced both
UWDM-')[Neutral] and UWDM-')[Protonated] that were shown through VT (H
SSNMR to have a qualitative effect on the rotational dynamics of the mechanically bound
wheel inside the framework – a first for the UWDM series.
Chapter H evaluates the six design objectives, and debates their practicality in the
pursuit of creating robust dynamics by using reticular synthesis.
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Chapter *

Chapter '
'.' Introduction
When discussing modern materials, the usual suspects of aerogels, metallic glasses, metal
foams, MOFs, COFs, HOFs, ZIFs and flexible single crystals are often thought of first. Each
of these materials is a fine example of where chemistry has taken us in past decades.
Though, one thing they have in common is the relative mediocrity of their basic structure.
They are, in essence, just fancy rocks.
If one considers a simple rock as a tool, many would assume that it is a useless
object; heavy maybe, but outwardly useless. It was the first proto-humans that must have
looked upon a peculiarly-shaped rock and found functionality in it. A rock can be used to
smash things, tear things, scrape things, fasten things and hurt things. Now the rock is not
just an object, but a tool. It would take a further two million years for the progression to
tools with components; a few more thousand years and the Archimedean ideas of a
machine would be defined. A machine can be broken down to its individual motions that
synergise to produce something that is the sum of its components. Now with this
knowledge, tools could be created with extreme degrees of complexity and intricacy.
This extreme intricacy and complexity of nano-scale component pieces is lacking
from todays “future” materials. They are static, immobile, dead; their interacting
components are limited and lacking in ordered dynamic motion. When you think of a
complex machine you think of pulleys, levers, spindles and axles. With very few
exceptions, these types of dynamic components are sadly missing from our future
materials of today (the oxymoron is quite intentional).
*
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Figure . . – The jump from static materials to ones with components with incredible
complexity and intricacy is akin to the evolutionary jump from stone tools to early
machines. A sewing machine being an excellent example of complexity, intricacy and utility.
The incorporation of mechanically interlocked molecules (MIMs) within solidstate materials is an effort to produce these robustly dynamic materials. By restricting the
effects of Brownian motion and producing ordered dynamics, one is enforcing dominion
over the nano world – no small feat! The field of supramolecular chemistry and the usage
of the mechanical bond have created a wealth of knowledge that has led to the advent of
the molecular machine. Molecules can now have both dictated motion, and respond to
external stimuli. Now the questions are ones of coherence and directionality. In solution
molecules are tumbling randomly, in effect averaging out any potential vector of work.
What good is a piston firing without being attached to a crank shaft? Coherence is gained
from the tethering of such constructs and machines to something that is solid or imparts
some form of directionality. A piston seated in an engine well can be directed to push in a
desired direction. By transferring the incoherent, yet complex motion of a dynamic
molecular construct to the solid state, one can imagine all sorts of new functionalities and
characteristics for the material!
(
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So, if we can create molecules that do wonderful things and we can tether them to
things that make them coherent, then why do we not have these futuristic materials right
now? In part, this can be blamed on our limited ability to precisely manipulate and
organize matter in a predictable fashion. Although achieving this in the gaseous or liquid
states is out of the question for now, ordering molecules in the solid state is fairly-well
understood and should be feasible.
A long held goal of chemistry is the creation of highly ordered materials, with
precisely placed molecular components.*,( Whilst there is a wealth of innovative molecular
machines that function in solution, transferring this knowledge to the solid state has been
very difficult. To overcome this, the components should be designed from the bottom-up
to be placed or tethered within a highly ordered structure. With the solid structure
providing both order and rigidity, the dynamic components can be ordered and therefore
more coherent and potentially useful! This design approach is the very essence of “robust
dynamics” that will be defined and discussed below.A
To reliably create a material exhibiting robust dynamics, a degree of
“predictability” is desirable. The application of reticular synthesis to Metal-Organic
Framework (MOF) materials is ideal for this purpose, and has the potential to create a
huge array of designed applications.C,D By selecting an existing MOF topology and
retroactively designing a mechanically interlocked molecule (MIM) linker for
incorporation into the framework, one can achieve a higher degree of predictability
resulting in a Metal-Organic Rotaxane Framework (MORF). Not only this, but with the
correct selection of both SBU stability and topological netH, one can start to “place” these
MIM linkers into precise locations within the framework. By increasing both reliability
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and predictability for the synthesis of dynamic materials, one can start to viably increase
the complexity and intricacy of the materials created. This in turn paves the way for
designing and realising future materials with nano components, changing the way we
think about solid-state functional materials.
There are three main constructs used in this thesis. Since, it can often be difficult
to untangle these concepts from each other; brief definitions/descriptions are given below
in an attempt to provide a degree of familiarity with the terminology, before explaining
their details and subtleties.
Mechanically Interlocked Molecule (MIM): Two (or more) molecules “bound” together
with a mechanical bond so that they become one molecule with two (or more)
components. Imagine the interlocked rings of a chain, but at the nanoscale (* nm = * × *)-K
m).
Reticular Synthesis: “… the process of assembling judiciously designed rigid molecular
building blocks into predetermined ordered structures (networks), which are held
together by strong bonding”.C
Robust Dynamics: “… constructs where the repeated dynamics of one (usually mobile)
entity does not affect the integrity of any (usually rigid) others linked to it”.A
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Mechanically Interlocked Molecules

Whilst most chemists are familiar with orthodox bonding such as ionic, covalent and noncovalent interactions, fewer are acquainted with the concept of mechanical bonding.P,+
Most people are entirely comfortable with the usage of macroscale mechanical bonds
without question, as they can be found almost anywhere is day-to-day life. Mechanical
C
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bonds can be found in the natural and man-made world. In nature they keep trees
upright, shelled animals protected and our DNA replicated. When used by man,
mechanical bonds allow our trains to run and keep our keys chained. So prevalent are
their aesthetics that they have been used in art and iconography for generations (Fig.
. . ).K
Chemists are adept at taking inspiration from the macro world and miniaturizing
it. It could be said that chemists often “nanorize” macroscale objects into molecular
constructs. The formation of a mechanical bond is at the apex of this design philosophy.
Chains,*) muscles,** cars,*(,*A elevators*C and motors*D have all been synthesised through the
exploitation of mechanical bonds.+

Figure . . – Flags of the two areas that the author spent his formative years ( #"# –
!!"), both feature mechanically interlocked motifs. Left: The flag of the Black Country
features mechanically bound chain links. Right: The flag of Staffordshire featuring a Stafford
knot (note - a knot is a mechanically interlocked molecule with a topological bond, but does
not contain a mechanical bond).
So how does one define a mechanical bond? First, we must look to the definition
of a chemical bond, so that we can compare. A chemical bond is considered to exist when
acting forces between two atoms or groups of atoms lead to the formation of a stable
independent molecular entity, ubiquitously known as a “molecule”.*H So how does a
mechanical bond compare? A mechanical bond between two molecular components also
D
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creates a single, stable, molecular entity. With this comes an entropic penalty, as it would
in a standard chemical bond. Two compatible molecules (or atoms) are losing their
associated degrees of freedom to create a new molecule; it is no different for mechanical
bonds. Whilst the two components may still retain some conformation flexibility, a
mechanical bond will inhibit some degree of translational or conformational freedom.
Where this differs is the enthalpic contribution. To remove a mechanical bond, the
weakest (or most accessible) chemical bond must be broken. This chemical bond may be
ionic, covalent, non-covalent or any other recognised bond between atoms. The common
logic of the “chain being only as strong as its weakest link” is also true of its nanosized
mechanically bound cousin. Due to this, there isn’t any enthalpy directly associated with a
mechanical bond, only the obvious entropic contributions. Finally, whilst chemical bonds
occur between atoms, mechanical bonds can only exist between groups of atoms
(molecules). It would be impossible, ignoring a fantastical quantum event, to imagine two
individual atoms, without being chemically bound, being otherwise linked. Clearly, it
would be expedient to design a mechanically bound molecule using bonds with a high
thermodynamic stability. Whilst using non-covalent interactions to produce a
mechanically bound entity would still result in a single molecule, it would severely limit
the stability of the mechanical linkage.

Figure . . – A cartoon schematic of a [ ]pseudorotaxane (left), a [ ]rotaxane with bulky
green stopper groups (centre) and a [ ]catenane (right). The [ ]pseudorotaxane is described
as interpenetrated, and therefore does not contain a mechanical bond.
H
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So with the knowledge of the mechanical bond, what kind of molecules can we
make? Two of the most ubiquitous examples of such molecules are rotaxanes and
catenanes (Fig. . .().*P–*K As these structures are made up of more than one component,
the prefix [n] is added, where n is the number of components (e.g. a [(]catenane has two
interlocking rings). A [n]catenane consists of two or more macrocyclic molecules that are
mechanically interlocked with a mechanical bond to produce a single molecule with [n]
components.(),(* For rotaxanes, the complex exists of two main components; the axle and
the ring (mostly referred to as the wheel) that is threaded around the axle. A
[n]pseudorotaxane is governed by the equilibrium between being interpenetrated and
thus complexed, or being uncomplexed as its component parts. This equilibrium can be
shifted to favouring the complexed [(]pseudorotaxane through the use of favourable noncovalent interactions between the wheel and the axle. As it is the equilibrium that drives
the complexation, the pseudorotaxane is said to be interpenetrated and not interlocked as
there isn’t a mechanical bond present. This is changed when two bulky stopper groups are
added to the ends of the axle to create a [n]rotaxane. The addition of these stopper groups
creates a mechanical bond between the wheel and the axle, effectively preventing the
wheel from slipping off the axle. With the mechanical bond now in place, the wheel of the
[(]rotaxane has a greatly reduced freedom of movement. The wheel is restricted to being
able to rotate or “pirouette” around the axle, translational or shuttling movement is also
possible if the axle is long enough. Restricting the motion is a necessary step towards
being able to control the motion. Controlling the motion of mechanically interlocked
molecules allows for all sorts of applications.**,((,(A
If we can consider a mechanically bound entity a single molecule, then it is apt to
term each individual part of the molecular entity as a “component”. Therein lays the utility
P
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and scope of mechanically bound molecules. With the right tuning of the mechanically
bound components, one can tailor make molecules for a huge variety of possible
applications.P,+,(C–(H
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Topology, Nets and the Language of MOF Geometry

To be able to appreciate and understand the elements of reticular synthesis, chemists
need a method of explaining and comparing the topology of each AD framework created.
One method of understanding topology in the context of a AD framework is the use of
“nets”.H,(P–AP Being able to define and assign a net requires several concepts to be
introduced and understood before considering their impact on reticular synthesis. The
taxonomy of nets and MOFs requires the use of several mathematical terms that should be
used with great care. Herein is a basic overview of the terminology used in this field of
study.A+,AK It should be noted that the word “topology” describes the underlying
connectivity of a, in this case AD, net. A net, however, is a graph or diagram that simplifies
the topology of infinitely connected vertices and edges.A) A net is commonly defined as
being “periodic”, that is to say that it is dimensional in one, two or three dimensions of
space in regular and repeated intervals. This is to differentiate it from discrete polyhedra,
which have finite (i.e. non-periodic) nets.AA
When describing or comparing various MOF nets, they are designated a threeletter net identifier code (e.g. pcu, nbo, lvt, etc). Usually, these net identifiers are written in
lower case letter in contrast to their etymology, e.g. the use of “nbo” and not “NbO”. This is
to explicitly differentiate between describing the graph of a net, and the actual molecular
lattice of Niobium Oxide. Interestingly, whilst some of the more common net identifiers
+
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are derived from known compounds or space descriptors (e.g. the pcu net is named after
the primitive cubic), many net identifiers have no such obvious etymology. This is not
unlike most numerical designations associated with MOFs. (Presumably there were KKK
unsatisfactory MOFs preceding NU-*)))?).C) It is the usual convention to write the net
identifier in bold and not in italics. However, in this thesis, the target MO(R)Fs of UWDM
and UWCM will be given this precedence, with the net relegated to being written in italics
to avoid any confusion.
Two phrases that are heavily used in the scientific MOF literature (and as a
probable consequence, this work) are, “underlying topology” and “net topology”.AH By
using these phrases, one is largely ignoring the rigorous mathematical derivations of
topology and can even be regarded as being “sloppy”.C*,C( Whilst it is important to consider
these mathematical origins, it is not expedient for this to be systematically discussed in
this work. As such, the word “topology” will be largely avoided whilst “net” will be used
when describing a periodic framework. Overall, “it can be considered that a net is a
consequence of topology (links between nodes), and not that topology is a consequence of a
net”.C( This is an important distinction, and one that is often not understood by many
MOF chemists.
When designing potential MOFs for reticular synthesis, the utility of describing a
net is incredibly useful. A crystalline infinite network can be broken down into its
individual parts, or more accurately “building units”. These building units can be
considered as connecting “nodes”, with their individual connectivity described. A (connected node is a node that can be bound, or connected, to another node in two
positions. This connectivity is not dependent on the shape of the node, but the final net is.
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By considering both the shape (angle of binding) and connectivity of each individual node,
one can begin to predict the resulting net. In the case of discrete complexes forming
polyhedra, this predictability has transformed into an extensive “molecular library”. When
using molecules of known shapes and divergent/convergent connectivities this results in
highly predictable constructs.CA This can be seen in Fig. . .- where ditopic subunits of
known angles can be reliably combined, producing discrete (D cyclic shapes. This
approach is not unlike reticular synthesis. For AD periodic MOFs, this molecular library is
best described by the net. A MOF net can be produced by a AD directing node. If the net is
produced by a single multi-connecting vertex, then the net can be described as “uninodal”,
if two vertices are present, then it is “binodal” and so on and so forth.
In the case of MOFs, the two nodes providing the vertices are generally separated
into two categories; the organic “linker”, and the inorganic “secondary building unit”
(SBU). The organic linker is usually a rigid organic molecule with at least two connecting
moieties. For ease of discussion, these moieties are usually carboxylic acids, pyridyl, or
another strong metal-binding functional group. The SBU is the crux of the MOF
construction. An SBU is produced through the binding of several organic linkers to a
metal ion (or ions) to form a finite polyatomic cluster.(+,AA Largely, this metal cluster SBU
is the main AD space geometry directing node. The combination of connectivity, number
of nodes and the shape of the links between nodes result in an overall net.CC
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Figure . .# – The “molecular library” of molecular polygons from the combination of
organic linkers with -connectivity with inbuilt angles of binding described by Stang et al.
Figure adapted from ref CA.
To further classify nets in terms of their nodes and edges, and also to develop a
hierarchy of nets (see later with nets and derived nets), their symmetry can be simplified
into their transitivity and represented by the Schläfli symbols: p, q, r and s.A*,CD–C+ The word
transitivity can be a little obtuse as to its meaning, but in simple terms transitivity is a
method of expressing the number of distinguishable building blocks a net has. What it
does not describe is the connectivity of each of these edges, nodes, faces and tiles. In terms
of transitivity, the different vertices are given the symbol, p, and the edges (or linkers) are
given the symbol, q. Transitivity can also include terms for faces, r, and tiles, s. Tiles and
faces whilst potentially very useful when augmenting a net, can also be a source of
confusion in their abstraction from the actual chemistry of a framework. Due to this, faces
and tiles will not be explicitly mentioned in this work unless crucial to the topological
**
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analysis. Focussing on pq helps to simplify and identify the major differences between nets
and derived nets in the way that nets with higher symmetry will have smaller numbers of
pq. If the q number is *, then the net is described as being edge-transitive as the net relies
on the directionality and connectivity of the node and not of the edge.

Table . . – Table of the basic and derived nets that will be discussed in this thesis.
As an example of the approach, let’s consider the iconic MOF, IRMOF-* (formerly
MOF-D).CK If one were to consider a primitive cubic crystal system, it is constructed from
an infinitely connected uninodal H-connected vertex. To produce a MOF with the same
net, then one can break down the net to being one H-connected building unit plus a (connected (ditopic) linear linker. In this way, a molecule of *,C-benzenedicarboxylic acid
can be used as the (()-c linker. When combined with a source of tetrahedral ZnII ions, six
linkers can bind with four ZnII ions to produce the ZnC(O)O*(CH SBU cluster. Even if each
ZnII is tetrahedral, the SBU produced is an octahedral directing node and the required (H)c node is created. The MOF can now be classified as having a primitive cubic net, or
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described as the pcu net. As this pcu net exhibits only one type of linker between the (H)-c
nodes, it can be described as edge-transitive.

Figure . .$ – Three different methods of representing the uninodal edge-transitive pcu net
of IRMOF- showing the two building blocks. The yellow spheres are purely a visual aid and
should not be interpreted chemically. Left column: The single crystal X-ray structure
showing a (-periodic pcu framework. Middle column: The simplified pcu net represented by
small red spheres and blue linear rods. Right column: The augmented net of pcu-a, the red
polyhedra showing the (*)-c directional connectivity of each nodal vertex.
A common practice to further aid in topological understanding and comparison
between nets, is to “augment” the representation of the net. In Fig. . .+ this is shown as a
three-step process. Initially (and auspiciously) the crystal structure is obtained, solved,
refined and modelled. This provides a wealth of information but is usually too complex to
decidedly define an associated net. It would then be an obvious step to reduce the
structure to its component parts and view the connectivity. In this way, the organic linker
*A
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can be simplified into its raw shape and connectivity. In the case shown in Fig *.*.A , a *,Cbenzenedicarboxylic acid can be simplified to a blue linear (-connected rod. The SBU can
be reduced to a simple red sphere that is bound to six of these linear rods. At this point,
the net is usually obvious and can be determined (in this case pcu). However, this comes
with the downside of losing the true connectivity and what geometry the SBU is dictating
and often the underlying symmetry of the linker. This information is then gained through
augmenting the net. For the linker, the simple (()-c blue rod shows all necessary
information required to understand the net and is already itself, augmented. The SBU
however, should be considered the main node and vertex and requires augmentation. In
this case the SBU is abstracted into a polyhedron, where each vertex is the connecting
site.D),D* In the example shown in Fig *.*.A this is represented by a red octahedron. An
octahedron has six vertices, and thus shows that the SBU is dictating the direction of the
six blue rods into the final net. After augmentation, the three letter net identifier is
suffixed by “___-a”, in the example shown in Fig *.*.A this net would be described as pcu-a.
More complex examples of augmentation shall be explained in this thesis as they are
discussed relative to the MO(R)F of interest.
Continuing to add to the (jargon filled and confusing) lexicon of net hierarchies
are the terms basic (or parent) net and derived net. As the name would suggest, a parent
net is the root of the derived net. A parent net has the highest symmetry and therefore,
the lowest pqrs transitivity values and fewest different connectivity terms. Table *.*.* shows
a selection of basic nets and the nets derived from them. Derived nets help in comparing
and classifying seemingly similar framework structures in the hope that they are
distinguishable from each other.
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It should be stated (as a point of pride almost) that this process of augmentation
and topological analysis for MIM containing frameworks or ones of irregularity such as the
UWDM/UWCM series, is not always so clear-cut and explicit. It is the hope of this thesis
and body of work that such analysis of the underlying topology of MOFs with dynamic
components can be carried out and understood in the same way that “twisted” reticular
nets have only been recently carried out.D( By analysing and considering the nuances of a
full topological analysis of such compounds, one can confidently determine when (and if)
reticular synthesis has been achieved (or not).(+,DA
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Reticular Synthesis/Chemistry of Metal-Organic Frameworks

To achieve the stated goals of robust dynamics, the concept of reticular synthesis has
proven to be the best bet. So what is reticular synthesis/chemistry?C,DC Is it a process, a
method of synthesis, a concept, or even a form of scientific folklore?DD First it should be
explained why it is necessary at all.
When erecting a building made of bricks, each individual brick can be moved,
placed and fixed individually. So, when building a large building made of thousands of
bricks, it is with the knowledge that each brick can be placed individually, and each brick
behaves reliably in the same way. If the brick is much larger, it may require machinery,
but it still acts like a brick. If the brick is smaller, again this may complicate matters, but
as long as there is a method of moving it, it remains a brick. By having full control over the
building material, one can chose to create either the Hagia Sofia, or the brutalist
catastrophe of Essex Hall (yes, that was a conscious choice of architecture). At the
nanoscale, this ability to manipulate an individual “brick” is lost. No longer can one
reliably choose where the brick is laid. Instead, you are in effect choosing where to lay an
*D
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uncountable number of bricks at the same time (remember a mole contains H.)(( × *)(A
molecules). Imagine trying to build a small brick house underwater with thousands of tiny
bricks bobbing all around you; impossible at the worst and impractical at best. Yet, this is
what chemists do when they create molecular materials. Centuries of science has afforded
chemists the means to control and manipulate large numbers of molecules by controlling
their thermodynamic and kinetic properties. So, with this knowledge in hand, how do we
construct predictable molecular materials? Enter the concept of reticular synthesis.
It is obvious that reticular synthesis is an extremely powerful and popular concept
in chemistry; with the number of articles referencing “reticular chemistry” or “reticular
synthesis” being in the hundreds, and its latent process crafting hundreds of new
materials. As with the phrases “topology” vs “net” being used interchangeably, the term
reticular “chemistry” or reticular “synthesis” are also used in the same interchangeable
way. For this thesis the term “reticular synthesis” will be used to avoid further confusion.
Reticular synthesis and MOF pioneer Omar Yaghi, was recently a co-recipient of the
highly coveted Wolf Prize in Chemistry (()*+), specifically for this field.DH Alongside Omar
Yaghi, Makoto Fujita was also awarded this prize for his work on metal-guided selfassembly of large porous complexes that directly compliments the self-assembly required
in reticular synthesis.DP
Below is an attempt at a bottom-up approach to describing and defining this
equally bottom-up concept of reticular synthesis.D+,DK To understand reticular synthesis,
first we need to outline the background that led to it.
A chemist studying supramolecular chemistry should be no stranger to the
concept of hierarchical assembly, where materials capable of self-assembly follow a rigid
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dominance hierarchy of non-covalent interactions.H)–H( By molecules obeying known
“rules” of formation, much larger complexes and materials can emerge and be predictably
constructed. However it is this local behaviour that can be fine-tuned or “coded” with
assembly information to produce macromolecular structures, a truly bottom-up
approach.HA,HC
To repurpose an analogy from R. Dawkins in describing complex and emergent
behaviour; imagine this process of hierarchical rule-following akin to a large formation of
flocking birds (or a shoal of fish depending on your preference; the analogy is equally
valid). Seemingly, there is a “hive-mind” of sorts, with the whole group reacting as one to
make one complex construction of a flock (MOF in this analogy). The flock also appears
completely random, with sudden movements and an irregular shape. In fact, the overall
behaviour comes down to individual birds obeying local rules that produces the
emergence of complex behaviour.HD If there is a bird moving towards you to your left, then
you move to the right. If another comes toward you from below, move up and so on and
so forth. If this individual behaviour is multiplied by thousands, (or in the case of
molecules a much, much larger number!) the overall formation is complex, but still a
result of a causal sequence; x has caused y to result in z, it is simply a matter of scale. To
understand the emergence of this large behaviour, one needs to fully understand the
individual behaviour. This is also true for the emergence of complex crystal engineered
materials. If one truly understands the individual molecules, then chemists can start to
create all kinds of wonderful materials.
Supramolecular chemistry has an advantage over a flock of birds, because the local
rules are far more strict and narrow and dictated by entropy and enthalpy rather than a
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passing eagle. By designing a system in which molecule A can only bind with molecule B,
then AB is the only complex created, and not AA or BB. This sequence creating local rule
is seen in protein formation and folding which follows a strict formation hierarchy of
primary to secondary to tertiary and the final quaternary phase.
The base-pairing behaviour of GA/TC nucleotides produces the well understood
chemistry of self-assembled DNA nucleosides and thus, the double-helix structure of
DNA.HH Knowing the base pairing hierarchy, it is possible to synthesise a long singlestranded nucleoside chain where each nucleotide within the chain has been “preprogrammed” with its known base-pair counterpart. The “coded” chain can then selfassemble into extremely useful and aesthetically pleasing (D and AD nano-structures, a
process lovingly and accurately referred to as “DNA origami”.HP,H+
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Figure . .)– Three examples of the IRMOF series showcasing reticular synthesis. Note –
MOF-+ was retroactively named IRMOF- for its inclusion into the reticular series.
Reticular synthesis is a continuation of this “local rule” concept with a few
exceptions. By and large, reticular synthesis is focussed on the production of crystalline
solid-state materials with permanent porosity (robustness).C,A+ Robustness is achieved by
eschewing the ubiquitous non-covalent interactions of supramolecular chemistry and
embracing covalent bonds and strong metal-ligand coordination. For example, in the Zr
MOF, UiO-HH, the bond enthalpy for each Zr-OCOO bonds of the (*()-c SBU were
calculated to be approximately A)D.C kJ mol-*.HK A bond enthalpy as high as this puts it
close to C-C or C-O bonds at ACD and AD) kJ mol-* respectively. A high bond enthalpy
between the linker and the SBU imparts stability to the framework however; the SBU can
still be chemically labile enough to allow the self-correcting process to occur. This process
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of linker-metal binding/unbinding is fundamental to MOF growth, and one that is only
recently beginning to be better understood.P)–PD The enthalpies of these processes sets it
apart from the more catch-all term of “crystal engineering”PH that utilises all of the above
interactions to achieve crystalline constructs, but not necessarily ones with permanent
porosity.
So, if reticular synthesis is the pursuit of creating robust crystalline materials with
strong bonds, then how does one approach this task? The utility of reticular synthesis lies
in its simplification of large materials into their component parts or more accurately,
building blocks.PP These building blocks come with an understanding of their local rules
and hierarchical assemblies that come together producing an emergent material.+ A
strong, rigid backbone lowers the potential degrees of freedom of the molecule to better
allow it to maintain its orientation and structure during the synthesis. This in turn
increases the “predictability” of the material to be isoreticular to its comparable library of
linkers (e.g. the linkers of IRMOFs and NOTT-# MOFs).

Figure . .- – The organic linkers of the IRMOF-# series. Each one is pcu. The (i) stands for
interpenetrated.
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Consider the example of an infinite primitive cubic cell net (pcu) (as shown in Fig.
. .+). The pcu net is a reticular construct of one edge (linker) with one node that points in
six directions. Both the edge and node are geometry dictating, that is to say they force the
net to grow in specific directions. For the (H)-c node, this is in six directions, and the
linker, two. What is not dictated by either of these entities is how long or decorated the
linker is. In so far as the linker remains two connecting (ditopic) and linear, the growth
should always remain as a pcu net. An example of this is the IRMOF series range from * to
*H.P+ In this series, a wide range of linear dicarboxylate binding linkers have differing
lengths and other functional groups decorating them. What does not change is their linear
ditopic nature. This reliably creates a pcu net as expected, the only aspect that changes is
the degree of interpenetration observed.(P Thus, the structures are said to be isoreticular
to one another. Characteristics such as the functionality, hydrophobicity, chemical
formula and pore size may all differ, but the net does not.

Figure . ./ – The (-)-c organic linkers of the NOTT- !! to !# series. !! to !" are
isostructural fof nets. NOTT- !# has an stx net.
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This reticular synthesis is not just limited to primitive cubic examples. More
complex nets with higher connectivities can also be designed to have isostructural
outcomes. The NOTT-#2 series is based around two (C)-c nodes creating an nbo net. One
node is provided by the [CuII(H(O)((COOR)C] paddlewheel SBU creating a square planar
node.PK The organic linkers are formed by two isophthalic groups opposite one another
creating the second (C)-c tile. When abstracted and augmented this creates one (C)-c node
and one (A)-c node with two edges. With the exception of NOTT-*)K which creates the ssb
derived net of stx (shown in Fig. . .#, incorrectly described as PtS in the literature+),+*),
NOTT-*)) to *)+ all display the nbo derived fof net.

Figure . .3 – The - ·"- stx net of Cu MOF NOTT- !# with only one position of the --fold
positional disorder of the napthalene moiety shown for clarity. Left: SCXRD structure viewed
down the a-axis. Green = Cu, red – O, black – C. Middle: The augmented stx-a net down the
a-axis. Right: view down the c-axis.
In the examples of both the IRMOF-# and NOTT-# series, the metal binding sites
are carboxylates. This is important as this is with full knowledge that they will reliably
form the same SBU respectively. In the case of the IRMOF-# series, it requires six COOgroups and for the NOTT-#, four.+(–+D
2

Several MOFs in the NOTT series have been retroactively named “MFM-#” in recent years. In this work
they will only be referred by their first published designations.
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The formation of a stable, geometry-dictating, multinuclear metal cluster imparts
directionality, the “glue” that holds the bricks together if you will. For the (H)-c Zn cluster,
six carboxylate groups will form a stable cluster with four Zn(+ ions and one bridging
oxygen. This in effect produces six, six membered [Zn-O-C-O-Zn-O] rings effectively. This
in turn produces the octahedral geometry dictating SBU.

Figure . . " – Two MOFs produced with the same ,--benzenedicarboxylate linker but with
two different metals. Top: Using ZnII produces (D IRMOF- (MOF-+). Bottom: Using CuII
produces the D layered structure of MOF- . DMF molecules bound to the Cu paddlewheel
removed for clarity.
In an oft cited *K++ opinion piece, former Nature editor John Maddox declared it a
“continuing scandal” that it “remains in general impossible to predict the structure of even
the simplest crystalline solids from a knowledge of their chemical composition”.+H At his
time of writing, this delightfully provocative statement was directed towards the future of
computational calculation methods in determining crystalline structure. As outlined
(A
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above, reticular synthesis is an effective concept in helping to minimise the “shake and
bake” guesswork in solid-state material synthesis. One can think of reticular synthesis as a
way of “stacking the deck” when it comes to predicting the resulting material.

'.'.2

Robust Dynamics

Figure . . – The incoherent dynamics of unordered phases can be ordered in the solid
state to become coherent. Further care must be taken to create a robust material however.
An increase in order can lead to a decrease in molecular dynamics.

Being able to accurately place building blocks is only half the battle for creating materials
with dynamic molecular components. The other half is producing coherent, ordered and
probable dynamic motion. At the beginning of this introduction, the scenario of a piston
firing without either a direction, nor being attached to a crank shaft was contemplated.
This scenario helps to visualise an incoherent motion. If we pack those pistons into a tight
shipping crate to maximise the amount inside, (and thus being good capitalists but lousy
chemists) we may have increased order and coherence, but at what cost? If we really
wanted to fire the pistons, then two scenarios could occur: *) The pistons are packed too
tightly to successfully fire or () the pistons fire but by massively damaging the shipping
crate. Both scenarios ring true for the nanoscale, and thus the concept of robust dynamics
is born to counter these two issues. To achieve true robust dynamics, chemists have
(C
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several options in their nanoscale toolbox. Supramolecular chemistry, crystal engineering
and reticular synthesis are all tools that can be employed for achieving robust dynamics.

The concept of robust dynamics cannot be discussed without first paying homage
to the pioneers of placing mechanically interlocked molecules into *, ( and AD metaldirected structures.+P–K) Many of these polyrotaxane frameworks were created either
before or during the time when MOF chemistry was in its infancy, which makes their
achievements all the more important. Supramolecular chemists were testing the waters of
what was conceivable when placing MIM ligands and linkers into coordination
polymers.*,K*,K(

Figure . . – A simplified net of the (D polyrotaxane network by K. Kim et al. The
structure is formed from (*)-c binuclear Tb(+ metal centers bound to ditopic CB*
pseudorotaxane linkers. The network forms a distorted pcu net, but only /( of the net is
shown for clarity.
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So why have previous attempts at incorporating dynamic MIMs in the solid state
not quite met expectations (saying they failed would be a huge disservice to their
contributions to the field)? Initially, it was partly to do with synthetic problems. Early
attempts relied on the non-covalent interactions between components (such as in a
pseudorotaxane) to be strong enough to keep the two bound together during the synthesis
of the framework. This is not an easy task, as the enthalpies of non-covalent interactions
are usually quite low when compared to covalent or metal-ligand interactions. If the
binding interactions between the components are high enough, and survive the synthetic
conditions required, then a polyrotaxane material can be created. As you can imagine,
designing a linker that has a mechanical bond between the components can considerably
reduce this problem of decomplexation.(
A further problem is the issue of incoherence vs coherence of any potential MIM
dynamics. In the liquid state, a MIM is free to rotate and tumble randomly. Any
interlocked components, even with ordered and restricted interlocked motion (e.g. a
bistable shuttle) is still incoherent and random without a tether to a stationary phase.
Logically, the solid-state inherently increases order, but does that necessarily produce
coherence in the dynamics? The simple answer is, no, maybe and sometimes, without
thorough thought of the crystalline packing of the individual components, dynamic
behaviour can be completely prohibited by the increase in order. Simply transferring such
interlocked molecules to the solid state either by freezing, crystallisation, cocrystallisation
or any other ordering means, does not inherently produce robust dynamics.K* As the
description given at the start of this introduction states, the; “repeated dynamics of one
entity does not affect the integrity of others linked to it”.A A crystalline material may be
robust, but not dynamic. The opposite is also true; a material can be dynamic, yet not
(H
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robust. If functional molecular machine materials are to be produced, it is crucial that
both terms are satisfied.

Figure . . – Two approaches to solid state molecular dynamics. In each case the rotation
is symmetrical, but only one directional arrow is shown to best illustrate the rotation simply.
Left: A rotary molecular boranediyl “gyroscope” by the Garcia-Garibay group.KA Right: The
repeating loop of UWDM- .
Let’s consider two examples of different approaches to achieving dynamic
molecular motion in the solid state. The structures displayed in Fig. . . ( show both a
molecular boranediyl “gyroscope” and the repeating “loop” of UWDM-'.KA,KC In the
example by the Garcia-Garibay group, the two silicon based trityl groups aggregate to
form a rigid and densely packed framework. This framework acts as a stator, this is a fixed
point of reference for the rotation. The framework, most importantly, also provides a “free
volume” in which the rotating axle moiety is free to rotate at speeds of up to C.CH × *)H s-*.
This inspired combination of a dense backbone creating cavities for molecular rotation
has provided a wealth of compounds that are instrumental for the future development of
molecular machines both in solution and the solid state.KA,KD–*)A This approach does have
some drawbacks however. Many of these crystalline gyroscopes and compasses are made
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up of discrete molecules that are held together in the solid state by weak non-covalent
forces. A loss of crystallinity with the loss of solvent from the organic crystal pores is
always an issue, organic crystals are rarely truly robust (the multiple phenyl-embrace
adopted by neighbouring trityl groups and multiple (>C) donor-acceptor hydrogen bonds
being a few of the exceptions).*)),*)C

Also, relying on van der Waals to achieve

homogeneous and crystal engineered materials with predictable structure can be
problematic when trying to precisely place molecular components.*)D In response to this,
reticular framework creating molecules can be exploited. A further criticism is that the
control one has over molecular rotation about a bond is limited (willfully ignoring the
obvious Nobel-prize winning chemistry of Ben Feringa)*)H–*)+. Is it truly robust dynamics
when the molecular rotation is essentially the same in solution as in the solid state, even
when compared to the static stator? This is why the focus of robust dynamics has shifted
to the role of framework-tethered MIMs in order to increase the potential degree of
control over the dynamics.
In response to this problem, the goal of achieving permanent porosity i.e.
robustness in the resultant material is crucial. Self-assembled materials such as COFs,
HOFs, ZIFs and MOFs are all well known to provide this robustness, however it is MOFs
that have contributed the most in forwarding the goals of robust dynamics. As discussed
above, reticular synthesis allows for a huge amount of tunability of the organic linkers
whilst not heavily impacting on the resulting topology (within reason). This is a great
boon, as the linkers have the potential to carry intricate and complex MIMs within their
connective backbone. If this dynamic moiety does not interfere with the formation of the
SBU, then the framework can form and thus produce the free volume needed for the
molecular dynamics.
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The successful tethering of MIMs to MOF structures has been quite limited with
few examples. The few reported examples have used several different strategies for how to
do this. The three main approaches are:
•

Postsynthetic modification (PSM) of the linker within the MOF

•

Postsynthetic tethering to an active metal site on the SBU of the MOF by solventassisted linker exchange (SALE) or solvent-assisted linker incorporation (SALI)

•

Complete ground-up MIM linker design and placement into a MOF net (either
through a single linker or by doping with an ancillary linker)

By first creating the MOF architecture and then using a post synthetic modification of the
linker, one can run into several issues.*)K First, the SBU and linkers used in the synthesis
must be chemically stable enough to allow the conditions required (whatever they may
be) for a separate reaction to occur within the pores of the framework. This can be a
significant challenge if the SBU is not known for its chemical stability, the conditions
required to form a dynamic linker can cause the very framework to collapse. Secondly, the
resulting MOF net must be able to accommodate an increase in sterics that may result
from the linker modification. During MOF formation, depending on the net, a framework
with large pores and/or cavities will tend to interpenetrate (or catenate) to lower the
amount of potential void space. It may be this exact void space that is required to
accommodate the new linker, or the reactant molecules required. This effectively blocks
the modifications needed to achieve robust dynamics. The post-synthetic method to date
has not yet produced a MOF exhibiting robust dynamics, though it has been successful in
tethering a variety of molecular switches and gyroscopes.*)*,**)
A similar, but more advanced version of PSM is the concept of building block
replacement (BBR) and/or its derivative concepts of solvent-assisted linker exchange
(K
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(SALE) and solvent-assisted ligand incorporation (SALI).*** These methods come with the
same drawbacks as discussed with the simple PSM method, but they do not require
reactions within the pores to transform incorporated linkers; they instead replace entire
building blocks (linker or node). This process is reliant on the fundamental “selfcorrecting” labile behaviour of MOFs that allow such structures to be grown in the first
place.**(,**A
The SALE method requires entire bridging linker to be replaced with the target
linker. Whilst this method is quite powerful, it has not been successfully employed to
achieve robust dynamics. The SALI method is the binding of a ligand (not linker) to a
sufficiently labile metal SBU after the MOF framework has been grown. It is important to
note that the incoming molecule is considered a ligand and not a linker, as it does not
bridge between two nodes. It is therefore not part of the topological net of the framework.
This is important as its success is heavily dependent on both the formation of a SBU that
has a metal site that is available for ligand exchange, and if the porosity of the framework
is sufficient to even accommodate a new ligand within the pores. If both of these
conditions are met, then the SALI concept is one of merit.**C–**H To date, two examples exist
of using the SALI method to implant the Zr MOF NU-*))) with MIM components. The
first example is the mounting of a bistable trisradical catenane, *·+⊂CBPQT((·+) to the ZrH
SBUs of the framework.**P NU-*)))-FCn+ has been created by tethering a functionalised
bistable [(]catenane FCC+ to the Zr SBU of NU-*))) using the SALI method.**+
The SALI method has proven particularly effective for NU-*))) because of a few
features. First, the (+)-c ZrH(μA-OH)+(OH)+- SBU is exceptionally stable, reaching a
temperature of D)) °C by TGA before decomposition. Secondly, the combination of the
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ZrH SBU and the (C)-c TBAPyC- creates a ((+),(C)-c csq net. A combination of the sterics of
the TBAPyC- and the topology of the net suppress any interpenetration. This creates pores
of exceptional size, with diameters of ~*( Å for the triangular micropores, and ~A) Å for
the hexagonal mesopores. This net also blocks formation of the more common (*()-c
ZrHOC(OH)C(CO()*( “brick” SBU first reported in the fcu MOF, UiO-HH.**K This is important,
as the (+)-c Zr SBU allows for a potential of C separate ligand binding sites to the SBU,
allowing for the SADI process to occur. It is the combination of all of these key structural
components that allow for large, functional components to be directly tethered to the
framework SBU. The SALI method could also have utility in M-paddlewheel SBUs (M =
Co, Ni, Cu and Zn) which have two sites on the “poles” of the paddlewheel that are usually
occupied with water. These water molecules could potentially be replaced with binding
pyridyl functional components if the above factors are met.
The PSM, SALE and SALI methods all have similar disadvantages from an overall
design point of view. To achieve a satisfactory degree of robust dynamics, one is heavily
dependent on the PSM reaction being quantitative. If for instance the targeted material is
less than *))% successfully modified, then the density of the dynamics could be extremely
low, when considering that MOFs are in general display low densities. Ensuring a
quantitative reaction within the pores and cavities of the MOF comes with its own set of
problems for the same reasons listed above. If a quantitative reaction has not taken place,
then determining the extent of the reaction can be problematic. Techniques to analyse the
insides of the pores are usually qualitative at best, with the degree of success in
modification being inferred from gas adsorption data. The final knock-on effect of these
problems is that even if you can learn the degree of modification, it may be impossible to
discover where exactly the MIM components have been placed. A random assortment of
A*
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MIM linkers is not conducive to the quest of achieving coherent motion in the solid state.
It is clear that the PSM, SALE and SALI methods have their advantages, but their
disadvantages outweigh these in their utility for the creation of robust dynamics.

Figure . . # – A general overview for the SALI method of tethering the functionalised
bistable [ ]catenanes into NU- !!!.**P,**+
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Finally, the most straightforward method is that of creating a MIM linker from the
ground up to be complexed with a chosen SBU and thus, creating a MOF. This may seem
like the most obvious option, with several examples of MIM linkers having been
successfully transferred into a MOF. As previously mentioned, porous coordination
polymers PCPs and polyrotaxane metal-organic frameworks (PMOFs)K) have all attempted
this to some degree, but none of the materials produced were capable of robust dynamics.
One of the first attempts made using this bottom-up approach is the (D sql Cu*+
MOF-*)** that was based on the successful docking motif of MOF-*))*.*(),*(* MOF-*)** is
formed by the combination of a long ditopic linker containing a catenane with square
planar Cu+ ions. The linker is bound to the metal by two carboxylate groups and one η(
alkyne that is bent to ~DD-HC°. This bend helps to create the sql net which is formed by
two perpendicular square “chess board” grids. A AD interpenetrated nbo net was achieved
with a similar catenane bound linker used in MOF-*)A).*(( Both of these structures have a
rather large problem, the catenane is completely immobile. The framework that is created
to tether the catenane blocks the very dynamics it was created to house!
Clearly, designing a linker that can reliably be both placed with ease into a stable
framework, and in doing so create the free volume required for the molecular dynamics to
occur, is a difficult endeavour. To date, the UWDM series of dynamic MOF materials has
made the largest strides to achieve the goals set out in ()*). Elements of this series and
their design criteria will be discussed on each of their successes and failings individually.
Hopefully these arguments make the case that the most logical way of achieving
robust dynamics is to design linkers from the very outset to fit into targeted MOF
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topologies instead of trying to adapt current molecular machines into ad hoc solid-state
materials.

'.'.3

Metal-Organic Rotaxane Frameworks and the UWDM Series

It should not come as a surprise that the work reported herein has been built on the
strong foundations of the principles outlined above, but also on lessons learnt from
previous forays into constructing metal-organic rotaxane frameworks. Before the impact
of the seminal UWDM-' (which shall be discussed shortly), a large effort in adding
dynamic linkers into MOFs, was the usage of [(]pseudorotaxanes and charged, flexible,
*,(-bis(pyridinium)ethane [(]rotaxanes axles as the organic linker.K*,K(,*(A–*(D When using
pseudorotaxanes as the linker, the non-covalent interactions that produce the
interpenetrated construct must be maintained during the synthesis of the MOF. This is
done with the thought that the metal SBU formation will act as the “stopper” groups of the
rotaxane, preventing the wheel from dethreading. This requires that the synthesis is mild
enough to preserve the weak non-covalent interactions that keep the two components
threaded. Inevitably, conditions that meet this requirement and produce a MORF in a
facile means are few and far between.
To help combat each of these issues, five considered design criteria were
implemented when designating new rotaxane linkers for MORFs to create a “roadmap” of
discovery. First reported in the ()*( Nature Chemistry paper describing the synthesis,
characterisation and the dynamic behaviour of UWDM-', these design criteria are given
below verbatim:KC
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*) Metal nodes and linkers that result in a neutral, A-periodic, non-interpenetrated
framework were used to eliminate counterions in the lattice, maximize stability
and allow for the porosity essential to create internal space such that the MIM is
able to undergo uninhibited motion.
() A permanently interlocked ligand was used to ensure retention of the mechanical
link during the vigorous reaction conditions required to prepare the MOF.
A) A MIM template was chosen in which the initial (non-covalent) templating
interactions were easily removed so as to maximize the freedom of motion of the
wheel components.
C) The MIM axle was designed to be compact and rigid to minimize framework
flexibility and skeletal vibrations.
D) The system was designed to make use of a characterization tool capable of
unambiguously characterizing the dynamics of the MIM components in the solid
state.
These design criteria help to focus on how to precisely introduce functional
components into a high-density (not that a MOF structure is high-density, quite the
opposite in fact) solid state assembly. By looking in turn at the advances and lessons learnt
of a selection of the UWDM/UWCM series, one can hope to contextualise the successes
(and failures) of the series and realise further objectives in the quest for functional solid
state molecular machines and components.

UWDM-

Vs. UWCM-

– The advantages and pitfalls of the aniline

recognition motif
Previous prototype materials in the University of Windsor Dynamic Material (UWDM)
series have mostly achieved the goal of robust dynamics, but have fallen short of having a
truly reticular, predictable structure.KC,*(H–*(+ In the case of the prototype MORF UWDM-',
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when the mechanically-interlocked molecular (MIM) linker is used, a (C)-c nbo derived
(A,C)-c fog (originally reported as β-phase nbo, but corrected to fog+*,*(K) net is formed.
However, when the interlocked “wheel” is not present in the linker as in the case of the
University of Windsor Crystalline Material-* (UWCM-'), the resulting structure is not the
expected

nbo.

Instead,

the

topology

of

UWCM-'

is

a

complex

(C,C,C,C)-c

rhombihexahedron interconnected with large cuboctahedral cages (nanoballs).*A),*A* Thus,
it can be said that true reticular synthesis has not been achieved, but why?

Figure . . $ – Top left: Structure of the organic linker in UWCM- . Top middle: Ball-andstick model from SCXRD data of the repeating unit of UWCM- . Top right: UWCMdisplaying nine distinct “nanoballs” shown as gray polyhedra. Bottom left: Structure of the
organic linker in UWDM- . Blue indicates organic backbone, mechanically interlocked
macrocycles in red, and CuII metal centres in green. Bottom middle: Ball-and-stick model
from SCXRD data of the repeating unit of UWDM- . Bottom right: View down the c-axis of
UWDM- .
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When comparing the two organic linkers’ behaviour within the MORF and MOF,
one can start to make sense of the outcome. If ignoring the presence of the mechanically
interlocked macrocyclic wheel, the organic aniline backbones of each ligand are identical.
When the wheel is interlocked around the axle of the ligand, it introduces a rigidifying
effect upon the main aniline axle. This new rigidity effectively allows the organic linker to
act in a more similar way to comparable highly rigid ligands (NOTT-*)* for example*A(). In
turn this results in the expected nbo net. As for UWCM-', the linker is lacking such
rigidity instead, the organic linker is free to rotate around the RN-CR bond of the aniline.
This results in a “bent” or “folded” organic linker. This drastically displaces the expected
positions of the CuII SBUs and creates the structure shown in Fig. *.*.*D. It would be evident
from this case study that the design principle C) has not truly been taken into
consideration. From a molecular design point of view, the central aniline group simply
provides too many free degrees of rotation for it to be reliably used in reticular synthesis.
This would make it pragmatic to avoid the future use of the aniline templating motif as a
crucial moiety of the organic linker for future UWDM materials, and instead focus on
incorporating reliable and rigid components.

UWDM- and UWDM- – Pillared MORFs and the interpenetration problem
An example of a different approach in the design and synthesis of robust dynamic
materials are the pillared MORFs of UWDM-) and UWDM-%.*(+ A “pillared” MOF is
constructed with two design principles. Firstly, the formation of a periodic (D grid is
required. Commonly this is provided by a (-connected linear linker molecule and a square
planar C-connected SBU forming a square “chess-board” assembly.*AA–*C) In the case of the
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well-known CuII and ZnII paddle-wheel SBUs, the SBU has two more linker binding sites
after the formation of the cluster. Two more linkers can bind on the “North” and “South”
of the paddlewheel. This transforms the (D grid into a pillared AD assembly. As the (D
grid must be formed to form the SBU, this leads to a degree of control over which linker
ultimately resides in the pillared position. With molecular control, comes the ability of
further designing the linkers for an intended function. In the case of UWDM-) and
UWDM-% it is the pillaring molecules that were designed to include a [(]rotaxane
component, Fig . . -.

Figure . . ) – The pillaring [ ]rotaxane linker and the two separate D grid forming
organic linkers forming UWDM- and UWDM- .

When combined with ZnII and a (D grid forming linker, both MORFs adopt a pillared pcu
net with the [(]rotaxane linkers in the expected places, an excellent reticular outcome!
Unfortunately, both structures are interpenetrated; UWDM-) three-fold and UWDM-%
two-fold as seen in Fig. . . ). As an initial outcome, this is not ideal when taking criterion
*) into consideration, with interpenetration reducing porosity and hindering possible
dynamic motion. On closer inspection however, the MORF frameworks have several
interesting features. In the case of UWDM-), the motion of the wheel (as shown by (H
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VT-SSNMR) is severely restricted but still exhibits partial rotation up to ((D° in CD° jumps
around the axle, but never reaching full rotation up to a temperature of C(C K. UWDM-%
on the other hand is far more interesting. This framework undergoes a reversible phase
change upon removal of the solvent from the pores. With solvent molecules present,
(designated

as

α-UWDM-%)

the

wheel

resides

in

the

center

of

the

C,C’-

biphenyldicarboxylic acid and ZnII SBU (D grid. This creates a “round peg in a square
hole”*(+ architecture. Potential interactions between the wheel and the square hole result
in the dynamic motion of the wheel being hindered when compared to UWDM-'.KC

Figure . . - – SC-XRD structures showing the -fold interpenetrated pcu net of α-UWDM. Left: A side on view showing the interlocked wheel inside the squares of the D grid. Right:
An augmented net further showing the interpenetrated nature of the net.

Upon activating α-UWDM-%, the solvent molecules are expunged from the
framework. This results in a noticeable phase change as observed by VT-PXRD, to give the
new de-solvated framework β-UWDM-%. This phase change affords the wheel a newfound
increase in mobility. This is evidenced by a narrowing of the lineshape of the (H VT-
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SSNMR at temperatures over A*+ K. This change is attributed to the wheel now
undergoing full rotation about the aniline axis. This would suggest that the formerly
hindered wheel has “popped-out” of the square hole and enjoys a higher degree of
freedom. This freedom of motion is lost upon resolvation of the MORF back to α-UWDM% where the wheel is again hindered by the square hole. This reversibility of the phase
change makes this material an excellent proof of concept of affecting dynamic, molecular
motion by external stimuli (heat and solvent exposure in this case).
For the outlook of this thesis, it is obviously advantageous to avoid
interpenetration, but the lessons of UWDM-)/% indicate that interpenetration of the
framework net is not quite as disastrous as some would predict; an outlook that is
becoming more common in the field of porous materials.*C*,*C( Further to this, the criteria
of specifically avoiding interpenetration will not be considered a steadfast design goal in
the pursuit of dynamic MORFs. As for reticular synthesis, the structure of UWDM-% is
isoreticular with a pcu net when compared to other pillared Zn MOFs.*AP This is mostly
due to the aforementioned “rigidifying” effect of the mechanically bound macrocyclic
wheel on the central aniline templating moiety. As for robust dynamics, the reversible
phase change of the framework has a direct effect upon the modes of rotation exhibited by
the wheel but does not impact on the fidelity of the system. Conventional knowledge of
robust dynamics is under the understanding that repeated framework shifts due to solvent
affects are uncontrollable and very situational, and ultimately lead to structural failure.A
However, UWDM-% does precisely this.*(+
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UWDM-# – A crystalline molecular shuttle with an unusual net
Previously discussed (and one undiscussed)*(P entries in the UWDM series have focussed
on conserving and observing the rotational, or “pirouetting” motion of the mechanically
interlocked wheel in the solid state. The framework of UWDM-2 however, goes one step
further and introduces translational molecular motion more commonly known as
“shuttling”.*CA,*CC The basic construction of a molecular shuttle is the presence of two
“stations” placed along a “track” that allows for a mechanically bound macrocycle to travel
along the track and bind to each station in turn.

Figure '.'.'H – Cartoon representations of a degenerate [(]rotaxane shuttle. Left: A
cartoon highlighting the components that make a shuttle. Right: A cartoon of shuttle with
stations with equal energy barriers.
If the stations of the shuttle have the same energies of interaction, then there is no
preference for one station over the other, therefore the shuttle is said to be degenerate.
For a degenerate shuttling system, the population of the macrocycle residing on each
station is D):D).*CA
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This population can be manipulated by a variety of stimuli such as, chemical,
electrochemical, UV photoisomerization and other enthalpic and entropic means.*)C,*CA,*CD–
*D)

These stimuli in effect create a “bistable” shuttle, increasing a preference for one

station; effectively pushing the population of residing macrocycles to be higher on one
station over the other. Being chemically different, then the range of possible stimuli that
can be potentially engineered to apply to the system is expanded.*CC,*D*,*D( The ability to
design a variety of “push” and “pull” factors into the function of molecular shuttles make
them a prime candidate for future molecular machines, and thus for incorporating the
translational motion into an organised, coherent, solid-state, crystalline material.
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Figure . . 3 – Top Left: The chemical structure of the organic linker of UWDM-#. Top
Right and Bottom Left: Two views of how the “arms” of the H-shape shuttle are
antiperiplanar to each other. Bottom Right: A view down the c-axis of three adjacent unit
cells in an augmented representation of SC-XRD data of UWDM-#. The ZnII SBU is shown as
green (*)-c octahedron, and the two benzimidazoles as blue (()-c triangles.
UWDM-2 shows that the dynamic translational motion of a compact, rigid,
degenerate shuttle can be successfully transferred into a crystalline MOF, whilst retaining
the motion of the MIM.A,*(H Within the framework, a H-shaped quadratopic linker contains
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a rigid central axle or track with two degenerate perpendicular benzimidazole stations on
either end (Fig. . . #). Interlocked around this axle is a (C-crown-+ wheel that rapidly
shuttles between the two stations. This is allowed as the rigid sides of the H-shape
effectively create a “box” of linkers around each shuttling wheel, thus preventing any
sterics from blocking the motion between the two stations, though some cooperativity
between adjacent wheels has been suggested. By isotopically labeling the central
benzimidazole bridging carbons with *AC, then the interactions between the wheel and
axle can be probed through *AC VT-SSNMR. So, is this robust dynamics? It is the opinion of
the author that yes, absolutely so. Not only is the wheel fundamentally allowed to exhibit
full translational motion, it is within a highly organised framework in the solid state
without any loss of structural integrity whilst shuttling.
But is the resulting framework structure of UWDM-2 reticular and predictable? It
is quite evident that the topological net is both familiar and exotic at the same time. If one
was to imagine the shuttling crossbar being removed from the framework, the resulting
net would be a classic interpenetrated primitive cubic pcu net akin to the IRMOF series.P+
By the addition of the crossbar, the two frameworks are now explicitly linked together.
When now considering the net, in what sense are the networks interpenetrated? The
answer is that they are not! When analysed by ToposPro*DA, the (C,H)-c hea net is given.
This net was first reported in the metal-organic material oc-MOM-*.*DC This is quite an
unexpected net, resulting in the allowed rotation about the central phenyl ring of the axle
track. When the H-shaped shuttle is crystallised by itself, the track stays planar, giving a
true “H” shape when compared to the perpendicular struts of the H when in the MORF.
This simple degree of freedom drastically impacts on the ability to predict structure from
reticular synthesis. Whilst the topology is not unwelcome, and obviously has its merits, for
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one to increase the predictability of resulting materials with functional dynamic
components, linkers should be further designed to limit as many rotational bonds as
possible.

Figure 1.1.20 – Representations of the 4-connected rings of the hea net. Rings are formed from
two organic linkers and two SBUs. Top Row: UWDM-4 showing the 4-c ring with and without
the interlocked wheels. Bottom Left: The same ring as shown by the first reported hea, ocMOM1.154Bottom Right: Augmented representation of the 4-c ring.

'.) Conclusion and Scope of Dissertation
To reliably create a material exhibiting robust dynamics, the use of reticular synthetic
concepts both increases the predictability and the chances of success.C The design
concepts that worked so well for UWDM-', % and 2 were instrumental in making strides
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towards the goal of coherent motion in the solid state. However, the principles should
thusly be amended to take into account how to achieve this reticular approach whilst not
compromising the goal of robust dynamics.
After considering previous literature and outlooks, we can present six, chronological,
objectives to achieve reticular, robust dynamics:
. Target well-known MOF topologies (nets) to incorporate a MIM linker
This is crucial to the outlook of each design. There is a vast wealth of different MOFs
reported in the literature. For the criteria needed here, many are quite unsuitable. What is
needed are MOF series that have already been shown to be receptive to reticular synthesis,
robust when desolvated, and are structurally known and well analysed. Material
characteristics such as chemical and thermal stability, the size and shape of potential void
spaces and a high feasibility of synthesis are major factors in the potential successes of a
project. It was therefore highly advantageous to scour through the MOF literature for
frameworks that hit each of these targets and design a MIM linker retroactively instead of
from the ground up with a “shake-and-bake” mindset.
. Synthesise a rigid linker incorporating a benzimidazole binding motif with,
and without, the mechanically interlocked “wheel”
As discussed in section *.*.C, the case of UWDM-' vs. UWCM-' offers us important design
considerations. Reticular synthesis flourishes when the linkers are of a rigid “backbone”
design. Providing additional flexibility to the backbone reduces the likeliness of producing
isostructural materials. To this end, utilising a linear triphenyl with a central,
functionalised benzimidazole allows for a large potential of different rotaxane linkers.*DD
What results from this thought is the evolution of a “T-shaped” design. The design is an
CH

Chapter *
effort to minimally change the main rigid structural backbone of the linker. Incorporating
a benzimidazole core into the central phenyl moiety provides a K)° angle to the main
triphenyl linker. This design allows for a degree of “access” into any potential free void
space created by the net of the targeted MOF. Of course, this design produces some
organic synthesis challenges; challenges that will initially have to be overcome.

Figure 1.2.1 – Cartoon representations of the T-shaped “naked” and [2]rotaxane linker design.
Silver = metal binding groups. Blue = main organic body. Green: Steric stopper groups. Red =
the mechanically interlocked “wheel”.

. Use reticular synthetic principles to make a MOF with the “naked” linker
#. Use reticular synthetic principles to make a MORF with the [ ]rotaxane
linker
Once the synthetic organic challenges have been overcome, then the inorganic challenges
must be considered. Producing a crystalline MOF is not without its challenges, from
determining the optimal synthetic conditions to fully characterising a microcrystalline,
insoluble powder. If objective * on this list has been adroitly considered, then the use of
reticular synthesis is of great boon to objectives A and C.
$. Probe and define the dynamics of the motion in the solid state

CP

Chapter *
For one to say that the goal of robust dynamics has been achieved, then a reliable method
of probing such dynamics must be used. For this, through the organic synthesis of the
[(]rotaxane, the crown ether “wheel” can be labelled with deuterium ((H). This allows for
use of (H solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance ((H SSNMR). By conducting such an
experiment, we can hope to observe the rotation of the wheel and any differing “modes” of
such a rotation.
). Manipulate the dynamics of the motion within the solid-state material
Utilising the mechanical bond is an excellent way to curb the random Brownian motion of
the (at least one) components. However, without further molecular design the motion is
still, at best, incoherent The use of acid/base chemistry, photosisomerisation, ion binding
or any other reversible process can allow for multiple states of the molecule. If these
different states have a direct effect upon the dynamics of the MIM in a reversible way,
then a step towards robust dynamics has been made.

Summary
Each of these six objectives of molecular design were employed in each of the
chapters reported in this thesis.
Chapter ) targets nbo derived nets by creating T-shaped linkers with diisopthalic metal
binding groups.
Chapter % targets lvt derived nets with T-shaped linkers with an extended diisopthalic
metal binding motif.
Chapter 2 targets the edge-transitive pcu net with T-shaped linkers with linear metal
binding groups.
Chapter 3 targets the edge-transitive fcu net by doping a T-shaped linker with another
linear metal binding linker.
C+

Chapter *
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Chapter )
).' Diisophthalic T-Shaped [)]Rotaxane Linkers for nbo Cu Metal
Organic Rotaxane Frameworks
).'.'

Introduction

Having outlined six objectives, the first step is to select a MOF net to emulate and
incorporate a [(]rotaxane linker into. As shown in the example of UWDM-', the basic nbo
net is an attractive one.* This net is exemplified in the work of M. Schröder and his
colleagues with the extensive “NOTT-*))” series.(–C The basic construction principle of the
nbo net is the use of two mutually orthogonal C-connected nodes with a square planar
geometry. When assembled, these two nodes create a connecting HC·+( net as shown in
Fig. (.*.*. When considering the basic nbo net for use in a MOF structure, the combination
of linkers and SBUs is not equally unimodal. Instead it is more accurately considered to be
binodal. This results from considering the SBU and the linker as independent nodes with
different connectivities. In the case of the (C)-c nbo, the square planar SBU is considered
as a one (C)-c node, but the organic linker is also considered an equal square planar (C)-c
node. This is not accurate and does not describe the true net; instead the linker can be
augmented and considered as two triangular A-connected nodes bound together with an
additional link. Combining two triangular nodes creates the necessary secondary planar
node required by the nbo net, as shown in Fig.(.*.*. This leads to the three possible derived
(A,C)-c nets of fof, fog and tfb (representations of which can be seen in Fig. (.*.*).D
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Figure . . - The basic net of nbo can be divided into three potential (reported) derived nets.
Top Row: An idealised (-)-c nbo net. Middle Row: Derived ((,-)-c nets fof, fog and tfb.
Bottom Row: Augmented nets showing the ((,-)-connectivity of each building unit. Blue =
(()-c node; Red = (-)-c node. The yellow ball of tfb only seeks to visualise the presence of the
“nanoball” void and is not intended to define it accurately.
For the NOTT-*)) series, C-connected nodes are provided through the
combination of a rigid C-connected diisophthalic acid linker and CuII ions, producing the
general formula of [Cu((L)] (L = linker). For this work, the triphenyl diisophthalic linker
used in NOTT-*)*, shown in Fig. (.*.(, was selected to be modified. NOTT-*)* is created
using a solvothermal synthesis reaction in DMF. The diisophthalic carboxylates on the
DK
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triphenyl linker coordinate with the CuII ions to create a well-known C-connected
dicopper paddlewheel secondary building unit. It is this SBU that provides the second
planar node, and thus resulting in an fof net. The fof net is further typified through its
creation of two “cages” within the MOF structure. The hexagonal cage [Cu*(L*(] and the
more elongated [Cu(CLH] are what provides the NOTT-*)* series its large porosity and
affinity for H( adsorption. The linker itself is open to synthetic decoration on the central
phenyl ring. This is valuable to reticular synthesis as the rigid backbone of the linker is not
fundamentally modified. By retaining this rigidity, then the non-reticular design flaws of
UWCM-' and UWDM-' are not repeated.
With promising stability, and proven reticular synthesis, the NOTT-*)) series of
nbo derived nets was thusly selected for incorporating a T-shaped [(]rotaxane MIM linker
and its “naked” (i.e. without the interlocked wheel) analogue.

Figure . . – Left: The triphenyl diisophthalic acid organic linker of NOTT- ! . Center: A
ball-and-stick model of NOTT- ! , exhibiting the fof net. Right: The structure of the [Cu L ]
hexagonal cage.
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Results and Discussion

Organic linker design, synthesis and characterisation
Four T-shaped triphenyl diisophthalic linkers were designed and targeted. Of the
linkers (Fig. (.*.C), two were naked T-shaped linkers ((.)A and (.)P), and two were Tshaped [(]rotaxane MIM linkers but only one was able to be synthesised ((.()[(H]). The
linkers were also divided by the stopper groups used; two being CHA and two with CFA
groups. The four target compounds are shown in Fig. . .-.

Figure . . – Top: A cartoon representation of the ring-closing metathesis (RCM) reaction
to produce a [ ]rotaxane molecule. Bottom: The RCMR done to synthesise the [ ]rotaxane
.!" used in this thesis.
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Each of the four linkers were synthesized from the precursor compound, (.)*.
Compound (.)* was synthesized through a double Suzuki coupling reaction between A,Hdibromo-*,(-benzenediamine and diethyl D-(C,C,D,D-tetramethyl-*,A,(-dioxaborolan-(yl)isophthalate. From this central synthon, the diamine can be condensed with an
aldehyde catalysed by ZrClC. The two aldehydes used were A,D-dimethylbenzaldehyde and
A,D-bis(trifluroromethyl)benzaldehyde;

this

reaction

produces

the

benzimidazole

templating moiety and the bulky steric stopper groups needed for the axle of the
[(]rotaxane. At this point, a portion of each axle was set aside to undergo a hydrolysis
reaction in sodium hydroxide to remove the ethyl esters and deprotect to form the four
carboxylic acid groups, producing the “naked” axles (.)A and (.)P needed for MOF
synthesis.
To create the [(]rotaxane the two precursor axles were protonated using
HBFC.Et(O. The resulting benzimidazolium cation produces a templating motif for the
pentaethyleneglycol-dipent-C-enyl ether to bond and wrap around the axle through Hbonding and ion-dipole interactions.H After allowing a short period of time for the
templating effect to produce a clear solution3, the chain can then be closed using Grubbs
*st generation catalyst in a ring-closing metathesis (RCM) reaction (see Fig. . .(), forming
the mechanical bond, and thus a [(]rotaxane.P The resulting alkene on the wheel can then
be reduced with D( ((H() using Pd/C. This provides the label on the wheel for (H VTSSNMR to monitor any potential dynamics. Finally, the ethyl esters were hydrolyzed with
sodium hydroxide as they were for the naked axles. It was found at this point that the
elevated temperatures and harsh conditions needed for this hydrolysis were incompatible
3
On most occasions of the RCMR reported in this thesis, the templating axle HBF4 salt is not soluble in the
reaction solvent until the pre-crown is added. The interaction between the templating axle and the precrown increase the solubility and allow for a clear solution.
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for compound (.)D to remain as a [(]rotaxane, causing unthreading of the wheel.
However, *.()[(H] with the bulkier CFA stopper groups was able to maintain the
mechanical bond through this synthesis.

Figure . .# - The four targeted ligands for the creation of nbo derived MO(R)Fs. The
[ ]rotaxane with × CH( stoppers was unfortunately not able to be synthesised.

Synthesis and Characterisation of UWCM-CH% and UWCM-CF%
In total, three MOFs using the two naked linkers of compounds (.)A and (.)P were
successfully synthesised and characterised. The MOF produced using compound (.)A was
designated UWCM-CH% (Scheme . .)). The MOF produced using (.)P produced two
separate phases, the major product was designated α-UWCM-CF% and the minor phase
designated β-UWCM-CF% (Scheme

. ."). Unfortunately as explained above, the

[(]rotaxane linker with ( × CHA stoppers was not able to be synthesised. The linker
*.()[(H] was successfully synthesised and characterised however; a crystalline MORF was
not able to be synthesised after many attempts. Each structure was analysed by PXRD,
TGA, IR, SCXRD and ToposPro.
UWCM-CH% was synthesised under solvothermal conditions outlined in Scheme
. .), producing large green rhomboid crystals. Analysis by SCXRD revealed a MOF
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framework of the linker with square planar directing CuII paddlewheel SBUs crystallising
in the trigonal space group R( . The formula of the as-synthesised material was found to
be [Cu(((.)()(H(O)(]·A(DMF)A(H(O).
The SCXRD analysis shows that the central benzimidazole moiety of UWCM-CH%
displays positional disorder over two positions and creates a chiral “spiral” inside the
[Cu*(L*(] cage. This spiral has the appearance of being either clockwise or anti-clockwise
within the cage. One such configuration of the spiral is shown in Fig. . .*, where the arms
are too sterically hindered to point towards one another and therefore must all be
oriented in the same direction. It is also evident from the crystal structure that an absolute
maximum of three benzimidazoles can simultaneously occupy each cage and that the
arms cannot point into the [Cu(CLH] cage. Analysis with Platon SOLV reveals a solvent
accessible void space of HDD* ÅA resulting in a DH% void space.

Figure . .$ - SCXRD structure of UWCM-CH displaying the fof net. Top left: View down
the b-axis. Top right: View down the c-axis showcasing the hexagonal channels.
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Such a net is in contrast to the reported square-windowed ssb net of NOTT-*)K.A
The drastic change in the NOTT-*)K net was attributed to bulkiness of the central
naphthalene moiety in the backbone of the HCL*D linker. With this in mind, it would be
expected that the linker used in UWCM-CH% might also produce an ssb net, but evidently
this is not the case. It is likely that the dihedral angle of the central phenyl ring has an
effect on the positional sterics. With naphthalene, the central phenyl dihedral angle seen
in NOTT-*)K is P)°, whereas the phenyl-benzimidazole dihedral angle in UWCM-CH% is
only CA°. The smaller size of the imidazole allows for a tighter dihedral angle. This enables
the moiety to pack better in the [Cu*(L*(] cage.

Figure . .) - Two views of the [Cu L ] cage within UWCM-CH . Top row: Single crystal
structure of the cage showing one position of the benzimidazole arm pointing into the cage.
Black = C, red = O, green = Cu, blue = N, white = H. Bottom row: Augmentation of the cage
constructed from red (-)-c nodes and blue (()-c nodes. The green rods show the location of
the benzimidazole arms.
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It is potentially the interplay between the dihedral angle and its subsequent
packing, and not simple sterics that causes NOTT-*)K to adopt an ssb net. This was
further shown in the case of ZJU-P,+ where the same diisophthalic napthalene ligand used
for NOTT-*)K was found to adopt the same fof net as the rest of the NOTT-*)) series,
even with the same dihedral angle. Drawing from this, it can be said that even when the
principles of reticular synthesis seem well defined and considered, polymorphous
frameworks are still a distinct possibility. In the case of NOTT-*)K/ZJU-P, this highlights
that a slight variance in synthetic conditions can tip the balance between producing an ssb
or an nbo framework (shown in Fig. . .)). This will be seen further with the two phases of
UWCM-CF%.

Figure . .- - The two different nets of NOTT- !# (stx) and ZJU-) (fof) when changing the
synthetic conditions for the solvothermal reaction between H-L( !) and CuII. ZJU-) is
isoreticular with UWCM-CH .
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Linker (.)P when reacted under solvothermal conditions with copper nitrate
produced the Cu MOF UWCM-CF% with two phases denoted as α-UWCM-CF% and βUWCM-CF%. The bulk microcrystalline material of α-UWCM-CF% was shown to have the
same PXRD pattern as UWCM-CH% indicating a similar fof net. More interestingly, large,
oddly-shaped crystals of β-UWCM-CF% were produced during the synthesis. These crystals
could be physically separated from the bulk phase and were suitable for SCXRD analysis.
The crystal structure of β-UWCM-CF% proved to be remarkable in terms of size and
molecular aesthetics and was completely unexpected. The unit cell of β-UWCM-CF% is
extremely large and complicated. The structure is best described using a topological
analysis. The extraordinarily large unit cell is caused by the presence of a large central
cavity within the framework. At its widest point, the cavity reaches a staggering ~A+ Å CuCu distance. This is a slightly larger than NU-*))) which has a Zr-Zr distance of ~AH Å
across its hexagonal c-axis pores.K Casual observation of the residual electron density
shows that the CFA groups are clustered within this large cavity. This could account for the
creation of the cavity, with the CFA groups potentially causing a degree of hydrophobic
aggregation prior to MOF formation, and thus building the resulting MOF around this
aggregate. A fluorine lined cavity such as this could have interesting hydrophobic
possibilities or other equally interesting adsorption properties.
Due to weak diffraction, some parts of the linker molecule (.)P were not
resolvable in the single crystal structure. Due to this, programs such as SQUEEZE were
not able to determine an accurate formula or number of electrons from solvent molecules,
and therefore preventing an accurate measure of the percentage yield. Instead a best
estimate was made with a rationalised formula of [Cu(((.)P)(H(O)(]·xSolv. By ignoring the
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unknown solvent within the pores and cavities, the yield calculation assumes an activated
(that is, the metal node and linkers only) framework. This lack of certainty is not ideal, but
the difficulties in truly determining yields and molecular weights of MOFs are common in
the field.
Using the CCDC Mercury and Platon suite with a *.() Å probe, the solvent
accessible surface volume of the framework backbone only was calculated at KAPDK.K) ÅA,
or H+.H% of the unit cell volume.*) This is quite low considering that this is not factoring
the disordered and unresolvable benzimidazole moiety. The actual porosity of the
framework is quite limited with smallish **.( Å wide “nano-channels” between individual
cavities.**

Figure . ./ - Visualisation of the solvent accessible void space of β-UWCM-CF . The
central cavity has six nano-channels connecting it to the next cavity.
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Unfortunately, multiple attempts to create the loz net with the [(]rotaxane linker,
(.()[(H], were not met with any success, and did not produce an analogous framework
material.

Topological analysis of UWCM-CH% and UWCM-CF%
Both nets of UWCM-CH% and β-UWCM-CF% were augmented using the Crystal Impact
Diamond suite. As shown in Fig. . .#, this process is the same for NOTT-*)* in that the
triphenyl diisopthalic linker is augmented into two (A)-c triangular nodes with two edges.
The CuII paddlewheel SBU retains its (C)-c geometry dictating square planar shape. This
basic augmentation is the basis of determining the derived net from the ToposPro basic
net. The assignment of derived nets was in accordance to the steps outlined by M.
O’Keeffe and O. M. Yaghi et al.D

Figure . .3 – The process of augmenting the NOTT- ! linker and CuII SBU into two nodes
of different connectivity. The MOFs of UWCM-CH and β-UWCM-CF were augmented in
the exact same way in terms of their connectivity
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UWCM-CH
Analysis and simplification using ToposPro reveals the net of UWCM-CH% to be the
expected (C)-c uninodal nbo net.*( When augmenting the net to discern the derived net, it
was clear from comparing the unit cell that UWCM-CH% displays a clear (A,C)-c fof-a net
(see Fig. (.*.D. and

Fig. (.*.*)).D In a break from net augmentation orthodoxy, the

benzimidazole side arm moiety was further abstracted into a simple green rod. This
greatly helps visualise the location of this moiety and confirms that the arm only resides in
the [Cu*(L*(] cavities, and not the c-axis channels, nor the [Cu(CLH] cavities. It can now be
concluded that UWCM-CH% is isostructural and therefore, isoreticular to NOTT-*)*, the
target compound.

Figure . . " - The augmentation of the fof-a net of UWCM-CH . Top Left: The process of
augmentation of the T-shape into both a (()-c blue triangle node and a (-)-c square node
along with two different edges. The benzimidazole side arm is displayed as a green rod
pointing into the [Cu L ] cages.
P)
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β-UWCM-CF
Simplifying and augmenting the structure of β-UWCM-CFA obtained by SCXRD proved to
be a significant challenge. The large unit cell indicated a high number of non-symmetry
related nodes. Simplification and analysis by ToposPro confirms this observation by
finding an unprecedented basic D-nodal (C,C,C,C,C)-c net with a stoichiometry of (C)-c·((Cc)·(C-c)·((C)-c·((C)-c. This is a new entry to the Topos Topological Types Database, and
the net identifier code of loz has been accepted into the database.*(,*A

Figure . . - Augmented loz net of a × supercell of β-UWCM-CF . The cavities are
displayed by yellow spheres. Left: A view down the a-axis. Right: A view down the
crystallographic axis.
Upon augmenting the loz net, the location of the cavities became of interest.
When viewed down the *** axis, the void space displays a body centered cubic (BCC)
structure. Further to this, each cavity is connected in an octahedral fashion to the next
BCC layer through linear “nano-channels”. These nano-channels are made up of four
parallel linkers and eight SBUs in a cylindrical channel. When extrapolated this gives the
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effect of having two interpenetrated rho-like nets akin to a porous zeolite. Further analysis
by Mercury shows that solvent accessible void space only occurs through these nanochannels and the large central cavities. It is a distinct possibility that the marginal porosity
of the rho-like pores are completely independent of one another with solvent in one
“network” completely unable to access the other. The (C,C,C,C,C)-c loz net is for all intents
and purposes highly peculiar, and one that is born out of complete serendipity rather than
any effort of crystal engineering or reticular synthesis.

Figure . . - A visualisation of the connectivity of the representative void space in βUWCM-CF showing octahedral like pores further linked by nano channels.
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The fact that β-UWDM-CF% is only seen as a minor crystalline phase could be in
part due to the kinetics of the MOF growth. It could very well be that the formation of
such a polymorph could be from a correlation between thermodynamic stability and
density. Ostwald’s rule of stages where the least stable form crystallises first is again given
credence when examining α/β-UWDM-CF%. Recent usage of in situ powder X-ray
diffraction during mechanochemical synthesis has shown that such a principle when
applied to MOF and ZIF crystallisations in the discovery of the new topological, (C,C,C,C)c, [(C.PA·+()C(C.PC·+)((C(·PC)(PC·+()] net, katsenite, kat.*C,*D Such a net was only discovered
through a real time in situ method. It would be of interest to use the same principle during
the synthesis of any of the UWDM series to look for other such kinetic phases. This will
however be relegated to future work.
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Conclusions

This project was not a successful one. However, there were several lessons learnt in the
design and synthesis of T-shaped [(]rotaxane ligands that make it crucial to the successes
of subsequent projects (and chapters). To continue the strategy of the design criteria
several issues must be evaluated.
*.

The CHA stopper groups were not large and bulky enough to retain the mechanical
bond between the axle and wheel components at elevated temperatures (≥P) °C).

(. The CFA stopper groups are too large, and have inherent chemistry associated with
them that is unfavourable or at least hard to predict.*H,*P
A. The T-shaped triphenyl diisophthalic [(]rotaxane linker is too bulky for the nbo
derived nets.
PA
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In the final steps of the synthesis, the [(]rotaxane must be thermally stable enough
to undergo the harsh conditions of a NaOH catalysed hydrolysis of the ethyl ester groups.
It must also be able to survive the higher temperatures required for the solvothermal
synthesis of the MORF. Relying on CHA groups in the A,D positions of the adjacent phenyl
ring is therefore impractical. On the other hand, using the bulkiness of CFA groups to
overcome this problem likely increases the hydrophobicity of the linker and may disrupt
normal/predictable pre-organisation of the MOF lattice as designed.*H This may have had
an impact of the formation of microcrystalline α-UWCM-CF%. When considering βUWCM-CF%, it can be seen that the CFA groups are all pointing into the large nanoball
cavities. This structure and net could be of much interest for the capture of highly
hydrophobic molecules with potential industrial applications.
Further issues of the truncated design with diisophthalic groups and a bulky wheel
are also evident. Even when the [(]rotaxane linker was successfully synthesised a
crystalline MORF was not able to be produced. This is most likely caused by the steric
wheel blocking the formation of the [Cu*(L*(] and [Cu(CLH] cavities or the Cu paddlewheels.
This ultimately leads to an amorphous material and failure of the designed reticular
synthesis. The nbo derived nets do not create a large enough cavity to accommodate a
large moiety K)º to the major triphenyl backbone.
To continue this avenue of research, these issues need to be addressed in turn and
their problems solved. In terms of chemistry, the stopper groups can be replaced with
different ones that provide a more stable mechanical bond without the issues of the
trifluoromethyl groups. For the question of topological nets, this requires a deeper
understanding of the connectivity and structure of the net and a new appreciation for the
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subtleties of the reticular synthetic approach. When considering the positives, it has been
shown that a truncated T-shaped [(]rotaxane can indeed be formed from a templated
ring-closing metathesis clipping reaction. To date, this is the smallest permanent rotaxane
formed using the benzimidazole motif.*+,*K The benzimidazole moiety can also be easily
subjected to acid/base conditions (benzimidazole vs. benzimidazolium) that reliably
change the interactions between the wheel and the axle without affecting the interlocked
structure.() This creates a potential for switching behaviour, where the dynamic motion of
the wheel can be affected by chemical stimuli; see Chapter D.

).) Experimental
).).'

General Comments

The synthesis of all four organic linkers begins with the (.)* synthon. This synthon was
created by a D step synthesis as shown in Scheme

. . .(*,(( All solvents and (,*,A-

benzothiadiazole was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. D-Bromoisophthalic acid was
purchased from Alfa-Aesar. Bis(pinacolato)diboron was purchased from Synthonix. The
pre-crown for the RCM step was synthesised using the reported synthesis.P Both
pentaethylene glycol and D-bromopentene were purchased from TCI Chemicals. All
purchased reagents were used from the shipping container without further purification.
Deuterated solvents for NMR (CDClA, CDACN, DMSO-d*) were purchased from
Cambridge Isotope Laboratories. Solution NMR experiments on the *H, *AC and *KF nuclei
were conducted on either a A)) MHz or D)) MHz Bruker Avance instrument at room
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temperature. *H and

*A

C solution NMR spectra are reported in ppm relative to

tetramethylsilane (TMS, Si(CHA)C) with the individual solvent signal as a reference peak.
*K

F solution NMR spectra are reported in ppm relative to trichlorofluoromethane (CFClA).
Mass spectrometry data were recorded on a Waters Xevo GS-XS ToF instrument in

either ASAP+ or ESI+ mode.

).).) Synthesis of the Linkers
Starting Material Synthesis
Several synthetic precursors were required in order to produce the final T-shaped linkers.
The synthesis of which can be seen in Scheme. . . .
Benzothiadiazole was selectively brominated by refluxing elemental bromine and
hydrobromic acid according to reported literature, resulting in C,P-dibromo-(,*,Abenzothiadiazole.(A,(C After this, the sulfur was extracted with sodium borohydride in
anhydrous ethanol, producing A,H-dibromo-*,(-benzenediamine for further Suzuki
coupling reactions.(*,(C
D-Bromoisophthalic acid was esterified to diethyl D-bromoisophthalate with
concentrated sulfuric acid in anhydrous ethanol.(( After this, the diethyl Dbromoisophthalate underwent a Suzuki-Miyaura reaction with bis(pinacolato)diboron to
produce the diethyl D-boro(pinacol)isophthalate required for the next Suzuki coupling.((
The final Suzuki coupling between the A,H-dibromo-*,(-benzenediamine and two and a
half equivalents of diethyl D-boro(pinacol)isophthalate was done in benzene producing
the first synthon, compound (.)*.

PH

Chapter (
The pentaethyleneglycol-dipent-C-enyl ether was synthesised in accordance to
literature synthesis through an SN( reaction between pentaethylene glycol and Dbromopentene with sodium hydride followed by sodium iodide in THF.P

Scheme . . - Synthetic scheme of precursors used in the synthesis of T-shaped linkers.

PP

Chapter (

T-Shaped Linker with CH% Stopper Groups, ).(%

Scheme . . - Synthetic scheme of the T-shaped CH( linker, compound .!(.

Synthesis of ."

Figure . . - Compound .!
Benzene (*)) mL) was degassed under N( for four hours, and then added via a cannula to
a Schlenk flask containing A,H-dibromo-*,(-benzenediamine ((.A( g, +.PC mmol) and
diethyl D-(C,C,D,D-tetramethyl-*,A,(-dioxaborolan-(-yl)isophthalate (P.)) g, ().*) mmol).
The solution was then stirred for *) min, evacuated, and back-filled with N( three times.
Under N(, Pd(PPhA)C (* g, *) mol%) was then added to the mixture turning it red/orange.
After stirring for a further *) min, degassed Na(COA (aq, ( mol L-*, () mL) was added via a
cannula. The mixture was then heated to +D °C, with the mixture turning from orange to
deep green. This was then reacted for *( h. An aliquot TLC was taken, and if and

P+

Chapter (
unreacted A,H-dibromo-*,(-benzenediamine remained, further D mol% of catalyst was
added and reacted for a further *( h. When a lack of A,H-dibromo-*,(-benzenediamine was
detected by TLC, the solution was cooled to room temperature and then in an ice bath. A
large amount of green precipitate was seen, and thusly filtered off. The green filtrate was
washed with hexanes and a small amount of toluene, leaving a dark green solid. The green
filtrate was dissolved in EtOAc and extracted twice with H(O and once with brine. After
combining the organic layers, they were dried over Na(SOC and evaporated to dryness.
Upon drying, the pure product was left as off-white crystals of (.)*. Recovered yield ((.+*
g, DK%), melting point: ((D-((H °C.
*

H NMR (A)) MHz, CDClA): δ = +.P* a(t, J = *.P Hz, (H), +.AH b(d, J = *.H Hz, CH), H.+* c(s,

(H), C.CC d(q, J = P.* Hz, +H), A.D+ × NH (br s, CH), *.CA e(t, J = P.* Hz, *(H).
*A

C NMR (*(D MHz, CDClA) δ = *HD.P+, *C).((, *AC.CD, *AA.*), *A(.AD, *A(.)A, *A*.+(, *(K.P*,

*(P.CC, *(*.AD, PP.C*, PP.AP, PP.*H, PP.*D, PH.K), H*.+(, H*.HA, *C.CH ppm.
HR-MS (ToF ES+): Calculated for [M+H]+: [CA)HAAN(O+] m/z = DCK.(()); found m/z =
DCK.((AC g mol-*.

Synthesis of ."

Figure . . - Compound .!

PK

Chapter (
%,3-Dimethylbenzaldehyde ().(HK g, (.)) mmol) and ZrClC ().)C( g, *) mol%) were
added to CHClA (C) mL), sonicated and left to stir in atmospheric conditions for *D min.
After stirring, compound (.)* (*.))) g, *.+( mmol) was added to the mixture and stirred
under the same conditions for *( h. After reacting, a small amount of H(O (D mL) was
added, and the mixture filtered. The solution was then evaporated to dryness and then
dissolved in CH(Cl( and washed with H(O twice and once with brine, dried over MgSOC,
filtered and evaporated. The white solid was then suspended in Et(O, sonicated, and
gently warmed with a heat gun. Upon returning to room temperature, the suspension was
filtered, leaving pure white crystals of (.)(. Recovered yield ().HH) g, DD%), melting point:
(AD °C.
*

H NMR (D)) MHz, CDClA, Neutral): δ = K.KP N-H(s, *H), K.)C a(d, J = *.H Hz, (H), +.H+

b(d, J = *D.K Hz, (H), +.CK c(d, J = *.H Hz, (H), P.P* d(s, (H), P.H) e(d, J = P.+ Hz, *H), P.A+
f(d, J = P.P Hz, *H), P.)+ g(s, *H), C.CD h(q, J = P.) Hz, +H), (.AD i(s, HH), *.CP j(t, J = H.* Hz,
*(H).
*A

C NMR (*(D MHz, CDClA, Neutral) δ = *HH.(+, *HD.P*, *DA.)K, *AK.(P, *A+.KC, *A+.H),

*AC.DD, *AA.*H, *A(.(K, *A*.KK, *A*.*D, *(K.+), *(K.H*, *(K.AC, *(C.+*, *(A.C+, *((.AP, H*.PK, H*.C*,
(*.AK, *C.D*.
HR-MS (ToF ES+): Calculated for [M+H]+: [CAKHAKN(O+]+ m/z = HHA.(H)); found m/z =
HHA.(P(H g mol-*.

+)

Chapter (

Synthesis of ."

Figure . . - Compound .!( and .!([HBF-]
Compound ).() (C)) mg, ).H)C mmol) was suspended and sonicated in NaOH (aq, *)
mL, ( mol L-*) forming an orange solution. EtOH (*) mL) and THF (*) mL) were then
added and the whole solution sonicated until a clear yellow solution was seen. The
mixture was then heated at P) °C for *( h. After *( h, the resultant yellow solution was
cooled to room temperature and the organic layers evaporated off. Some precipitation
occurred, and a further *) mL of distilled water was added, with the solution sonicated.
The yellow solution was then carefully acidified to pH C using HCl (aq, ( mol L-*). Once a
pH of C was reached, a large amount of white precipitate was observed. The solution was
then filtered. After several hours drying, an orange/brown precipitate was achieved. For
further purification, the solid was again dissolved in NaOH (( mol L-*) and again
precipitated out of solution with HCl (( mol L-*). Upon filtering, the pure product was
isolated as hard, flakey yellow crystals. Recovered yield: (+) mg, +C%, decomposition
>AC) °C.
*

H NMR (A)) MHz, DMSO-d*, Neutral): δ = *(.+* N-H(s, *H), K.)K a, b(s, (H), +.DC c(d, J

= *D.H Hz, (H), +.AP d(s, (H), P.KC e(s, (H), P.HP f(s, *H), P.A+ g(s, *H), P.*C h(s, *H), (.AH
i(s, HH), C × -OH peaks were not observed.
+*

Chapter (
*A

C NMR (*(D MHz, DMSO-d*, Neutral) δ = *HP.DK, *DA.H), *A+.+A, *A+.(K, *AA.DH, *A(.)H,

*A).(), *(K.C), *(D.D(, (*.CD ppm.
HR-MS (ToF ES+): Calculated for [M+H]+: [CA*H(AN(O+]+ m/z = DD*.*C)); found m/z =
DD*.*CD+ g mol-*.
For further characterisation, (.)A was protonated with dilute HBFC.Et(O in DMSO-d* to
give the protonated (.)A[HBFC] salt.
*

H NMR (D)) MHz, DMSO-d*, HBF- Salt): δ = +.H) a(s, (H), +.DA b(s, CH), P.+) c(s, (H),

P.HK d(s, (H), P.AC e(s, *H), (.A+ f(s, HH).
*A

C NMR (*(D MHz, DMSO-d*, HBF- Salt) δ = *HH.D+, *D(.CP, *A+.D+, *AH.++, *AC.CD, *AA.K),

*A(.(*, *A*.H+, *(K.+D, *(H.K*, *(H.D(, *(H.AH, *(A.KC, **+.(*, **P.+C, ().K*

+(

Chapter (

T-Shaped [)]Rotaxane Linker with CH% Stopper Groups – Attempted
Synthesis

Scheme . . - Synthetic scheme of the attempted synthesis of the T-shaped CH(
[ ]rotaxane linker. Synthesis up to compound .!+ is reported.

Synthesis of ." [HBF#]

Figure . .# - Compound .! [HBF-]
+A

Chapter (
Compound ).() (*D) mg, C mmol), was suspended in MeCN (*D mL) and sonicated. To
this suspension HBFC.Et(O (*.* eq) was added carefully. The mixture turned a slight
orange, and the suspension was sonicated until a clear solution was achieved. The solution
was filtered, and the solution evaporated to dryness. Et(O was added (*) mL) revealing a
white precipitate. The precipitate was filtered off as a pure white solid, and used in the
next step without further purification. Recovered yield (*HA mg, KH%), decomposition
observed at >*K+ °C.
*

H NMR (D)) MHz, CDACN, HBF- Salt): δ = *(.(C

× N-H(s, (H), +.P( a(t, J = *.H Hz, (H),

+.D) b(d, J = *.H Hz, CH), P.P+ c(s, (H), P.H( d(s, (H), P.CD e(s, *H), C.CD f(q, J = P.* Hz,
+H), (.C* g(s, HH), *.C( h(t, J = P.* Hz, *(H).
*A

C NMR (*(D MHz, CDACN, HBF- Salt) δ = *HH.)D, *DA.(*, *C).P+, *AP.C), *AH.H(, *AC.HK,

*AA.*+, *A*.(K, *A).K*, *(+.(H, *(P.PD, *(P.H(, *((.H+, H(.HC, (*.*(, *C.D( ppm.
HR-MS (ToF ES+): Calculated for [M+H]+: [CAKHAKN(O+]+ m/z = HHA.(H)); found m/z =
HHA.(P(H g mol-*.
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Compound ).()[HBF2] (*C) mg, ).*K mmol) and pentaethyleneglycol-dipent-C-enyl
ether (*C) mg, ).AP mmol) was added to a Schlenk flask and dissolved in dry, degassed
DCM (PD mL) and stirred under N( until a clear, solution was observed. The flask was
evacuated and back-filled with N( several times. Grubbs Catalyst Gen. I (*D mg, *) mol%)
was added under N( to the reaction flask. The flask and reflux condenser was evacuated
and back-filled with N( three times to ensure an inert environment. The reaction was then
heated at C) °C, with aliquots taken every *( h to observe reaction progress. Additional
portions D mol% of Grubbs Catalyst were added every *( h. After ( d, no more alkene
peaks associated with the pentaethyleneglycol-dipent-C-enyl ether were observed, and the
reaction quenched with ethoxyethylene (* mL). The solvents were then removed by
evaporation. The residue was dissolved in EtOAc and neutralised with NEtA (( mL) until
the mixture displayed a purple fluorescence (instead of blue). The organic solution was
then separated with saturated NaHCOA

(aq)

three times and once with NaCl(aq) solution.

The organic layers were collected and dried over MgSOC. After concentrating the organic
solution, the mixture was purified on a silica column using Hexanes/EtOAc (*:() with NEtA
(*%). The two isomers were separated, but due to the removal of the alkene in the next
step, both E/Z isomer fractions were combined. Recovered yield (E/Z combined) (*)+ mg,
D+%), melting point of neutral (.)C: *PH °C
*

H NMR (D)) MHz, CDClA, Neutral, Major isomer): δ = **.DA N-H(s, *H), +.PH a, b(dt, J =

A.A, *.P Hz, (H), +.C+ c, d(dd, J = (D.(, *.P Hz, (H), +.*C e(s, (H), P.(+ f(d, J = P.D Hz, *H),
P.(( g(d, J = P.D Hz, *H), P.)) h(s, *H), D.)D – D.)* a’(m, (H), C.CC i(p, J = P.* Hz, +H), A.A+
– (.+P, b’, c’ ,d’, e’, f’, g’(m, (CH), (.AA j(s, HH), *.CA k(q, J = P.* Hz, *(H), *.AD – *.(A h’(m,
CH), ).KA – ).K) i’(m, CH).
+D

Chapter (
*A

C NMR (PD MHz, CDClA, Neutral, Major isomer): *HD.+D, *D(.+(, *C(.+P, *C*.(), *C).A*,

*AD.*C, *AC.+*, *AC.)+, *AA.C), *A(.PH, *A(.)D, *A*.DA, *A*.*K, *A*.)P, *A).DP, *A).A*, *(K.+A,
*(K.D(, *(K.C*, *(C.DP, *(A.K*, *((.P), P).DK, P).DD, P).C*, P).*C, HK.AD, HK.((, H*.PA, H*.D*,
CD.KK, (K.+D, (+.HA, (+.*+, (C.C(, *C.CP.
To further aid in characterisation, compound (.)C was acidified with HBFC.Et(O,
producing (.)C[HBFC].
*

H NMR (D)) MHz, CDACN, HBF- Salt, Major isomer): δ = *A.CP

× N-H(s, (H), +.KD a(s,

CH), +.PA b(s, (H), +.CA c(d, J = *.H Hz, (H), +.C( d(s, (H), P.P+ e(s, *H), C.KH a’(t, J = A.+
Hz, (H), C.C( f(q, J = P.* Hz, +H), A.A( – (.HH b’, c’, d’, e’, f’, g’(m, (CH), (.*C g(s, HH), *.+)
– *.HC h’(m, CH), *.A+ h(t, J = P.* Hz, *(H), *.(P h’(dt, J = *A.), H.H Hz, CH).
*A

C NMR (*(D MHz, CDACN, HBF- Salt, Major isomer): δ = *HH.)*, *CK.DD, *AP.HA, *AD.(H,

*AA.(D, *A(.KD, *A*.C), *A).AD, *(K.++, *(+.AC, *(+.**, *(H.K(, P(.HP, P*.KP, P*.D), P).+*, P).CA,
HK.CK, HH.(+, H(.+), A).+(, (+.AK, *D.HA, *C.DK.
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Figure . .) - Compound .!+[HBF-]
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Neutral ).(2 was acidified in MeCN with HBFC.Et(O (* eq), the solvents removed and
precipitated out with Et(O revealing pure (.)K[HBFC]. This white solid, (.)K[HBFC] (*))
mg, ).)K mmol), was then added to a Schlenk flask and dissolved in MeOH (*) mL). The
flask was then evacuated and back-filled with N(. Pd/C (A mg, ~*) wt%) was added under
N(. The flask was placed under vacuum again, with D( added to the flask with stirring via a
balloon. The mixture was reacted at room temperature for *( h, with aliquots taken after C
hours to monitor the disappearance of the alkene peak. After no more alkene peaks were
present in the *H NMR, the reaction was flushed with N(. The solution was filtered
through a PTFE ).(( μm pore disposable frit, removing the Pd/C. The solution was
evaporated to dryness, leaving a white crystalline solid and used in further synthesis
without additional purification. When in solution the BFC- salt displays an intense blue
fluorescence. Recovered yield (+) mg, +)%). The reaction produces four potential
isomers. Two sets of R,S/S,R and S,S/R,R enantiomers are produced from the reaction of
each

of

the

E/Z

isomers

of

compound

(.)C.

This

is

also

due

to

the

mechanostereochemistry of the molecule. The T-shape is an unsymmetrical axle that can
be threaded through the wheel from two different directions. Scheme (.(.# highlights the
differences between the isomers. This isomerism is present in all T-shaped rotaxanes in
this thesis but does not affect the (H SSNMR.
*

H NMR (D)) MHz, CDACN, HBF- salt): *(.+P ×N-H(s, (H), +.+A a(t, J = *.D Hz, (H), +.CC

b(d, J = *.H Hz, CH), P.++ c(s, (H), P.HD d(s, (H), P.AK e(s, *H), C.CK f(q, J = P.* Hz, +H),
A.(D – (.HK a’, b’, c’, d’, e’, f’, g’(m, (CH), (.CD g(s, HH), *.CH h(t, J = P.* Hz, *(H), *.(P – *.(D
h’(m, CH), *.)D – ).K+ i’(m (H), ).K) – ).++ g’(m, CH).

+P

Chapter (

Scheme . .# – Cartoon representations highlighting the mechanosterochemical isomerism
found in compounds, .!- (left) and .!+ (right) and subsequent T-shaped rotaxanes.

T-Shaped Linker with CF% Stopper Groups, ).(I

Scheme . .$ - Synthetic scheme of the T-shaped CF( linker, compound .!).
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Synthesis of .")

Figure . .- - Compound .!*
%,3-Bis(trifluoromethyl)benzaldehyde ((.)) g, A.HC mmol) and ZrClC ().)+D g, *)
mol%) were added to CHClA (A) mL), sonicated and left to stir in atmospheric conditions
for *D min. After stirring, (.)* ((.))) g, A.HD mmol) was added to the mixture and stirred
under the same conditions for *( h. After reacting, a small amount of H(O (D mL) was
added, and the mixture filtered. The solution was then evaporated to dryness and then
dissolved in CH(Cl( and washed with H(O twice and once with brine, dried over Na(SOC,
filtered and evaporated. The white solid was then suspended in Et(O, sonicated, and
gently warmed with a heat gun. Upon returning to room temperature, the suspension was
filtered, and recrystallized from Et(O in the same way one more time removing any yellow
colour remaining. Upon filtering the solid, pure white crystals of (.)H were isolated.
Recovered yield ((.P* g, KH%), melting point ~(A+ °C.
*

H NMR (D)) MHz, DMSO-d*, Neutral): δ = *A.*P N-H(s, *H), +.K+ a, b(s, (H), +.K( c(s,

(H), +.D( d(s, *H), +.CC e(s, (H), +.AP f(s, *H), +.() g(s, *H), P.DC h, i(dd, J = *)*.C, P.P Hz,
(H), C.A+ j(dq, J = *K.), P.* Hz, CH), *.AP k(dt, J = P.A Hz, *(H).

+K

Chapter (
*A

C NMR (*(D MHz, DMSO-d*, Neutral): δ = *HD.)), *HC.PP, *CK.PD, *C*.DA, *A+.CA, *AA.DD,

*AA.AC, *A(.(A, *A*.*(, *A).PP, *A).D*, *(+.DD, *(+.(D, *(P.AH, *(C.DP, *(C.A*, *(A.A*, *((.*C,
*(*.+D, **K.KH, H*.A+, H*.((, CD.P+, *C.*).
*K

F MMR (CP) MHz, DMSO-d*, Neutral): δ = -H*.A+.

HR-MS (ToF LD+): Calculated for [M+H]+: [CAKHAAFHN(O+]+ m/z = PP*.(*)); found m/z =
PP*.(*HP g mol-*.

Synthesis of ."-

Figure . ./ - Compound .!) and .!)[HBF-]
).(4 (A)) mg, ).A+K mmol) was suspended and sonicated in NaOH (aq, () mL, ( mol L-*)
forming an orange solution. EtOH (() mL) and THF (() mL) were then added and the
whole solution sonicated until a clear green/yellow solution was seen. The mixture was
then heated at P) °C for *( h. After *( h, the now yellow solution was cooled to room
temperature and the organic layers evaporated off. Some precipitation occurred, and a
further *) mL of distilled water was added, with the solution sonicated. The yellow
solution was then carefully acidified to pH C using HCl (aq, * mol L-*). Once a pH of C was
reached, a large amount of white precipitate was observed. The solution was then filtered.
K)

Chapter (
After several hours drying, a sticky orange/brown precipitate was achieved. For further
purification, the solid was again dissolved in NaOH (( mol L-*) and again precipitated out
of solution with HCl (( mol L-*). Upon filtering, the pure product was isolated as hard,
flakey brown crystals. Recovered yield (()A mg, PK%), decomposition observed at ~AC* °C.
*

H NMR (D)) MHz, DMSO-d*, Neutral): δ = *A.A* N-H(s, *H), K.*P a(s, (H), K.)* b, c(s,

(H), +.DH d, e(s, (H), +.CD f(s, (H), +.(+ g(s, *H), P.+) h(s, *H), P.D( i(s, *H), very broad
peaks observed.
*A

C NMR (*(D MHz, DMSO-d*, Neutral): δ = *HH.+H, *CK.+(, *A+.*), *AA.*(, *A(.P*, *A(.AH,

*A*.AP, *A*.*), *A).+C, *A).D+, *(K.*D, *(P.DH, *(C.AD, *(A.(K, *((.*+.
*K

F MMR (CP) MHz, DMSO-d*, Neutral): δ = -H*.A(

× -CF .

HR-MS (ToF ES+): Calculated for [M+H]+: [CA*H*PFHN(O+]+ m/z = HDK.)+)); found m/z =
HDK.)+KP g mol-*.
To aid in characterisation, HBFC.Et(O added to the NMR sample to sharpen the peaks.
*

H NMR (D)) MHz, DMSO-d*, HBF- Salt): δ = +.KP a(s, (H), +.PH b, c(s, CH), +.DP d(t, J =

*.H Hz, (H), +.A* e(s, *H), P.H+ f(s, (H).
*A

C NMR (*(D MHz, DMSO-d*, HBF- Salt): δ = *HH.D+, *D(.CP, *A+.D+, *AH.++, *AC.CD, *AA.K),

*A(.(*, *A*.H+, *(K.+D, *(H.K*, *(H.D(, *(H.AH, *(A.KC, **+.(*, **P.+C, ().K*

K*

Chapter (

T-Shaped [)]Rotaxane Linker with CF% Stopper Groups, ).)([)H]

Scheme . .) - Synthetic scheme of the T-shaped CF( [ ]rotaxne linker, compound . !.

Synthesis of .")[HBF#]

Figure . .3 - Compound .!*[HBF-]

K(
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Compound ).(4 ((.D) g, A.(C mmol), was suspended in MeCN (+) mL) and sonicated. To
this suspension HBFC.Et(O (*.* eq) was added carefully dropwise. The mixture turned a
slight orange, and the suspension was sonicated until a clear solution was achieved. The
solution was filtered, and the solution evaporated to dryness. Et(O was added (C) mL)
revealing a white precipitate. The precipitate was filtered off as pure target compound,
and used in the next step without further purification. Recovered yield ((.PD g, ~KK%),
decomposition at ~(CP °C.
*

H NMR (D)) MHz, CDACN, HBF- Salt): δ = +.PA a(t, J = *.H Hz, (H), +.D+ b(s, (H), +.DC

c(d, J = *.H Hz, CH), +.C) d(s, *H), P.+H e(s, (H), C.CD f(q, J = P.* Hz, +H), *.C( g(t, J = P.*
Hz, *(H), ( × NH peaks too broad to be observed.
*A

C NMR (*(D MHz, CDACN, HBF- Salt): δ = *HH.**, *DA.(P, *C).+C, *AP.CP, *AH.H+, *AC.PD,

*AA.(C, *A*.AD, *A).KP, *(+.A(, *(P.+*, *(P.H+, *((.PC, H(.P), (*.*+, *C.D+.
*K

F NMR (CP) MHz, CDACN, HBF- Salt): δ = -HA.P) × -CF , -*D*.+D (Free -BFC).

HR-MS (ToF LD+): Calculated for [M+H]+: [CAKHAAFHN(O+]+ m/z = PP*.(*)); found m/z =
PP*.(*HP g mol-*.
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Figure . . " - Compound .!" and .!"[HBF-]
Compound ).(4[HBF2] (AD) mg, ).C* mmol) and pentaethyleneglycol-dipent-C-enyl
ether (*H+ mg, ).CD mmol) was added was added to a Schlenk flask and dissolved in dry,
degassed DCM (*) mL) and stirred under N( until a clear, solution was seen. The flask was
evacuated and back-filled with N( several times. Grubbs Catalyst Gen. I (AC mg, *) mol%)
was added under N( to the reaction flask. The flask and reflux condenser was evacuated
and back-filled with N( three times to ensure an inert environment. The reaction was then
heated at C) °C, with aliquots taken every *( h to observe reaction progress. Additional
portions D mol% of Grubbs Catalyst were added every *( h. After ( d, no more alkene
peaks associated with the pentaethyleneglycol-dipent-C-enyl ether were observed, and the
reaction quenched with ethoxyethylene (* mL). The solvents were then removed by
evaporation. The residue was dissolved in EtOAc wand neutralised with NEtA (( mL) until
the mixture displayed a purple fluorescence (instead of blue). The organic solution was
then separated with saturated NaHCOA

(aq)

three times and once with NaCl(aq) solution.

The organic layers were collected and dried on MgSOC. After concentrating the organic
solution, the mixture was purified on a silica column using Hexanes/EtOAc (*:() with NEtA
KC

Chapter (
(*%). The two isomers were not separated. Due to the removal of the alkene in the next
step, both E/Z isomer fractions were combined. Recovered yield ((H) mg, DP%), melting
point *PH °C.
*

H NMR (D)) MHz, CDClA, Neutral, Major isomer): δ = **.+( N-H(s, *H), +.KK a(s, (H),

+.P( b(d, J = *.+ Hz, (H), +.D* c(d, J = *.P Hz, (H), +.CC d(d, J = *.P Hz, (H), P.+P e(s, *H),
P.A) f,g(d, J = *(.P Hz, (H), D.*P a’(t, J = A.D Hz, (H), C.CH – C.AH h(m, +H), A.AP – (.HD
b’,c’,d’,e’,f’,g’(m, (CH), *.CD – *.AC i(m, *(H), *.*D – *.)* h’(m, (H), ).K( – ).P+ i’(m, CH).
*A

C NMR (*(D MHz, CDClA, Neutral, Major isomer): δ = *HD.+D, *D(.+(, *C(.+P, *C*.(),

*C).A*, *AD.*C, *AC.+*, *AC.)+, *AA.C), *A(.PH, *A(.)D, *A*.DA, *A*.*K, *A*.)P, *A).DP, *A).A*,
*(K.+A, *(K.D(, *(K.C*, *(C.DP, *(A.K*, *((.P), P).DK, P).DD, P).C*, P).*C, HK.AD, HK.((, H*.PA,
H*.D*, CD.KK, A(.)P, (K.+D, (+.HA, (+.*+, (C.C(, ((.+C, *C.CP.
*K

F MMR (CP) MHz, CDClA, Neutral, Major isomer): δ = -H*.PA

HR-MS (ToF LD+): Calculated for [M+H]+: [CDPHHPFHN(O*C]+ m/z = ***P.CC)); found m/z =
***P.CCKH g mol-*.
HBFC.Et(O was added to (.)+ to protonate the benzimidazole for more easily identifiable
peaks. This lowered the point of decomposition to *AA °C.
*

H NMR (D)) MHz, CDACN, HBF- Salt, Major isomer): δ = *A.CP

× NH(s, (H), +.KD a(s,

(H), +.PA b(d, J = *.P Hz, (H), +.CA c(d, J = *.H Hz, CH), +.C( – +.C) d(m, (H), P.P+ e(s, *H),
C.KH a’(t, J = A.+ Hz, (H), C.C( f(q, J = P.* Hz, +H), A.AH – (.HH b’,c’,d’,e’,f’,g’(m, (CH), *.+)
– *.HC h’(m, CH), *.A+ g(t, J = P.* Hz, *(H), *.A) – *.(C i’(m, CH).

KD
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*A

C NMR (*(D MHz, CDACN, HBF- Salt, Major isomer): δ = *HH.)*, *CK.DD, *AP.HA, *AD.(H,

*AA.(D, *A(.KD, *A*.C), *A).AD, *(K.++, *(+.AC, *(+.**, *(H.K(,, P(.HP, P*.KP, P*.D), P).+*, P).CA,
HK.CK, HH.(+, H(.+), A).+(, (+.AK, *D.HA, *C.DK.
*K

F MMR (CP) MHz, CDACN, HBF- Salt, Major isomer): δ = -H(.+(

Synthesis of ."3[ H]
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Figure . . - Compound .!#[ H][HBF-] (left) and .!#[ H] (right)
Neutral ).(H was acidified in MeCN with HBFC.Et(O (* eq), the solvents removed and
precipitated out with Et(O revealing pure (.)+[HBFC]. This white solid, (.)+[HBFC] (())
mg, ).*+ mmol), was then added to a Schlenk flask and dissolved in MeOH (() mL). The
flask was then evacuated and back-filled with N(. Pd/C (D mg, ~*) wt%) was added under
N(. The flask was placed under vacuum again, with D( added to the flask with stirring via a
balloon. The mixture was reacted at room temperature for K h, with aliquots taken after C
hours to monitor the disappearance of the alkene peak. After no more alkene peaks were
present in the *H NMR, the reaction was flushed with N(. The solution was filtered over
Celite, removing Pd/C. The solution was evaporated to dryness, leaving a white crystalline
solid and used in further synthesis without additional purification. When in solution the

KH
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BFC salt displays an intense blue fluorescence. Recovered yield; (*KA mg, KH%).
Decomposition observed at *+C °C.
*

H NMR (D)) MHz, CDClA, HBF- Salt): δ = *A.(P ×N-H(s, (H), +.+A a(s, (H), +.+A – +.+(

b(m, (H), +.C( c’(d, J = *.H Hz, CH), +.() d(s, *H), P.PK e(s, (H), C.CH f(q, J = P.* Hz, +H),
A.AP – (.+C a’,b’,c’,d’,e’,f’(m, (CH), *.CA g(t, J = P.* Hz, *(H), *.*P – ).PD g’,h’,i’(m, *)H).
*A

C NMR (*(D MHz, CDACN, HBF- Salt): δ = *HD.KC, *CK.CH, *AP.CC, *AD.)A, *AA.(+, *A(.H+,

*A(.CH, *A*.AH, *A*.(K, *A).*D, *(K.+*, *(+.A*, *(+.*A, *(H.+*, *(C.KD, *((.P+, P(.HH, P*.DK, P*.C+,
P).K), P).D+, P).(C, H(.PA, DA.AC, (K.HK, (K.H), (P.D), (D.**, (D.)*, *C.D).
*K

F MMR (CP) MHz, CDACN, HBF- Salt): δ = -HA.*H.

Finally, the compound was further characterised as a neutral molecule by adding dilute
NEtA in MeCN, producing a deep purple fluorescence. This neutral species was then used
in the next synthetic step.
*

H NMR (D)) MHz, CDClA, Neutral): δ = **.PH N-H(s, *H), K.)H a(s, (H), +.P* b,c(dt, J =

D.K, *.P Hz, (H), +.C+ d(d, J = *.P Hz, (H), +.C( e(d, J = *.P Hz, (H), P.+P f(s, *H), P.AA – P.(H
g(m, (H), C.C* h(q, J = P.* Hz, +H), A.(( – (.HK a’,b’,c’,d’,e’,f’(m, (CH), *.AK i(t, J = P.* Hz,
*(H), *.(K – ).HH g’,h’,i’(m, *)H).
*A

C NMR (*(D MHz, CDClA, Neutral): δ = *HH.)+, *HD.+A, *D(.+(, *C(.KH, *C*.*+, *C).A),

*AD.(), *AC.PA, *AC.)A, *AA.A*, *A(.CD, *A(.(P, *A*.DC, *A*.)K, *A).D), *A).(C, *(K.PH, *(K.CA,
*(C.+K, *(C.DA, *(A.PA, *((.H*, P).KH, P).D+, P).CC, P).)P, HK.DK, HK.DD, H*.HK, H*.C+, (K.*C,
(+.(), (D.*D, (D.)C, *C.CP.
*K

F MMR (CP) MHz, CDClA, Neutral): δ = -H*.+D.

KP
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HR-MS (ToF LD+): Calculated for [M+H]+: [CDPHHPD(FHN(O*C]+ m/z = **(*.CP)); found m/z
= **(*.CPDH g mol-*.

Synthesis of . "[ H]

Figure . .

- Compound . ![ H]

Compound ."3[ H] (DKC mg, ).DA mmol), was suspended in a mixture of EtOH/THF
(*:*, A) mL) and sonicated. NaOH (( mol L-*, *D mL) was then added to the solution. After
stirring for D minutes, the solution turned clear and light brown. The solution was then
heated at reflux (+) °C) for *( h. After cooling, the organic solvents were removed by
evaporation, with some white precipitate seen. Additional distilled water (*D mL) was
added, and then the solution carefully acidified to pH C using HCl (aq, * mol L-*) revealing
more white precipitate. The solution was then separated using a centrifuge, with the
brownish solid dried on a vacuum filter. Recovered yield; (C)P mg, PH%). Decomposition
observed at ~(DP °C.
*

H NMR (D)) MHz, DMSO-d*, Neutral): δ = **.+D N-H(s, *H), K.)( a(s, (H), +.DC b(d, J =

*.H Hz, *H), +.D* c(d, J = *.P Hz, *H), +.AD d(d, J = *.P Hz, (H), +.(H e(d, J = *.P Hz, (H), +.)+
f(s, *H), P.AH g(s, (H), A.*K – (.H) a’,b’,c’,d’,e’,f’(m, (CH), *.)C – ).H) g’,h’,i’(m, *)H).

K+
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*A

C NMR (*(D MHz, DMSO-d*, Neutral): δ = *HH.PP, *HH.PC, *D(.*K, *C(.)C, *C).(+, *AC.)H,

*AA.+H, *AA.(K, *A(.PD, *A(.A*, *A*.PK, *A*.A(, *(K.)A, *(C.H(, *(A.CK, *((.CD, *((.(H, HK.+),
HK.HP, HK.CC, H+.KP, H+.+), (+.H(, (H.AA, (D.+A, (C.C+, (A.H+.
*K

F MMR (CP) MHz, DMSO-d*, Neutral): δ = -H).D).

HR-MS (ToF LD+): Calculated for [M+H]+: [CCKHD*D(FHN(O*C]+ m/z =*))K.AC)) g mol-*;
found m/z = *))K.AD*C g mol-*.

).).% Synthesis and Characterisation of UWCM-CH% and UWCM-CF%
General Comments
Dimethylformamide (DMF) and Cu(NOA)(·(.DH(O were purchased form Sigma-Aldrich
and concentrated Nitric Acid was purchased from Fisher Scientific and used without
further purification.
Powder X-ray diffraction data was collected using a capillary mounting goniometer
on a Bruker D+ Discover diffractometer equipped with a *C) mm diameter (-D VÅNTECD)) detector. CuKα (λ = *.DC Å) radiation was used and operated at C) kV and C) mA.
Variable temperature PXRDs were obtained on the same instrument using an Oxford
Cryosystems N( P)) series Cryostream Cooler. A PROTO AXRD benchtop diffractometer
was also used.
Single crystal X-ray crystallography diffraction data was collected using a Bruker
D+ Venture dual-source diffractometer with a PHOTON *)) detector, Kappa goniometer
and collected with either CuKα (λ = *.DC Å) or MoKα (λ = ).P* Å). The crystals were
KK
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mounted upon MiTeGen Dual-Thickness MicroMounts or MicroLoops and held in place
with Hampton Research Parabar *)A*( (formerly known as paratone). Samples were
cooled to *P) K (-*)A.*D °C) using an Oxford Cryosystems N( P)) series Cryostream
Cooler. Structures were integrated using Bruker APEXA software and then solved and
refined using OlexSys’s Olex( software.(D
Thermal gravimetric analyses (TGA) on the metal-organic frameworks were
conducted on a Mettler Toledo SDTA +D*e instrument. Samples were normalised for A)
min at (D °C before heating at D °C min-* to a maximum of DD) °C.
Topological analysis and net identification of each MOF were made using the
GAVROG process using Systre and ToposPro.*(,*A Visualisations of each net and crystal
structure were made using the Diamond A.(kC software by Crystal Impact.(H For
classification of nets, the resources of the RCSR were used.(P

UWCM-CH : Synthesis and Characterisation

Scheme . .- - Solvothermal conditions for the synthesis of UWCM-CH [As-Synth]

*))
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UWCM-CH [As-Synth]
(.)A (*).) mg, ).)*+ mmol) was dissolved in DMF/EtOH/H(O (A:A:( v/v, A mL) in a screw
top () mL borosilicate scintillation vial. The solution was sonicated, and had
Cu(NOA).(.DH(O (+.C mg, ).)AH mmol) added to it. Finally, three drops of HNOA (*H mol
L-*) were added. The mixture was then sonicated until a clear solution was observed. The
reaction vial was then placed in a windowed oven at P) °C for *( h. After heating and
cooling over H h, large green rhomboid crystals formed. The vials were filtered, and
washed with DMF and DCM. The green diamond crystals were suitable for SCXRD direct
from the solvothermal synthesis. The remaining crystals were weighed giving *A mg, giving
an estimated yield of P(%. VT-PXRD, SCXRD, TGA and IR data were recorded.

UWCM-CH [Activated]
The as-synthesised material was activated by submerging in DCM, with the DCM being
decanted at regular intervals and left for *( h. After decanting the solvent and leaving to
air dry, the material was transferred to a Schlenk flask, put under vacuum and gently
heated with a heat gun. It was observed that when activating under vacuum with brief
heating, the material turned deep blue. Upon exposure to air, the material rapidly turned
back to green. This behaviour is expected to be from the removal of the two Cu-bound
water molecules and that has previously been reported for similar materials.*,A VT-PXRD
was again taken, revealing no obvious structural phase changes of the fof net.

*)*
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Figure . . - Left: Microscope image of UWCM-CH [As-Synth] showing a distinctive
green colour and rhomboid morphology. Right: UWCM-CH [Activated] showing a deep
blue colour that returns to green after a few seconds.

Figure . . # - PXRD for UWCM-CH . Bottom (red): Simulated trace from SCXRD .cif.
Middle (green): As-synthesised material diffracted using a Proto AXRD for higher resolution.
Top (black): Activated material, run on the Bruker system, so some loss of resolution.

*)(
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Figure . . $ - VT-PXRD of UWCM-CH [Activated] between +- )+ °C. No observable
phase changes can be seen.

Figure . . ) - TGA of UWCM-CH [As-synth].

*)A
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UWCM-CF : Synthesis and Characterisation

Scheme . ./ - Solvothermal conditions for the synthesis of UWCM-CF [As-Synth]

UWCM-CF [As-Synth]
(.)P (*).) mg, ).)() mmol) was dissolved in DMF/EtOH/H(O (A:A:( v/v, A mL) in a screw
top () mL borosilicate scintillation vial. The solution was sonicated, and had
Cu(NOA).(.DH(O (P.) mg, ).))A mmol) added to it. Finally, two drops of HNOA (*H mol L*

) were added. The mixture was then sonicated until a clear solution was observed. The

reaction vial was then placed in a windowed oven at P) °C for A d. After heating and
cooling over H h, upon inspection under a microscope, two distinct types of green crystal
were present. Microcrystalline rhomboid crystals and much larger oddly irregular shaped
crystals were both present in a roughly K):*)% ratio of α-UWCM-CF% : β-UWCM-CF%. The
vials were filtered, and washed with DMF and DCM. The total weight of MOF weighed +.A
mg, giving an estimated yield of A(%. VT-PXRD, SCXRD, TGA, IRs were taken. The large
oddly-shaped crystals were carefully separated from the bulk material and set aside in
DCM. These crystals underwent SCXRD, while the bulk microcrystalline material was
unsuitable for SCXRD, so underwent PXRD instead. The bulk material was designated as
α-UWCM-CF%, and the larger crystals were designated β-UWCM-CF%.
*)C
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Figure . . - - Microscope image of the minor phase crystals of β-UWCM-CF [As-Synth]
separated from the bulk as-synthesised material. These crystals were satisfactory for
SCXRD.

α-UWCM-CF [Activated] – Bulk Material
The bulk as-synthesised microcrystalline material was activated by submerging in DCM,
with the DCM being decanted at regular intervals and left for *( h. After decanting the
solvent and leaving to air dry, the material was transferred to a Schlenk flask, put under
vacuum and gently heated with a heat gun. It was observed that when activating under
vacuum with brief heating, the material turned deep blue. Upon exposure to air, the
material rapidly turned back to green as observed with UWCM-CH%.

*)D
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Figure . . / - PXRD data for UWCM-CF . Bottom (red): Simulated trace from SCXRD .cif
of β-UWCM-CF . Middle (green): As-synthesised bulk material α-UWCM-CF diffracted
using a Proto AXRD for higher resolution. Top (black): Activated bulk material α-UWCMCF , in a sealed capillary and diffracted on the Bruker system, so some loss of resolution.

Figure . . 3 - TGA of UWCM-CF [As-synth].

*)H
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Figure . . " - Three representations of the loz net of β-UWCM-CF . Left column is an
angled view down the a axis. Right column shows a view down the
axis. Top row: SCXRD
structure with the central disordered phenyl ring replaced with an elongated (.! Å imaginary
bond for clarity. Middle row: A basic view of a net where blue nodes are the organic linkers
and red are the CuII SBUs. Bottom row: The augmented net showing (()-c blue triangles and
(-)-c red squares.
*)P
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. "[ H] – Cu MORF Attempted Synthesis
Many solvothermal synthetic conditions were attempted with the linker (.*)[(H].
Unfortunately, the majority of the trials resulted in a completely amorphous powder that
did not diffract on the PXRD diffractometer. When crystalline material was obtained and
characterised it was found to be trihydroxydicopper formate, Cu((OHA)(HCOO). This
material has been previously reported as resulting from a source of CuII and decomposing
DMF in acidic conditions.(+

Figure . . - Microscope image of the crystal obtained from the MORF solvothermal
synthesis that was found to be Cu (OH((HCOO) by SCXRD.

).).2 Single Crystal X-Ray Diffraction
SCXRD Structure of ."/
Good quality single crystals were obtained from a slow evaporation of hexanes from a
siliconized conical vial. The resulting crystals were a solid solution of both E/Z isomers of
compound (.)+. The structure was solved using direct methods and in the triclinic space
group, 1. The structure contains several points of disorder, particularly both CFA groups,

*)+
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two ethyl ester groups and several points along the ring as is expecting from [(]rotaxane
molecules of this type.

Figure . . - SCXRD structures of compound .!" displayed as ellipsoids (left) and spacefilling (right). Thread: Green = F, dark blue = O, light blue = N, blue = C, pale blue = H.
Wheel: Dark red = O, red = C, pale red = H.

Table . . - Single crystal data, and refinement parameters for compound .!"
CCDC Number
Formula
Formula weight (g mol-')
Crystal system
Space group
T (K)
a (Å)
b (Å)
c (Å)
α (°)
β (°)
γ (°)
[a]

∑|

| | |

∑|

|

; [b]

#
CDPHHHFHN(O*C
***P.**
Triclinic
1
*PA.(*
*).HA(((C)
*C.+CDH(H)
*+.PH+*(H)
K(.HAH(()
*)(.KDK(()
K+.+AA(()
∑

V (Å%)
Z
ρcalc (g cm-%)
μ (mm-')
Reflections used
Variables
Restraints
R [I > )σ (I)][a]
R (all data)
wR [I > )σ (I)][b]
wR (all data)
GooF on F)
, where

∑

*)K

(+C(.PA(*+)
(
*.A)D
).*)H
**D+)
+)D
(AK
).)++D
).*(D(
).(A*A
).(HP+
*.)AA

!"# $ % !& $ % ' (
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SCXRD Structure of UWCM-CH
Large, green diamond shaped crystals were produced from the solvothermal synthesis
shown in Scheme . .) and Fig. . . (. The crystals proved to be very weakly diffracting
even under long exposure times. The triphenyl backbone of the MOF is well resolved,
allowing for accurate topological analysis. The central benzimidazole moiety shows a
twofold positional disorder on one side, with both benzimidazole moieties pointing into
the [Cu*(L*(] cage. Using the Olex( solvent mask (BYPASS), it was found that the void
space contained three molecules of DMF and three molecules of H(O (AD) e-), this caused
the R

to drop to H.(H%.(D,(K A generalised formulae was determined to be

[Cu(((.)()(H(O)(]·((DMF)((H O).

Figure . . - SCXRD structure of the asymmetric unit of UWCM-CH displayed as a balland-stick model with only one benzimidazole positional disorder shown for clarity. Green =
Cu, red = O, blue = N, black = C, white = H.
**)
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Table . . - Single crystal data, and refinement parameters for UWCM-CH
CCDC Number
Formula
Formula weight (g mol-')
Crystal system
Space group
T (K)
a (Å)
b (Å)
c (Å)
α (°)
β (°)
γ (°)
[a]

∑|

| | |

∑|

|

; [b]

#
C(A.(DH+.(DCu*.DN*.DOP.D
D(A.+P
Trigonal
3
*PA.(C
*+.HK*(A)
*+.HK*(A)
A+.H**(P)
K)
K)
*()
∑

, where

∑

V (Å%)
Z
ρcalc (g cm-%)
μ (mm-')
Reflections used
Variables
Restraints
R [I > )σ (I)][a]
R (all data)
wR [I > )σ (I)][b]
wR (all data)
GooF on F)

**H+*(D)
**.KKKKP
).+KC
*.A*K
D*A(
A(H
DC
).**PA
).*((P
).A*PC
).AAKA
*.HAD

!"# $ % !& $ % ' (

SCXRD Structure of β-UWCM-CF
Large, green irregular crystals were produced from the solvothermal synthesis shown in
Scheme . ." and Fig. . . -. The crystals as expected showed a weak diffraction. The unit
cell was found to be exceedingly large, with the asymmetric unit being heavily disordered.
The framework backbone is well defined and produced an as-of-now unpublished net,
given the net identifier of “loz”. The disorder of the central moiety caused problems in
locating many atoms, so the structure did not have the SQUEEZE or Solvent Mask
program applied to it. As portions of the molecule could not be resolved only a generalised
formulae was determined to be [Cu(((.)P)(H(O)(]·xSolv.

***
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Figure . . # - SCXRD structure of the asymmetric unit of UWCM-CF displayed as a balland-stick model. Green = Cu, red = O, blue = N, black = C, white = H.
Table . . - Single crystal data, and refinement parameters for UWCM-CF
CCDC Number
Formula
Formula weight (g mol-')
Crystal system
Space group
T (K)
a (Å)
b (Å)
c (Å)
α (°)
β (°)
γ (°)
[a]

∑|

| | |

∑|

|

; [b]

*+H)*AH
CA*H*(Cu(FHN(O+
P+*.D*
Cubic
*432
*PA.()
D*.D**((+)
D*.D**((+)
D*.D**((+)
K)
K)
K)
∑

V (Å%)
Z
ρcalc (g cm-%)
μ (mm-')
Reflections used
Variables
Restraints
R [I > )σ (I)][a]
R (all data)
wR [I > )σ (I)][b]
wR (all data)
GooF on F)

, where

∑

**(

*AHH+)(H)
*P)
*.H*C
(.C(D
*H*H(
CHP
P
).*(+C
).(*)K
).A*)K
).ACHA
*.PCC

!"# $ % !& $ % ' (
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Chapter %
%.' Extended T-Shaped [)]Rotaxane Linkers for lvt Cu Metal
Organic Rotaxane Frameworks
%.'.'

Introduction

In an effort to overcome the shortfalls of the nbo derived nets as outlined in Chapter (, a
further search was undertaken to find nets that could meet the same design criteria. This
search led to seeking out nets with either much larger discrete cavities within the
framework, or large periodic channels or pores. This was done with the hypothesis that a
greater porosity or available void space would better accommodate the T-shaped MIM
linker, that the nbo derived cavities had failed to provide. In addition to this, new ( ×
OCHA stopper groups were used. This chapter focusses on an evolution of the
diisophthalic T-shaped design instead of a radically new design.
The two main design choices retained were the use of the (C)-c CuII paddlewheel
SBU and the (A)-c diisophthalic acid motif (two connected (A)-c isophthalic acids can be
considered one (C)-c node in this context). It was rationalised that by extending in four
directions, then a larger cavity nbo derived framework, an lvt derived framework or an ssb
derived framework could be achieved. Of these three, the large pores of the uninodal
edge-transitive lvt derived nets and the large cavities of the binodal edge-transitive ssb
derived nets were seen as most desirable. Previously reported MOFs based on the lvt
derived lil net include; MukOF-**, ZJU-A)(,A, DUT-*)(Cu)C, [Cu((BIPA-TC)(A,D-lutidine)(]nD
and Cu((C(h-TCPPDA)(H(O)(·(DMSO·HH(OH. Reported MOFs showing the ssb derived stu
**D
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net include just ZJU-A*A and DUT-*((Cu)C. A selection of these structures is shown in
Fig.(. . . Of these targeted MOFs, some were found unsuitable for the design criteria. A
selection is therefore briefly discussed below to enable an understanding of the thought
process behind the final selection of MukOF-*.
ZJU-A), uses the biphenyl-A,A’,D,D’-tetra-(phenyl-C-carboxylic) acid (HCL-*) linker
with CuII paddlewheel SBUs to produce a lil net. Whilst this MOF displays the desired lil
net, the MOF was deemed unsuitable to emulate as it is too truncated to successfully
functionalise (i.e. “decorate”) through organic synthesis. ZJU-A) also creates a doubly
interpenetrated net which is undesirable for the intended purpose.
The DUT-*)(Cu) linker of N,N,N’,N’-benzidinetetrabenzoate (BenzTB) on the
other hand was reported to reliably adopt the lil net when using either Zn, Co or Cu
paddlewheel SBUs. The framework adopted when using Zn and Cu with the BenzTB linker
is highly dependent on the crystallization conditions. When using modified conditions
with Zn, the pts net is achieved. With modified Cu conditions, the ssb net is formed. This
is attributed to the low barrier of rotation of each of the phenyl substituents of the
triphenylamine.C,P This rotation is quite unwanted for a reticular system, when the goal is
usually to keep the linker as rigid as possible. This uncertainty of outcome is not quite
conducive to the reticular approach needed for this thesis.

**H
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Figure . . - The organic linkers with the CuII paddlewheel SBU and their associated MOF
nets targeted for potential reticular synthesis. ZJU-(! is doubly interpenetrated, but only one
net is shown for clarity. Green = Cu, red = O, black = C, blue = N and white = H.

The final decision comes between the MOFs of MukOF-* and ZJU-A*. MukOF-*
uses

D’,D’’’’-(anthracene-K,*)-diyl)bis(([*,*’:A’,*’’-terphenyl]-C,C’’-dicarboxylicacid)),

(HCADBTD), as the linker, ZJU-A* uses D’,D’’’’-((,D)-demethoxy-*,C-phenylene)bis[*,*’:A’,*’’terphenyl]-C,C’’-dicarboxylic acid (thankfully simplified to HCL-() and both use CuII
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paddlewheel SBUs. When comparing the organic linkers of both of these MOFs, the
organic backbones are very similar. One could infer from this that their reticular synthesis
with CuII ions should be reliably isoreticular. As the structures in Fig. (.(. and (. .
indicate, this is not the case. MukOF-* produces an lvt net whilst, ZJU-A* produces an stu
net. As hypothesised in Chapter (, it may be the dihedral angle between the central
substituted phenyl ring and the adjacent phenyl rings that causes the proclivity of one net
over the other. With the *,C-dimethoxyphenyl group on ZJU-A*, the dihedral angle is ~CH°
compared to the much larger ~H+° anthracene central moiety. This subtle difference could
disrupt any potential pre-MOF aggregation or pre-organisation of the linker, and
determine the resulting net. The influence of favourable or unfavourable CH-π
interactions has also been discussed as a cause of the preference between nbo or ssb nets.+
It could still be possible that the much discussed phase growth behaviour of MOFs is
heavily dependent on solvent conditions, and that the resulting stu net of ZJU-A* was
simply a matter of serendipity in synthesis.C,D,K–*+
In either MOF, the PLATON*K calculated solvent-accessible voids are extremely
high, with the lil MukOF-* exhibiting PK.H% void, and the stu ZJU-* at +D.P%. Both of
these are much larger than the previous emulated MOF of NOTT-*)* from Chapter (,
which had a void space of P).C%.() Because of this, one can be somewhat pragmatic, in
the hope that if either an lvt or ssb derived net is produced, it will still result in a large
amount of free volume allowing for MIM motion and therefore, robust dynamics.
However, the lil net is far more prevalent in the RCSR(* and the CCDC((,(A with (+ entries.
On the other hand, the stu net only has A such entries (at the time of writing and
including non-MOF architectures). Whilst producing a rare stu would not be unwanted, it
would be disingenuous to state that it was deliberately targeted over the much more
**+
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common lil net. It was for this reason that the lil net of MukOF-* was directly targeted for
reticular synthesis. The question will therefore remain; will the linker produce the same
net with, and without, the mechanically bound wheel?

Figure . . - Three views down the a, b and c axis (clockwise from top) of the ((,-)-c lil net
of MukOF- showing large periodic channels throughout the framework. The central
anthracene is exceedingly disordered and has thusly been removed for clarity. Green = Cu,
red = O, black = C and white = H.

As shown in Chapter (, the compact, rigid, T-shaped design of the [(]rotaxane
linker allows for modification of the linker, without compromising the rigidity of the
structural backbone, increasing the predictability of the resultant MOF. Even when
considering the shortfalls of the previous T-shaped design, it is not without its merits. To
overcome the problem of a lack of free volume within the nbo derived nets, one can do
**K
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two things. Firstly, the linker can be modified to better produce the space required for the
[(]rotaxane moiety. Secondly, an entirely different net can be targeted. In this chapter,
both strategies were executed and resulted in the creation of isoreticular MO(R)Fs
UWCM-'( and UWDM-'(.

%.'.)

Results and Discussion

Organic linker design, synthesis and characterisation
In keeping with the T-shaped diisophthalic design, it was decided that the linker should
be modified by extending the diisophthalic acids attached to the (A)-c branch point in four
directions resulting in an elongated T-shape as indicated by Fig. (. .(. This design achieves
several objectives. To remain conducive to reticular synthesis, the linker has retained its
rigid diisophthalic backbone, without fundamentally altering the benzimidazole moiety or
the two (A)-c nodes. In retaining these features, the number of nets that can be targeted by
choosing a specific SBU is comprehensive for reticular synthesis.
In addition to extending the linker, it was decided to avoid the use of both
dimethyl and di-fluoromethyl substitution on the stopper groups. Instead, it was decided
to use dimethoxy groups. The reasons for this were threefold. When compared to methyl
groups, methoxy groups are larger and thus provide a more reliable steric stopper,
increasing the enthalpy required for unthreading.(C Whilst the fluoromethyl groups
greatly increase the strength of the mechanical bond, they introduce unwelcome
chemistry into the linker.(D Problems with hydrophobicity are reduced when utilizing a
dimethoxy motif as the steric stoppers.(H Finally, the condensation reaction between a *,(*()
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diamino benzene moiety and a benzaldehyde is facile and quite modular. For the above
reasons and its commercial availability, dimethoxy groups were used in this linker design,
and for subsequent linkers in this thesis.

Figure . . –Cartoon illustrations and the chemical structures of the extended T-shaped
organic linkers. Silver: metal binding groups. Blue: Main organic body. Green: Steric stopper
groups. Red: The mechanically interlocked “wheel”.

Preparation of the axle, A.)(, was achieved by a ZrClC catalyzed condensation
reaction between A,H-dibromobenzene-*,(-diamine and A,D-dimethoxybenzaldehyde. This
results in a linear benzimidazole containing axle. For the “naked” linker, this axle is
enlarged with some difficulty4 by a Suzuki reaction on two sites with diethyl D'-(C,C,D,Dtetramethyl-*,A,(-dioxaborolan-(-yl)-[*,*':A',*''-terphenyl]-C,C''-dicarboxylic acid which was
synthesized in accordance with the literature to make A.)A.*,*) The final linker, A.)C (Fig.

4
The solubility of compound 3.02 limits the amount of solvent available for use in the synthesis.
Protonating with HBF4.2Et2O to create 3.02[HBF4] helps, but seems to decrease the yield obtained.
Potentially due to decomposition of the Pd[PPh3]4 catalyst.
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(. .() was then produced by a hydrolysis reaction with NaOH, to give the naked tetraacid
linker for producing UWCM-'(.
For the [(]rotaxane linker, A.)P, the axle, A.)( was protonated with HBFC·(Et(O,
producing the templating recognition site.(P Around this templating axle, the pre-crown,
pentaethyleneglycol-dipent-C-enyl ether was mechanically bound though a ring-closing
metathesis reaction (RCM) using Grubbs *st generation catalyst.(+,(K The wheel is
mechanically bound in place by two Br substituents on one side, and two A,D- positioned
methoxy substituents on the other. These two “stopper” groups allow the formation of a
[(]rotaxane molecule. The RCM reaction produces both E and Z isomers, which were not
separated to maximize percentage recovery5. The [(]rotaxane, A.)D, was also extended
with a Suzuki reaction on two sites to produce A.)H. The mechanically bound wheel was
then saturated and isotopically labelled with (H using Pd/C – ultimately enabling analysis
by (H SSNMR. A final hydrolysis of the four ethyl ester groups of A.)P[(H] using NaOH
creates the tetraacid [(]rotaxane linker, A.)+[(H], (Fig. (. .() for producing UWDM-'(.

5

Attempts to separate and characterise each E/Z isomer were not fruitful. Such a small change in structure
did not result in a satisfactory change of Rf between the compounds.
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Figure . .# - H NMR spectrum (+!! MHz, CD(CN, HBF- Salt) of (.!([HBF-], the T-shaped
naked linker precursor used in UWCM- ".

Figure . .$ - H NMR spectrum (+!! MHz, CDCl(, HBF- Salt) of (.!)[ H][HBF-], the Tshaped [ ]rotaxane linker precursor used in UWDM- ".
*(A
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Synthesis and Characterisation of UWCM-'( and UWDM-'(
Both frameworks were produced through solvothermal synthesis with Cu(NOA)(.(.DH(O.
Both linkers produced large green, single crystals direct from the mother liquor. Singlecrystal X-ray analysis was successfully conducted on both sets of as-synthesized materials.
Both UWCM-'( and UWDM-'( were shown to exhibit the targeted non-interpenetrated
lil net of MukOF-* albeit with different space groups, Imma and Ima respectively (Fig.
(. .) and Fig. (. ."). UWCM-'( shows a D):D) occupied two-site positional disorder of the
central benzimidazole moiety, with a dihedral angle of C*°. UWDM-'( displays the same
D):D) occupational disorder, but with a DH° dihedral angle, showing that the presence of
the wheel indeed has an effect on the “local” chemical structure, but not the overall net.
This is imperative for true reticular synthesis. VT-PXRD shows that both frameworks are
stable when activated and without any noticeable phase changes or loss of crystallinity up
to at least *PD °C. PXRD analysis of UWCM-'([Activated] and UWDM-'([Activated]
shows good agreement with the simulated PXRD of MukOF-* (as shown in Fig. A.*.H).
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Figure . .) - PXRD comparison of the simulated trace of MukOF- , UWDM- "[Activated]
and UWCM- "[Activated].
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Figure . .- - SCXRD structure of UWCM- ". Only one position of the benzimidazole
moiety is shown for clarity, the dimethyl phenyl ring moiety was not resolvable from the
SCXRD data. Top: A view down the b-axis showing the diamond shaped pores. Bottom: A
view down the c-axis showing the hexagonal pores. Green = Cu, red = O, blue = N and black =
C.
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Figure . ./ - SCXRD structure of UWCM- ". Only one position of the [ ]rotaxane moiety
is shown for clarity. The wheel is shown as: i) space-filling, ii) wires and iii) removed for
clarity. Top: A view down the c-axis showing the diamond shaped pores. Bottom: A view
down the b-axis showing the hexagonal pores. Framework: Green = Cu, dark blue = O, light
blue = N and blue = C. Wheel: Dark red = O, red = C. Only the N-H and Hs located on the
wheel are shown.
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Topological analysis of UWCM-'( and UWDM-'(
To ensure that the structures are truly isoreticular, a topological analysis was performed
using ToposPro.A),A* Both UWCM-'( and UWDM-'( produced single crystals suitable for
SCXRD, enabling the .cif of each to be analysed using ToposPro. UWCM-'( was analysed
without any modification of the .cif however, UWDM-'( required the removal of the
mechanically bound wheel from the .ins file. This was done to ease analysis, as the wheel
is not considered a node and thus does not have a topological connectivity that impacts
the net.
After simplifying the nets of UWCM-'( and UWDM-'( through ToposPro, it was
found that both MO(R)Fs resulted in a uninodal edge-transitive (C)-c lvt net. This is in
clear agreement with a reticular synthesis of MukOF-*. If the stu net of ZJU-A* had been
created, then the binodal edge-transitive (C,C)-c ssb net would have instead been found by
ToposPro.
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Figure . .3 - Augmented representations of the parent (-)-c edge transitive lvt-a net (top
row) and its derived ((,-)-c net, lil-a (bottom row).
After the lvt basic net was defined, the structures were then augmented in the
method shown in Fig. (. . ! to determine the derived net. After augmenting the SCXRD of
both frameworks in the manner shown in Fig. (. .#, both structures were shown to have
the exact same (A,C)-c lil net. Further to the basic augmentation process, the central
benzimidazole moiety was also simplified to a rod to visualize the T-shaped design as seen
in Fig. (. . !.
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Figure . . " – The augmentation rationale for the linker and SBUs of UWCM- " and
UWDM- ".
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Figure . . - Augmented representations of the ((,-)-c lil-a net of UWCM- " generated
from the SCXRD data. The green side-arm represents the angle of one position of the
benzimidazole moiety pointing into the pores. Top: A view down the b-axis showing the
diamond shaped pores. Bottom: A view down the c-axis showing the hexagonal pores.
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Figure . . - Augmented representations of the ((,-)-c lil-a net of UWDM- " generated
from the SCXRD data. The green side-arm represents the angle of one position of the
[ ]rotaxane moiety pointing into the pores. The [ ]rotaxane wheel is shown in gold and
orange as: i) space-filling, ii) wires and iii) removed for clarity. Top: A view down the c-axis
showing the diamond shaped pores. Bottom: A view down the b-axis showing the hexagonal
pores.
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VT H SSNMR Analysis
(

H SSNMR is ideally suited to the study of molecular-level dynamics, since (H powder

patterns are extremely sensitive to a variety of modes and rates of motion over a wide
range of temperatures. Deuterium is a quadrupolar nucleus (I = *) with a small quadrupole
moment (Q = ).(+H fm(), and therefore, the appearance of the (H powder patterns is
strongly influenced by the quadrupolar interaction (QI, i.e., the interaction of the nuclear
electric quadrupole moment, eQ, with surrounding electric field gradients (EFGs)). The
EFG can be described by a symmetric, second-rank, traceless tensor with principal
components defined as: |VAA| ≥ |V((| ≥ |V**|. The traceless nature of the EFG tensor allows
for it to be equivalently described using only two parameters: the quadrupolar coupling
constant (CQ = eQVAA/h) and the asymmetry parameter (ηQ = (V** – V(()/VAA).
In some cases, molecular motions cause rapid reorientation of the components of
the EFG tensor and the observation of a motionally-averaged EFG tensor.A(,AA
The rates of motion that influence the appearance (H SSNMR spectra can be classified
into three distinct regimes based on the relative magnitudes of the quadrupolar frequency
(νQ = ACQ / ((I((I – *))) and the rate of exchange (νex): (i) the slow motion limit (SML)
where νex ≪νQ; the intermediate motion regime (IMR) where νex ≈ νQ; and the fast motion
(FML) where νex ≫νQ. Motions with rates in the SML and FML yield (H SSNMR spectra

which are relatively easy to model and do not change with temperature; however, motions
with rates in the IMR produce complex spectra which change drastically with
temperature, and while often difficult to model, they are essential for elucidating the
modes of motion in the system.
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The VT (H SSNMR spectra of UWDM-'( are shown in Fig. . . (.. The spectra have
relatively low S/N ratios and do not resemble the mirror-symmetric Pake doublets
typically observed in static (H SSNMR spectra. The appearance of the spectra may arise
from a combination of two features: (i) the patterns are distorted due to some interference
of unknown origin (visible in the low-frequency/right-hand side of the spectrum; (ii) the
paramagnetic interaction between the deuterons and the unpaired electron spin density
associated with the Cu(+ ions in the copper paddlewheels. With regard to the latter point,
first, the spin-spin coupling between unpaired electrons and (H nuclei results in efficient
T(((H) relaxation, leading to rapidly decaying signal (so fast that it is not possible to
measure the T(((H)), which in turn leads to low S/N ratios, since there is such fast decay
after the refocusing π/( pulse. Second, the anisotropic contribution of the pseudocontact
interaction, known as the dipolar shift anisotropy (DSA), manifests itself in the same
manner as a chemical shift anisotropy, resulting in asymmetric (H powder patterns.AC
The lowest-temperature spectrum acquired at *PA K was simulated with a
quadrupolar coupling constant of CQ = *HD(D) kHz, a quadrupolar asymmetry parameter of
ηQ = ).)(*), and a dipolar shift anisotropy of Δaniso = D))(*))) with an asymmetry
parameter of ηDSA = ).)(*). The low S/N ratio results in a large uncertainty for the value of
Δaniso, and the absence of the outermost discontinuities (the “feet”) suggests that the
motion of the deuterons is occurring at a rate above the SML (i.e., νex >*)A Hz) at *PA K.
The SML spectrum simulated with the abovementioned quadrupolar and DSA
parameters is shown in Fig. (. . (. The influences of the dynamic motions of the deuterons
on the (H SSNMR spectra of previous examples in the UWDM series at varying
temperatures is well-established;(K,AD–A+ the two related types of motion that are considered
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herein are: (i) the two-site jump of deuterons in the centre of the alkyl portion of the
crown ether ring and (ii) the partial rotation of the crown ether ring through a limited
number of orientations (i.e., no free/full rotation). The spectrum acquired at *PA K was
simulated with the onset of the two-site jump motion, in which the deuterons jump
through an angle of H)° about a rotation axis that is perpendicular to the C–C bond in the
crown ether ring (Table (. . ). Increasing the temperature results in an increase in the rate
of the two-site jump, and the motion occurs with rates in the FML (i.e., νex > *)P Hz) at (PA
K. Increasing the temperature above (PA K results in a narrowing of the pattern that
cannot be simulated by considering only the two-site jump. The pattern at (K+ K was
simulated with the two-site jump motion and the onset of the partial rotational motion, in
which the crown ether ring rotates in steps of CD° about an axis parallel to the axle, such
that the hydrogen atom on the benzimidazole axle can interact with each of the oxygen
atoms in the crown ether. The pattern collected at APA K was simulated with the FML of
the two-site jump motion and the partial rotation motion with rates in the IMR (i.e., *)A <
νex < *)P).
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Figure . . - (A) Experimental VT H SSNMR spectra for UWDM- " and (B) Simulated
spectra for (i) The SML where motions are occurring at a rate too slow to influence the
appearance of the powder pattern, (ii) the two-site jump with rates in the IMR, (iii) the twosite jump with rates in the FML, (iv) two-site jump with partial rotation with rates in the
IMR and (v) combined two-site jump and partial rotation with rates in the FML. (C) (i)
Immobile or at the SML, (ii) a two-site jump of *!°, (iii) partial rotation of +° in -+°
increments, (iv) full rotation including the alkyl chain is not observed in UWDM- ".

It is noted that while the simulations do not match the experimental data
perfectly, the simulations were performed using several reasonable assumptions: (i) The
modes of motion in this system are analogous to those in previously reported, similar
materials. In these studies, it was determined that the two-site jump motion is the first to
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occur, followed by the partial rotation motion, and finally, in some cases, full rotation, in
which the crown ether rotates in an unhindered fashion around the axle. (ii) The DSA
tensor is axially symmetric and coincident with the (H EFG tensor. (iii) Good agreement
between the experimental and simulated spectra is hindered by the low S/N of the
experimental spectra, as well as the aforementioned interfering signal of unknown origin.
It is also noted that the higher temperature simulations have worse agreement with
experimental data. This is likely due to the uncertainty in the DSA magnitude and relative
orientation to the EFG tensor (see point (ii) above), and further experiments and DFT
calculations are necessary to resolve this issue.

Temperature (K)

Two-Site Jump (kHz)

Partial Rotation (kHz)

*PA

C)

)

(PA

*))))

)

A(A

*))))

D

APA

*))))

D)

Table . . - Modes and rates of motion used in the simulations of select experimental VT H
SSNMR spectra for UWDM- [Activated].
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Conclusions

When evaluating if the outlined design criteria have been met, the results are quite
positive.
*.

The (A,C)-c lil net of MukOF-* has been consciously targeted for reticular synthesis
for its pore size, robust nature, and availability for decoration of the backbone.
*AP
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(. An extended T-shaped [(]rotaxane linker, A.)+[(H], has been successfully
synthesised and characterised, as well as its naked analogue, A.)C.
A. The Cu MOF UWCM-'( has been successfully synthesised and characterised,
resulting in the targeted lil net. The MOF is isoreticular with both MukOF-* and
UWDM-'(. Reticular synthesis has truly been achieved.
C. The Cu MORF UWDM-'( has been successfully synthesised and characterised,
resulting in the targeted lil net. The MORF is isoreticular with both MukOF-* and
UWCM-'(. Reticular synthesis has truly been achieved.
D. The dynamic motion of the interlocked wheel has been probed. Although the
signal-to-noise of the observed SSNMR data was low, the motion of the macrocycle
could be inferred using a simulation that relied on comparison to previous
experiments on analogous systems.
Due to the paramagnetic nature of the Cu SBU, it was not possible to
comprehensively characterise the dynamic motion in the solid-state. Although a low-level
simulation of the data provided some support for the same types of motions observed in
other MORFs, this cannot be taken as an accurate analysis and is somewhat
unsatisfactory. EPR studies on both UWDM-'())-crown-2) and UWDM-'( are currently
underway to attempt to compare the source of this paramagnetism. This magnetic
behaviour was not expected as previous use of SSNMR on CuII SBU based MORFs have
not resulted in such difficulty in obtaining

(

H SSNMR spectra.(K,AP Whilst the

paramagnetic behaviour of the CuII paddlewheel is well known, when used as an SBU in a
low density MOF it is magnetically dilute, effectively removing any strong paramagnetic
moment from affecting the SNNMR lineshape. This could hint at a dipolar interaction
between the D nuclei and the CuII paddlewheel of a particular angle and distance that is
*A+
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not found in UWDM-'. Unexpected ferromagnetic behaviour in linkers bound to
antiferromagnetic paddlewheel SBUs has been documented before, but a full explanation
is not yet well understood.AK–C* Due to this unfortunate problem, it makes the final criteria
of being able to control the dynamics within the framework effectually impossible as there
would be no (current) method of characterising such dynamics. When thinking about
future projects, the over-reliance of the CuII SBU will be reconsidered, with other metal
SBUs being considered for reticular synthesis.
When judging the design and synthesis for future projects there are several key
design components that will absolutely be retained. First, the T-shaped design based on
the benzimidazole motif is of sound design. Not only did the bulky [(]rotaxane moiety
occupy the expected channels and pores within the material, but the naked linker
exhibited the same behaviour without forcing the creation of a net other than the targeted
one. Secondly, the dimethoxy stopper groups fully retained the mechanical bond of the
[(]rotaxane completely though the synthesis. The use of this stopper group will carry on
to future T-shaped designs.
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%.) Experimental
%.).'

General Comments

The synthesis of both linkers required the synthesis of two central synthons, A.)* and A.)(,
as shown in Scheme (. . . All solvents and *,A,D-tribromobenzene were purchased from
Sigma-Aldrich. C-Carboxylphenylboronic acid pinacol ester was purchased from Frontier
Scientific, Inc and used without further purification. Deuterated solvents for NMR (CDClA,
CDACN, DMSO-d*) were purchased from Cambridge Isotope Laboratories. Solution NMR
experiments on the *H and *AC nuclei were conducted on either a A)) MHz or D)) MHz
Bruker Advance instrument at room temperature, individual frequencies for different
nuclei are reported below for each molecule. Solution NMR data are reported in ppm
relative to tetramethylsilane (TMS, Si(CHA)C), with the individual solvent signal as a
reference peak. Mass spectrometry data was conducted on a Waters Xevo GS-XS ToF
instrument in either ASAP+ or ESI+ mode.
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%.).) Synthesis of the Linkers
Starting Material Synthesis

Scheme . . . – Synthetic scheme of the two major synthons, (.! and (.! used for both
MO(R)F linkers.

To produce UWCM-'( and UWDM-'(, several precursor synthons were required. The
first step was a sulfuric acid catalysed esterification of C-(C,C,D,D-tetramethyl-*,A,(dioxaborolan-(-yl)benzoic acid in anhydrous ethanol to produce C-(C,C,D,D-tetramethyl*,A,(-dioxaborolan-(-yl)benzoic acid Ethyl Ester. This was then used in a Suzuki coupling
on two positions on *,A,D-tribromobenzene. After purification the compound [*,*':A',*''terphenyl]-C,C''-dicarboxylic acid, D'-bromo-, C,C''-diethyl ester was isolated. This
compound then underwent a Suzuki-Miyaura reaction to produce the boronic pinacol
ester, A.)*.*,*),C( Compound A.)( was synthesised in three steps, the first two previously
described in Chapter (.CA–CD The A,H-dibromo-*,(-benzenediamine was then condensed
*C*

Chapter A
with A,D-dimethoxybenzaldehyde in a A:* mixture of chloroform and acetonitrile and
catalysed by zirconium tetrachloride, producing compound A.)(.

Synthesis of ."

Figure . . - Compound (.!
%,3-Dimethoxybenzaldehyde (D.P) g, AC.(K mmol) and ZrClC ().PA g, A.*( mmol, *)
mol%) were dissolved in a mixture of DCM (D) ml) and MeCN (*) ml). The yellow
solution was sonicated and left to stir at room temperature for *D m. A,H-Dibromobenzene*,(-diamine (+.(K g, A*.() mmol) was then added to the reaction flask forming a red
solution. After *) minutes of stirring, solution turned orange. The reaction was left to stir
in open air at room temperature for *( h. After *( h, the reaction was concentrated though
evaporation, and a white precipitate was seen. The precipitate was filtered and dried
under vacuum. Product was purified by suspending in MeCN and adding HBFC.Et(O (* eq),
sonicating and filtering. Pure A.)([HBFC] was then precipitated with Et(O leaving a white
precipitate. Product was neutralised with NEtA (* eq) and filtered from MeCN. Recovered
yield (D.(P g, C*%), M.P. A)A-A)C °C.
*

H NMR (D)) MHz, DMSO-d*, Neutral): δ = P.D* a,b(d, J = (.A Hz, (H), P.AK c(s, (H), H.H+

d(t, J = (.A Hz, *H), A.+H e(s, HH), N-H peak not observed.

*C(

Chapter A
*A

C NMR (PD MHz, DMSO-d*, Neutral) δ = *H).PK, *D(.+*, *A).P), *(H.AK, *)D.AP, *)A.)D,

DD.HP, AK.D(.
HR-MS (ToF ES+): Calculated for [M+H]+: [C*DH*ABr(N(O(]+ m/z = C*).KA)); found m/z =
C*).KAC* g mol-*.

Synthesis of the “Naked” Linker, %.(2

Scheme . . . – Synthetic scheme for the naked linker, (.!-
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Chapter A
A mixture of THF, MeOH and H(O ((:*:*, *)) mL) was degassed for A h in a Schlenk flask.
Synthons A.)( (()) mg, ).C)) mmol), A.)* (PD mg, ).*+( mmol) and Na(COA (*)) mg,
).K)+ mmol) were added to a separate, dry Schlenk flask, evacuated and back-filled with
N( three times. Under a low flow of N(, the catalyst Pd(PPhA)C ((* mg, ).)*+ mmol, *)
mol%) was added to the reaction flask. After two purges of N(, the degassed solvent
mixture was transferred to the reaction flask via cannula. The reaction flask was again
evacuated and back-filled with N( twice, to ensure an inert atmosphere. Solution reacted
at reflux for (C h. After *( h a TLC was taken to monitor reaction progress. After (C h, the
solution was cooled to room temperature. The organic solvents were then evaporated and
replaced with DCM. The mixture was then filtered, removing any unreacted A.)(. The
DCM layer was then washed with distilled water twice, and once with brine, and
ultimately dried over MgSOC. The DCM was then evaporated and the residue
recrystallized from MeCN, with the precipitate being pure A.)A as an off-white solid.
Recovered yield: *A) mg, P(%. Decomposition observed at (HC °C. To help resolve the
structure, HBFC (* eq) was added to a portion of the sample and dissolved in CDACN to aid
in NMR assignment.
*

H NMR (D)) MHz, CDClA, Neutral): δ = 9.83 N-H(s, 1H), 8.53 a(d, J = 1.7 Hz, 2H), 8.16 b(dd, J

= 8.5, 1.5 Hz, 8H), 7.95 c(d, J = 1.7 Hz, 2H), 7.91 d(d, J = 1.6 Hz, 2H), 7.87 e(d, J = 8.4 Hz, 4H), 7.78
f(d, J = 8.4 Hz, 4H), 7.72 g(d, J = 7.8 Hz, 1H), 7.52 h(d, J = 7.7 Hz, 1H), 7.24 i(d, J = 2.3 Hz, 2H), 6.55
j(t, J = 2.3 Hz, 1H), 4.41 k(dq, J = 8.8, 7.1 Hz, 8H), 3.83 l(s, 6H), 1.49 – 1.37 m(m, 12H).
*A

C NMR (*(D MHz, CDClA, Neutral): δ = *HH.DC, *H*.AC, *CD.P+, *CD.*), *CC.HP, *C(.CP,

*C(.(*, *C*.++, *C*.*), *C).*A, *AK.D(, *A).C+, *A).AK, *A).(P, *A).*(, *(+.C), *(P.CC, *(P.AP,
*(H.PD, *(H.A*, *(D.KP, *(D.CP, *(C.+H, *(A.+P, *((.C), *)C.KP, *)(.D*, H*.(H, DD.HP, *C.D(.

*CC

Chapter A
*

H NMR (D)) MHz, CDACN, HBF- Salt): δ = +.(* a(s, (H), +.*H b(d, J = +.A Hz, +H), +.)K

c(s, CH), +.)* d(d, J = +.* Hz, +H), P.K( e(s, (H), P.*H f(d, J = (.A Hz, (H), H.+A g(s, *H),
C.A+ h(q, J = P.* Hz, +H), A.+A i(s, HH), *.AK j(t, J = P.* Hz, *(H).
*A

C NMR (*(D MHz, CDACN/DMSO-d* (*:*), HBF- Salt): δ = *HH.)+, *H*.(K, *CC.A(, *C*.DA,

*AP.AK, *A).HH, *A).(K, *A).)), *(+.)(, *(P.+A, *(P.PH, *(P.CC, *(H.C+, *(A.KA, *)+.(P, *)C.H),
H*.)K, DD.K(, AK.D(, *D.AP.
HR-MS (ToF ES+): Calculated for [M+H]+ [CHAHDDN(O*)]+ m/z = KKK.A+)); found m/z =
KKK.A+HD g mol-*.

Synthesis of ."#

Figure . . - Compound (.!- and (.!-[HBF-]
Compound %.(% (*)) mg, ).*)) mmol) was dissolved in EtOH/THF (+ mL, *:* v/v) NaOH
(C mL, ( mol L-*). The mixture was heated at reflux for *( h, turning the solution green.
After cooling to room temperature the organic solvents were evaporated off. Additional
distilled water was added to the solution and then acidified to pH C by adding HCl (* mol
L-*) dropwise. At pH C, a yellow precipitate was observed and a yellow solution seen. The
mixture was then centrifuged several times, whilst decanting excess water. The solid was
*CD

Chapter A
then filtered through a PTFE filter, washed with distilled water and air dried yielding a
red/brown solid. Recovered yield PC mg, +A%. Decomposition observed above (*D °C.
NMR spectra of neutral A.)C displayed very broad peaks, due low solubility. *H NMR
spectra were collected as both neutral and a HBFC salt for relatively sharper peaks as a salt.
*

H NMR (D)) MHz, DMSO-d*, Neutral): δ = *A.)* # × OH(s, CH), +.P( a,b(s, (H), +.*)

c,d,e(s, ()H), P.++ f(s, (H), P.H) g(d, J = (.A Hz, (H), H.HD h(t, J = (.A Hz, *H), A.+C i(s,
HH). NH not observed.
*A

C NMR (*(D MHz, DMSO-d*, Neutral): δ = *HP.*P, *H).HK, *D(.CP, *CD.H+, *CC.D*, *CC.*A,

*C(.)(, *C).DK, *AK.AK, *AA.P+, *A*.+A, *A).)), *(K.KH, *(+.KK, *(P.D), *(P.(A, *(D.CC, *(D.(*,
*(C.DH, *(C.)D, *(*.CA, *)D.*H, *)(.(K, DD.AD.
*

H NMR (D)) MHz, DMSO-d*, HBF- Salt): δ = +.(* a(s, (H), +.*A b(s, CH), +.)+ c,d(s, *HH),

P.K( e(s, (H), P.CD f(d, J = *.+ Hz, (H), H.+H g(t, *H), A.+D h(s, HH). Peaks for –NH or –OH
not observed.
HR-MS (ToF ES+): Calculated for [M+H]+ [CDDHA+N(O*)]+ m/z = ++P.(D)); found m/z =
++P.(DKH g mol-*.

*CH
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Synthesis of the [)]Rotaxane Linker, %.(H[)H]
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Scheme . . . – Synthetic scheme for the synthesis of the [ ]rotaxane linker, (.!"[ H]

Synthesis of ." [HBF#]

Figure . .# - Compound (.! [HBF-]
Compound %.() (* g, (CA mmol), was suspended in MeCN (*)) mL) and sonicated. To
this suspension HBFC.Et(O (*.* eq) was added carefully. The mixture turned red, and the
suspension was sonicated until a clear solution was achieved. The solution was filtered,
*CP
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and the solution evaporated to dryness. Et(O was added (D) mL) revealing a bright white
precipitate. The precipitate was filtered off as pure A.)([HBFC]. Recovered yield (*.*+ g,
~KK%). Decomposition onset ~(DC-(DD °C.
*

H NMR (D)) MHz, CDACN, HBF- Salt) δ = *(.H(

× N-H(s, (H), P.PC a(s, (H), P.(P b(d, J

= (.( Hz, (H), H.K( c(t, J = (.( Hz, *H), A.KC d(s, HH).
*A

C NMR (*(D MHz, DMSO-d*, HBF- Salt) δ = *H).PK, *D(.+*, *A).P), *(H.AK, *)D.AP, *)A.)D,

DD.HP, AK.D(.
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Figure . .$ - Compound (.!+[HBF-]
%.()[HBF2] (+)) mg, *.H) mmol), and pentaethyleneglycol-dipent-C-enyl ether (P*K g,
*.K( mmol) was added was added to a Schlenk flask and dissolved in dry, degassed DCM
(K) mL) and dry, degassed CHANO( (*) mL) and stirred under N( until a clear, brown
solution was seen. The flask was evacuated and back-filled with N( several times. Grubbs
Catalyst Gen. I (*A( mg, ).*H mmol, *) mol%) was added under N( to the reaction flask.
The flask and reflux condenser was evacuated and back-filled with N( three times to
ensure an inert environment. The reaction was then heated at C) °C, with aliquots taken
every *( h to observe reaction progress. Additional portions D mol% of Grubbs Catalyst
*C+
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were added every *( h. After P d, no more alkene peaks associated with the
pentaethyleneglycol-dipent-C-enyl ether were observed, and the reaction quenched with
ethoxyethylene (* mL). The solvents were then removed by evaporation. To the purple
residue, hot hexanes was added, sonicated and then decanted to remove any unreacted or
poly ether chains. The residue was dissolved in EtOAc and neutralised with NEtA, washed
with distilled water (× () and saturated NaCl(aq) solution. Organic layers were combined
and dried with MgSOC. The solvents were evaporated revealing a thick residue. This
residue was recrystallised from Et(O, the solid removed being neutral A.)(. Evaporation of
Et(O filtrate and subsequent wash with hot hexanes revealed dark gray solid. This solid
was then suspended in MeCN with dilute HBFC.Et(O added. The solution was then filtered
and evaporated. The grey solid was then suspended in Et(O, sonicated and filtered. The
dark grey solid recovered was shown by *H NMR to be both isomers of A.)D[HBFC].
Recovered yield (PC( mg, H*%). Melting range ~*KC-*KH °C.
*

H NMR (A)) MHz, DMSO-dH, HBF- Salt, Major Isomer) δ = *(.() N-H(s, *H), P.P* a(d, J =

(.A Hz, (H), P.AH b(d, J = C.A Hz, (H), H.H( c(t, J = (.( Hz, *H), D.AD j’(t, J = A.D Hz, (H),
A.+P d(s, HH), A.C+ – A.)C a’,b’,c’,d’,e’,f’,g’(m, (CH), *.PH – *.)H h’,i’(m, +H).
*A

C NMR (PD MHz, DMSO-dH, HBF- Salt, Major Isomer) δ = *DK.KC, *DA.HC, *C(.C(, *AC.DC,

*A*.DD, *(K.CK, *(D.DC, **).K*, *)+.*(, *)D.A), P).H*, P).A), HK.+), HK.H*, HK.CD, HK.(*, HK.)(,
H+.+D, H+.DA, DD.+(, (+.DK, (H.AK, (A.+P.
HR-MS (ToF ES+): [M+H]+ [CAAHCPBr(N(O+]+ m/z = PDK.*H)); found m/z = PDK.*H+( g mol*

.

*CK
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Synthesis of .")[HBF#]

Figure . .) - Compound (.!*[HBF-]
A mixture of THF (A) mL) and Na(COA (aq, ( mol L-*, + mL) were degassed for ( h in a
Schlenk flask. Synthons A.)D[HBFC] (*)) mg, ).*(+ mmol) and A.)* (*D) mg, ).A)) mmol)
were added to a separate, dry Schlenk flask, evacuated and back-filled with N( three times.
Under a low flow of N(, the catalyst Pd(PPhA)C (+ mg, ).)* mmol, D mol%) was added to
the reaction flask. After two purges of N(, the degassed solvent mixture was transferred to
the reaction flask via cannula. The reaction flask was again evacuated and back-filled with
N( twice, to ensure an inert atmosphere. Solution reacted at P) °C for *( h. After H h a TLC
was taken to monitor reaction progress, and a further D mol% portion of the catalyst was
added. After *( h, the solution was cooled to room temperature. The THF was then
removed by evaporation and replaced with EtOAc. The organic layers were then washed
three times with distilled H(O and once with saturated, aqueous NaCl solution. The
combined organic layers, were then dried using MgSOC and filtered. Evaporation of the
THF left a brown/green solid. This solid was suspended in Et(O, sonicated and filtered
leaving a dry, brown solid. Dilute HBFC.Et(O was then added to the Et(O filtrate dropwise,
*D)
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causing a large amount of white precipitate. The acidified solution was then left in an ice
bath for A) min to crystallise. The solution was filtered with A.)H[HBFC] being isolated as a
pure white crystalline solid. Recovered yield: *A( mg, P(%. Decomposition observed at
*AC °C.
*

H NMR (D)) MHz, CDACN, HBF- Salt, Major Isomer) δ = *A.*C

× N-H(s, *H), +.*A a(d, J =

+.P Hz, +H), +.)D b(s, CH), +.)* c(s, (H), P.KD d(dd, J = +.A, *.D Hz, +H), P.K* e(d, J = *.A Hz,
(H), P.CP f(d, J = A.) Hz, (H), H.PK – H.PD g(m, *H), D.)K – C.KK a’(m, (H), C.AH h(q, J = H.K,
H.D Hz, +H), A.PH i(s, HH), A.*C – (.HA b’,c’,d’,e’,f’,g’,h’(m, (CH), *.PC i’(s, CH), *.AP j(t, J = P.*
Hz, *(H), ).KK – ).+C j’(m, CH)..
*A

C NMR (*(D MHz, CDACN, HBF- Salt, Major Isomer) δ = *HH.KC, *H*.+(, *D(.+K, *CD.*K,

*C(.HD, *A+.H*, *A*.*D, *A).+C, *(K.(), *(K.)+, *(+.KC, *(+.PC, *(P.++, **+.A*, **).CH, *)D.+K,
P(.D(, P*.CK, P*.(P, P*.**, P).PH, P).DD, HK.KH, H(.)), DH.K*, A*.A*, A).)), (+.+(, (D.H), *C.H).
HR-MS (ToF ESI+): [M+H]+ [C+*H+KN(O*H]+ m/z = *ACD.H*)); found m/z = *ACD.H(AD g mol-*

Synthesis of ."-[ H]

Figure . .- - Compound (.!)[ H][HBF-]

*D*
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%.(4[HBF2] ((D) mg, ).*PC mmol) was added to MeOH (*) mL) and stirred until a clear
solution was seen. After evacuating and backfilling the flask several times, Pd/C *) wt% (C
mg, ).)*P mmol of Pd) was added under N(. After evacuating the flask, D( in a double
lined balloon was connected and then opened to the reaction flask. The mixture was
stirred at AD °C for C days until no further alkene peaks were observed in the NMR
aliquots. The flask was flushed with N( and then opened to the air. The mixture was
filtered through Celite removing the Pd/C. Evaporation of the solvents produced a white
solid; recovered yield: *PH mg, P)%. Purity was satisfactory, so used without additional
purification. M.P. *+) °C.
*

H NMR (D)) MHz, CDClA, HBF- Salt): δ = *(.KA ) × N-H(s, *H), +.*P a(d, J = +.) Hz, +H),

+.)C b(s, (H), P.K( c(s, CH), P.+* d(s, +H), P.PK e(s, (H), P.C* f(d, J = (.( Hz, (H), H.P* g(s,
*H), C.C* h(q, J = P.* Hz, +H), A.PK i(s, HH), A.(P – A.)+ a’,b’,c’(m, *(H), (.+K – (.+* e’,f’(m,
+H), (.H+ g’(d, J = D.P Hz, CH), *.C( j(t, J = P.* Hz, *(H), *.(* – *.)( h’(m, CH), ).KA – ).+C
i’,j’(m, HH).
*A

C NMR (*(D MHz, CDClA, HBF- Salt): δ = *HH.(P, *H).KP, *D*.H+, *CC.*A, *C(.)P, *AP.H(,

*A(.)C, *A).AD, *A).(P, *A).)(, *(K.*K, *(K.*), *(+.CD, *(+.(), *(+.)(, *(P.KA, *(P.D(, *(P.AA,
*(H.K), *(D.)), *)+.+A, *)D.)), P*.+*, P).HC, P).A+, P).)D, HK.H(, H*.(H, DH.**, DH.)+, D).+P,
(K.AC, (C.(P, *C.AD.
HR-MS (ToF ASAP+): Calculated for [M+H]+ [C+*H+KD(N(O*H]+ m/z = *ACK.HC)); found
m/z = *ACK.HC+H g mol-*.

*D(
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Synthesis of ."/[ H]

Figure . ./ - Compound (.!"[ H][Cl-]
%.(I[)H][HBF2] (*PH mg, ).*A) mmol) was dissolved in EtOH/THF (*) mL, *:* v/v) NaOH
(*) mL, ( mol L-*). The mixture was heated at reflux for *( h. After cooling to room
temperature the organic solvents were evaporated off. Additional distilled water was
added to the solution and then acidified to pH C by adding HCl (* mol L-*) dropwise. At pH
C, a white precipitate was observed. The mixture was then centrifuged several times,
whilst decanting excess water. The solid was then filtered through a PTFE filter, washed
with distilled water and air dried yielding an off-white solid. Recovered yield *D( mg, KC%.
Decomposition observed between ((H-(AK °C. NMR spectra of neutral A.)+[(H] displayed
very broad undefinable peaks, possibly due to aggregation and low solubility. NMR spectra
collected as A.)+[(H][Cl-] salt for relatively sharper, more definable peaks.
*

H NMR (D)) MHz, DMSO-d*, Cl- Salt): δ = *(.+K N-H(s, (H), +.*D a,b(s, (H), +.*) c(s,

(H), +.)( – P.KK d,e(m, *(H), P.KP – P.+H f(m, +H), P.A( g(s, (H), H.PD h(s, *H), A.HH i(s,
HH), A.*( - (.D+ a’,b’,c’,d’,e’,f’,g’(m, (CH), *.C) – ).PA h’,i’,j’(m, *)H).
*A

C NMR (*(D MHz, DMSO-d*, Cl- Salt): δ = *HP.HA, *DK.PP, *DD.(), *CC.++, *CC.A+, *C(.PA,

*C(.(H, *C*.HD, *C*.)H, *C).+K, *C).D*, *AA.C*, *AA.)+, *A(.((, *A).AK, *A).(D, *(+.H(, *(+.)H,
*DA
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*(P.KD, *(P.K*, *(D.CK, *(C.KC, *(A.+P, *((.DK, *)K.(*, *)A.+A, P).A*, HK.+), HK.HD, HK.AA,
H+.PA, H+.DK, DH.)), (+.KH, (+.*), (D.(P.
HR-MS (ToF ES+): Calculated for [M+H]+ [CPAHPAD(N(O*H]+ m/z = *(A+.D()); found m/z =
*(A+.D(KD g mol-*.

%.).% Synthesis and Characterisation of UWCM-'( and UWDM-'(
General Comments
Dimethylformamide (DMF) and Cu(NOA)(.(.DH(O were purchased form Sigma-Aldrich
and concentrated Nitric Acid was purchased from Fisher Scientific and used without
further purification.
Powder X-ray diffraction data was collected using a capillary mounting goniometer
on a Bruker D+ Discover diffractometer equipped with a *C) mm diameter (-D VÅNTECD)) detector. CuKα (λ = *.DC Å) radiation was used and operated at C) kV and C) mA.
Variable temperature PXRDs were obtained on the same instrument using an Oxford
Cryosystems N( P)) series Cryostream Cooler.
Single crystal X-ray crystallography diffraction data was collected using a Bruker
D+ Venture dual-source diffractometer with a PHOTON *)) detector Kappa goniometer
and collected with either CuKα (λ = *.DC Å) or MoKα (λ = ).P* Å). The crystals were
mounted upon MiTeGen Dual-Thickness MicroMounts or MicroLoops and held in place
with Hampton Research Parabar *)A*( (formerly known as paratone). Samples were
cooled to *P) K (-*)A.*D °C) using an Oxford Cryosystems N( P)) series Cryostream

*DC
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Cooler. Structures were integrated using Bruker APEXA software and then solved and
refined using OlexSys’s Olex( software.CH
Thermal gravimetric analyses (TGA) on the metal-organic frameworks were
conducted on a Mettler Toledo SDTA +D*e instrument. Samples were normalised for A)
min at (D °C before heating at D °C min-* to a maximum of DD) °C.
Topological analysis and net identification of each MOF were made using the
GAVROG process using Systre and ToposPro.A),A* Visualisations of each net and crystal
structure were made using the Diamond A.(kC software by Crystal Impact.CP For
classification of nets, the resources of the RCSR were used.(*

Solvothermal Synthesis of UWCM-'([As-Synth]
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Scheme . .# - Synthesis of UWCM- "[As-Synth].
Compound %.(2 (*).) mg, ).)** mmol) was dissolved with in DMF, EtOH and H(O (A
mL, A:A:* v/v) in a screw top () mL borosilicate scintillation vial. The solution was
sonicated, and Cu(NOA)(.(.DH(O (D(.) mg, ).)(A mmol) added. Finally, three drops of
concentrated HNOA were added. The mixture was then sonicated until full solvation and a
clear green solution was observed. The reaction vial was then placed in a windowed oven a
*DD
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PD °C for A d. After A days, large, rectangular green crystals were seen. The crystals were
filtered off whilst hot and washed with hot DMF and EtOH and then placed in anhydrous
EtOH for further characterisation. The large green block crystals were suitable for SCXRD
direct from the solvothermal synthesis. The remaining crystals were weighed giving *(.D
mg, giving a calculated yield of +(%. VT-PXRD, TGA, IRs were taken.

Figure . .3 - Images of UWCM- ". Left: Microscope image of single crystals of UWCM"[As-Synth]. Right: UWCM- "[Activated] and suspended in DCM.

*DH
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Figure . . " - Powder X-Ray Diffraction of UWCM- ". Blue: Simulated from SCXRD CIF.
Green: As-synthesised MORF. Red: Activated MORF.

Figure . . - Variable Temperature Powder X-Ray Diffraction of UWCM- "[As-Synth].
Diffraction taken in + °C steps between + – )+ °C.
*DP
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Figure . . - Variable Temperature Powder X-Ray Diffraction of UWCM- "[Activated].
Diffraction taken in + °C jumps from + – )+ °C.
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Figure . .

- Thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA) of UWCM- "[As-Synth].
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Solvothermal synthesis of UWDM-'([As-Synth]

Scheme . .$ - Synthesis of UWDM- "[As-Synth].
Compound %.(H[)H] (*).) mg, ).))+ mmol) was dissolved with in DMF and EtOH (A
mL, A:* v/v) in a screw top () mL borosilicate scintillation vial. The solution was
sonicated, and Cu(NOA)(.(.DH(O (*C.) mg, ).)A+ mmol) added. Finally, four drops of
concentrated HNOA were added. The mixture was then sonicated until full solvation and a
clear solution was observed. The reaction vial was then placed in a windowed oven at
+) °C for C d. After C days, large, rectangular green crystals were seen. The vials were
filtered off whilst hot and washed with hot DMF and EtOH and then placed in anhydrous
EtOH for further characterisation. The large green block crystals were suitable for SCXRD
direct from the solvothermal synthesis. The remaining crystals were weighed giving K.H
mg, and a yield of P)%. VT-PXRD, TGA, IRs were recorded using this as-synthesized
material.
UWDM-'([As-Synth] was activated in accordance to reported literature*. The
green crystals were submerged in anhydrous EtOH with decanting of the solvent every ( h
for + h. The EtOH was then replaced with DCM and the decanting repeated. After drying

*DK
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the solid in air, the material was then activated under a dynamic vacuum at *() °C for *(
h. During the activation process, the light green material became dark blue. After heating,
upon exposing to air the material returned to its original light green colour. The sample
was then used for VT (H SS-NMR.

Figure . . # - Images of UWDM- ". Left: Microscope image single crystals of UWDM"[As-Synth]. Right: UWDM- "[Activated].

*H)
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Figure . . $ - Powder X-Ray Diffraction of UWDM- ". Blue: Simulated from SCXRD CIF.
Green: As-synthesised MORF. Red: Activated MORF.

Figure . . ): Variable Temperature Powder X-Ray Diffraction of UWDM- "[Activated].
Diffraction taken in + °C steps from + – )+ °C.
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TGA of UWDM-10 : Activated
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Figure . . - - Thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA) of UWDM- "[Activated].

%.).2 Single Crystal X-Ray Diffraction
SCXRD Structure of UWCM- "
Large, green block crystals were produced from the solvothermal synthesis shown in Fig.
(. .# and Scheme (. .-. The crystals as expected for MOF materials were weakly
diffracting. The lil framework is well resolved however; the central benzimidazole moiety
could not be full resolved further than the N*-C*C bond. The disorder of the central moiety
caused problems in locating many atoms, so the structure did not have the SQUEEZE
program applied to it. As portions of the molecule could not be resolved only a generalised
formulae was determined to be [Cu((A.)C)(H(O)(]·xSolv.

*H(
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Figure . . / – SCXRD structure of the asymmetric unit if UWCM- " displayed as a balland-stick model. Green = Cu, red = O, blue = N, black = C, white = H.

Table . . - Single crystal data, and refinement parameters for UWCM- "
CCDC Number

#

V (Å%)

*D+)A.A(H)

Formula

C*(HH.DCu).DNO(.D

Z

*H

Formula weight (g mol-')

(AH.CD

ρcalc (g cm-%)

).AK+

Crystal system

Orthorhombic

μ (mm-')

).C+*

Space group

*//&

Reflections used

P))*

T (K)

*P).)

Variables

*D*

a (Å)

(K.P*HA(H)

Restraints

*A)

b (Å)

AP.PKK+(P)

R [I > )σ (I)][a]

).*CPK

c (Å)

*C.)HK)(C)

R (all data)

).(*PA

α (°)

K)

wR [I > )σ (I)][b]

).ADP(

β (°)

K)

wR (all data)

).C)PH

γ (°)

K)

GooF on F)

*.A*(

[a]

∑|

| | |

∑|

|

; [b]

∑

, where

∑

*HA

!"# $ % !& $ % ' (
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SCXRD Structure of UWDM- "
Large, green retangular crystals were produced from the solvothermal synthesis shown in
Fig. (. . - and Scheme (. .*. The crystals as expected for MORF materials were weakly
diffracting. The lil framework is well resolved however as with UWCM-'(. The ring adds
some rigidity to the central benzimidazole moiety, allowing it to be resolved. The wheel is
very disordered along the alkyl chain. Using the Olex( solvent mask, it was found that the
void space contained twenty four molecules of DMF (KH) e-).CH,C+ A generalised formulae
was determined to be [Cu((A.)+[(H])(H(O)(]· -(DMF).

Figure . . 3 – SCXRD structure of the asymmetric unit if UWDM- " displayed as a balland-stick model. Green = Cu, red = O, blue = N, black = C, white = H.
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Table . . - Single crystal data, and refinement parameters for UWDM- "
CCDC Number

#

V (Å%)

*CHAP.)(K)

Formula

CA*.KHH*K.PDCuNOP.(D

Z

+

Formula weight (g mol-')

DKP.AC

ρcalc (g cm-%)

).DCA

Crystal system

Orthorhombic

μ (mm-')

).D+P

Space group

*/&2

Reflections used

*ADAD

T (K)

*

Variables

AK*

a (Å)

A).AK)*(*))

Restraints

K(

b (Å)

*(.+)(+(D)

R [I > )σ (I)][a]

).*DKC

c (Å)

AP.H*KH(*()

R (all data)

).*K)K

α (°)

K)

wR [I > )σ (I)][b]

).AHKH

β (°)

K)

wR (all data)

).AKCD

γ (°)

K)

GooF on F)

(.P()

[a]

∑|

| | |

∑|

|

; [b]

∑

, where

∑

!"# $ % !& $ % ' (

%.).3 Variable Temperature Deuterium ()H) Solid-State NMR of UWDM-'(
(

H SSNMR experiments were performed on a Bruker Avance III HD console equipped with

an Oxford K.C T magnet with Larmor frequencies: ν)(*H) = AKK.PA MHz and ν)((H) = H*.C
MHz. A Chemagnetics D mm double resonance (HX) static probe was used for all
experiments. The quadrupolar-echo pulse sequence (K)° – τ* – K)° – τ( – acquire) pulse
sequence was used with ).D s recycle delays, A μs optimized K)° pulses, and A) μs pulse
spacings. Temperatures of the VT unit and probe were calibrated using the temperaturedependent chemical shift of Pb(NOA)(. The quadrupolar parameters of the slow-motion
limit (SML) spectrum were determined using the Solid Lineshape Analysis (SOLA) module

*HD
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in TopSpin A.D. Simulations of the intermediate-motion regime (IMR) and fast-motion
limit (FML) spectra were conducted using EXPRESS.CK
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Chapter 2
2.' Linear T-Shaped [)]Rotaxane Linkers for pcu Zn MetalOrganic Rotaxane Frameworks
2.'.'

Introduction

When considering the findings of Chapters ( and A, several lessons have been learnt.
Primarily, the targeted net should be large enough to fully encompass the MIM linker.
Considering only the solvent accessible void space is not enough, attention should be
made as to where the potential “arm” of the T-shape can reside. In the case of the nbo net,
it was theorised that it could reside in either of the cavities ([Cu*(L*(] or [Cu(CLH]).
However, upon further study it was evident that neither of the cavities could
accommodate the T-shaped [(]rotaxane. This design failure lead to the extension of the
linker as seen in Chapter A. Unfortunately for all the successes of UWCM-'( and UWDM'( in terms of the application of reticular synthesis, the reliance on CuII paddlewheels led
to poor (H VT-SSNMR signal-to-noise (presumably) due to the paramagnetic nature of
these SBUs.
Chapters ( and A focus on derived nets that have two geometry dictating branch
points with a transitivity, p q, of ( ( (fof and lil specifically).* This led to the design and
synthesis of diisophthalic and extended diisophthalic linkers that introduce further
topological complexity to the potential nets that can be created. An increase in complexity
is not always conductive to the reticular synthetic approach. Instead, it was decided to
focus on edge transitive (p q = * *) nets.( An edge transitive net requires a linear linker
*P)
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without any branch points, with the reticular geometry being solely dictated by the
chosen nodal SBU. This causes a focus away from the shape of the linker, and more to the
selection of the SBU, and thus the metal that forms the SBU. If there was a previous over
reliance on the (C)-c CuII paddlewheel SBU, then selecting an edge transitive net opens up
many more possibilities in the selection of the SBU.

Figure #. . - The (*)-c Zn-O(COO-)* SBU found in the IRMOF series shown in both ball and
stick (left) and augmented (right) forms.. Purple = Cr, silver = Zn, red = O, black = C.
To address these issues, the iconic, edge transitive, IRMOF series, the mainstay of
reticular synthesis, was thusly chosen to incorporate a T-shaped [(]rotaxane linker.A Of
this series, the MOFs IRMOF-*D, *H and PP were of particular interest in terms of their
ditopic organic linkers and their overall net.C Each of these MOFs displays a primitive
cubic, pcu, net when coordinated to a (H)-c octahedral [ZnCO(COO-)H] SBU. This Zn SBU
is reliable, facile, has a propensity to form single crystals and most importantly, is
diamagnetic; albeit with some sacrifice to stability and robustness.D

*P*
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Figure #. . - Left: Basic structure of IRMOF- +. Right: Structure of IRMOF-)). Both
structures are interpenetrated with another pcu net. The interpenetrated net and hydrogen
atoms have been removed for clarity. The yellow spheres are purely for aesthetics and are
not indicative of any void space.

Both IRMOF-*D and *H are made with the same ditopic *,*':C',*''-terphenyl-C,C''dicarboxylic acid (TPDC) linker. In the case of IRMOF-*D, the structure has a two-fold
interpenetrated, whilst IRMOF-*H has no such interpenetration. With IRMOF-*H, this
creates a very large void space of K*.*% within the pcu net. As previously postulated, it may
be conceivable to consider this as a potential void space, as something to be “used up”
when designing bulkier linkers. This approach was used to good effect in the design and
synthesis

of

IRMOF-PP.C

IRMOF-PP

contains

[C,P-bis(C-carboxylphenyl)-*,A-

dimethylbenzimidazol-(-ylidene](pyridyl)palladium(II) (TPDC-BenzPdI) iodide as the
ditopic linker along with the Zn octahedral SBU creating a two-fold interpenetrated pcu
net. The T-shaped design allows for each PdII moiety to point into the available pores of
the structure without any obvious steric issues.
In a departure from the isophthalic binding motif of Chapters ( and A, it was
decided to exploit the proven reticular synthesis of the linear ditopic TPDC linker with
*P(
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octahedral Zn SBUs and target an edge transitive pcu net. This resulted in the synthesis of
a linear ditopic T-shaped [(]rotaxane linker, C.)C[(H], and its naked analogue, C.)D. Both
of these linkers were reacted with Zn under solvothermal conditions to create the
MO(R)Fs of UWCM-'' and UWDM-''. The dynamics of the deuterium labelled
mechanically interlocked wheel in UWDM-'' were successfully probed by (H SSNMR.

2.'.)

Results and Discussion

Organic linker design, synthesis and characterisation
To create a ditopic linker suitable for the edge transitive pcu net, then it was required to
redesign the naked and [(]rotaxane linkers. This was done by abandoning the
diisophthalic motifs found in Chapters ( and A. Instead of a (C)-c linker (equal to a ((A)-c
augmented linker, see Chapter *), the linker is (()-c, and thus does not dictate geometry.
The choice of SBU now becomes paramount in creating the overall net required by
reticular synthesis, in this Chapter the (H)-c [ZnCO(COO-)H] SBU was chosen. The OCHA
stopper groups used in Chapter ( were retained in the linker design.

*PA
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Figure #. . - Cartoon illustrations of the ditopic T-shaped linkers. Through redesigning the
linkers and removing the branch points of the isophthalic linkers found in Chapters and (,
the linker become suitable for edge transitive nets. Silver: metal binding groups. Blue: Main
organic body. Green: Steric stopper groups. Red: The mechanically interlocked “wheel”.

The triphenyl, benzimidazole backbone of both of the linkers used in both
MO(R)Fs was produced from the dibromo benzimidazole A.)(, first synthesised as
described in Chapter A.(.*. To produce both linkers, compound A.)( was coupled with C(C,C,D,D-tetramethyl-*,A,(-dioxaborolan-(-yl)benzoic acid ethyl ester in a double Suzuki
reaction to give compound C.)*. C.)* was used as a common synthon for both naked and
[(]rotaxane linkers.
For the naked linker, C.)D, the esters of compound C.)* were removed through a
hydrolysis reaction with NaOH to produce the diacid linker that was then used in a
solvothermal reaction with zinc nitrate to produce the Zn MOF, UWCM-''.
The T-shaped [(]rotaxane organic linker, C.)C[(H], was synthesised from the C.)*
synthon as previously stated. To form the templating motif for the [(]rotaxane formation,
*PC
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the thread was first protonated with tetrafluoroboric acid diethyl ether complex giving the
protonated compound C.)*[HBFC]. The pentaethyleneglycol-dipent-C-enyl ether could
then be templated around the axle and clipped into place in a RCM reaction with Grubbs
*st generation catalyst, forming the [(]rotaxane C.)(. To label the mechanically bound
wheel, the resulting alkene was reduced and labelled with (H( using palladium on carbon
suspended in methanol. To form the final [(]rotaxane linker, the protecting esters were
removed in a hydrolysis reaction by sodium hydroxide. After filtration, the final labelled
[(]rotaxane linker, C.)C[(H] was isolated.

Figure #. .# - SCXRD structures of compounds -.! (left) and -.!([ H] (right), the
precursors to the T-shaped linkers of UWCM- and UWDM- . -.! : green = Cl, red = O,
blue = N, black = C, white = H. -.!([ H]: Axle – Dark blue = O, light blue = N, blue = C, pale
blue = H. Wheel – Dark red = O, red = C, pale red = H.
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Figure #. .$ - H NMR (+!! MHz, DMSO-d*) of compound -.!+, the T-shaped naked linker
used in UWCM- .

Figure #. .) - H NMR Spectrum (+!! MHz, DMSO-d*) of compound -.!-[ H], the Tshaped [ ]rotaxane linker used in UWDM- .
*PH
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Synthesis and Characterisation of UWCM-'' and UWDM-''
UWCM-''[As-Synth] was produced was produced through a solvothermal synthesis
reaction at +D °C with Zn(NOA)(.HH(O in DMF/EtOH/H(O in a A:(:( v/v ratio. After ( d a
fine white microcrystalline powder was observed and filtered off. PXRD showed a
crystalline material which most resembled the non-interpenetrated IRMOF-*H. Several
attempts to produce crystals suitable for SCXRD were met with limited results. All of the
conditions trialled resulted in the same PXRD pattern as shown in Fig. -. .) although with
broader peaks, indicating smaller average particle size.
Attempts to make single crystals of UWCM-'' direct from the solvothermal
synthesis failed. Instead, off-white microcrystalline material was made and characterised
through PXRD. The PXRD shows similarities with IRMOF-*H and IRMOF-PP, though the
major peak of UWCM-'' appears at A.H θ instead of C.* θ. Due to this similarity it was
decided to modify the .cif of IRMOF-PP using Materials Studio, perform a geometry
optimisation using forcite tools and then simulate the PXRD. As Fig. -. . ! shows, this was
not quite successful. The PXRD of the simulated UWCM-'' does show some lattice
change, though it is not enough to drastically alter the PXRD to accurately reflect the
experimental pattern.

*PP
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Figure #. .- - PXRD comparisons between UWCM- [Activated] (top), the simulated .cif of
UWCM- created using Materials Studio through modification of the IRMOF-)) .cif
(middle) and the simulated pattern of IRMOF-)) (bottom).

By comparing the PXRD to additional members of the IRMOF series (Fig. -. . ), it
is still highly likely that the framework of UWCM-'' adopts a pcu net, and that the
interpenetration (or lack thereof) is causing the shift of the peaks. It could also indicate a
solvent dependence on the lattice spacing as was seen in α/β-UWDM-%, that exhibited a
“tilting” when the framework was evacuated of guest molecules.H This tilting would be
unlikely with the standard ZnC octahedral SBUs, but could be a distinct possibility if the
ZnA cluster SBU was formed. The ZnA is summarily discussed below with SCXRD evidence
from the crystal structure of UWDM-''.

*P+
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Figure #. ./ - The calculated ideal structure of UWCM- . Structure made using forcite
tools in Materials Studio from pcu IRMOF-)) SCXRD data. Left: A single cube of UWCM- .
Silver = Zn, red = O, blue = N, black = C, white = H. Right: Two interpenetrating cubes
coloured red and blue for clarity.

Figure #. .3 - Augmentation of the calculated interpenetrated pcu-a net of UWCM- . Each
image displays two separate interpenetrating cubes. Colours indicate each separate net. Net
“A”: Dark blue = linker, green = stopper, red = SBU. Net “B”: Light blue = linker, dark green =
stopper, pink = SBU. Left: Side view. Right: View down the c-axis

UWDM-''[As-Synth] was produced through a solvothermal synthesis reaction at
+D °C with Zn(NOA)(.HH(O in DMF/EtOH/H(O in a A:(:( v/v ratio. After *( h the reaction
*PK
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produced large, colourless rhomboid crystals. Analysis by PXRD (Fig.-. .)) shows
similarities with IRMOF-PP, indicating similar ZnSBU-ZnSBU distances. VT-PXRD shows
that the as-synthesised framework is stable to at least *PD °C with very slight shifts in
peaks, possibly due to solvent removal from the pores. A PXRD taken after activation
showed that the framework is robust with the pores evacuated.

Figure #. . " - Powder X-Ray Diffraction of UWDM- . Blue: Simulated from SCXRD CIF.
Green: As-synthesised MORF. Red: Activated MORF.

Crystals obtained directly from the synthesis of UWDM-''[As-Synth] were
suitable for SCXRD, albeit with weak diffraction. The structure was shown to be a Zn
MORF exhibiting the

3 space group with a two-fold interpenetrated net, which was as

expected for the similar linear (()-c triphenyl dicarboxylate linkers of IRMOFs *H and PP.A,C
The interpenetration is not body-centered as in IRMOF-*D, but instead more akin to the
offset interpenetration found in IRMOF-PP. This could explain the similarities of the peak
*+)
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at θ = C.( shown in the PXRD and the trigonal space group. In IRMOF-PP, each PdII side
arm moiety packs as a K)° rotation to the next PdII side arm. When considering a (D
“ladder” in one direction, the pattern is )°-K)°-)°-K)° with the interpenetrated having the
pattern K)°-*+)°-K)°-*+)° relative to it. For UWDM-'', the pattern of the benzimidazole
side-arm is quite different. When considering the same (D ladder, each side arm is
pointing into each created cubic face in one direction only. The interpenetrating net is
then at a *+)° rotation in relation to this. This gives the effect of along each side of the
square or edge, the T-shape is back-to-back along the triphenyl backbone. Each face of the
created cubes are then filled with the [(]rotaxane moiety, visually creating the effect of
each face of the cube having two [(]rotaxanes facing each other. In essence, along each
channel of the MORF there are two rings perpendicular to the viewer, as if on a conveyor
belt.

*+*
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Figure #. . - PXRD comparisons with comparable MOFs in the IRMOF series of ditopic
triphenyl dicarboxylate Zn MOFs. R = RPhCOO-. It is important to note that every IRMOF
above is pcu and thus, isoreticular to one another.(, !

The SBU formed during synthesis was quite unexpected. The standard octahedral
(H)-c [ZnC(μC-O)(O(CR)H] SBU was not formed. Instead an irregularly octahedral (H)-c
cluster with the formula [ZnA(H(O)(μA-O)(O(CR)A(HOOCR)((-OOCR)] was formed. This is
the result of three carboxylate groups forming as expected with each CO group binding to
two Zn atoms each with the bridging central μ( oxygen atom. The other three carboxylates
*+(
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bind to the Zn through a single C-O-M bond. The “missing” Zn is instead replaced with a
single H(O molecule that can H-bond to two of the HOOCR groups in a (/As occupancy.
This leaves the charge to be balanced by a RCOO- with */A occupancy. This trinuclear
cluster has not previously been reported, though the bonding of the carboxylates is similar
to one half of a heptanuclear, dimetallic (*()-c cluster, [NaZnH(μA-OH)((O(C-)*(], reported
by Ng and coworkers (Fig.-. . ).P Whereas this (*()-c cluster bridges two nets together,
the –OH anion does not bridge between either of the (H)-c Zn SBUs found in UWDM-''.

Figure #. . - Left: The ( )-c heptanuclear, dimetallic [NaZn*(μ(-OH) (O C-) ] SBU
reported by Ng et al. Right: The (*)-c trinuclear [Zn((H O)(μ(-O)(O CR)((HOOCR) (OOCR)] SBU found by SCXRD in UWDM- .
The reason for the formation of this cluster is thought to arise from the use of H(O
during the synthesis. As a general rule, Zn containing MOFs avoid the use of excess H(O
during synthesis however; multiple attempts at forming a Zn MORF in anhydrous
conditions produced amorphous semi-crystalline material that could not be effectively
characterised. The addition of a small amount of water produced very large single crystals,
so therefore water must play a favourable part in the self-healing process required for
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MOF synthesis, yet not for the correct SBU formation. Further attempts to “fix” the SBU
through different synthetic conditions have so far not produced the desired results.

Figure #. . - The pcu-a single net of UWDM- . Top row: A single cube of one net with the
wheels removed. Bottom row: The same cube with the rings added. Framework: Red = SBU,
blue = linker, green = stopper. Wheel: Orange = O, yellow = C, white = H. The wheel shown is
based on SCXRD data and partially calculated using Materials Studio.
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Figure #. . # - The pcu-a interpenetrated net of UWDM- . Each image displays two
separate interpenetrating cubes. Colours indicate each separate net. Net “A”: Dark blue =
linker, green = stopper, red = SBU, orange = wheel. Net “B”: Light blue = linker, dark green =
stopper, pink = SBU, yellow = wheel. Top row: Net “A” only. The wheel shown is based on
SCXRD data and partially calculated using Materials Studio.

Topological analysis of UWDM-''
After obtaining SCXRD data, a topological analysis on UWDM-'' was undertaken using
ToposPro.+,K To facilitate the analysis, the mechanically bound wheel was removed from
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the .cif. This does not have an impact upon the analysis as the wheel cannot be considered
a node, and therefore does not contribute to the net system.

Figure #. . $ - The augmentation of the (*)-c [Zn((H O)(μ(-O)(O CR)((HOOCR) (-OOCR)]
SBU.
Upon simplification of the net, it was found that UWDM-'' exhibits a (C*(·HA)
uninodal edge-transitive (H)-c pcu net with a two-fold interpenetration. What is of note
however, is the unusual polyhedra of the SBU. Instead of the classic (H)-c diamond Zn
SBU, an oblique trapezoidal irregular bipyramidal polyhedron is instead formed. When
considering just one net, this produces parallelepiped (rhomboid) tiling, or in other words
a “squashed” primitive cubic network.

*+H
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Figure #. . ) - The augmented pcu-a net of UWDM- made from red (*)-c polyhedra and
( )-c blue rods. The green arm shows the location of the benzimidazole moiety. The
mechanically interlocked wheel has been removed, along with the other interpenetrating net
for clarity. Top: View down the a-axis. Bottom left: View down the c-axis. Bottom right: A
single cube from the structure made of six SBUs and twelve edges.

)H

SSNMR Analysis of the Dynamics of the Mechanically Bound Wheel

Variable-temperature (VT) 2H SSNMR experiments were conducted for this sample at
temperatures ranging from 173 K to 448 K in 25 K increments (Fig. 4.1.17). At the
*+P
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lowest temperatures, powder patterns with sharp discontinuities are observed. Despite the
presence of interference on the lower frequency side of the spectrum, the pattern is
symmetric and can be simulated using values of CQ = 158(3) kHz and ηQ = 0.0(1). The
pattern at 173 K indicates 2H sites undergoing motion in the SML, with rates < 1 kHz. As
the temperature increases, the sharp, outer features of the pattern persist, while there is a
buildup of signal in the centre of the pattern indicative of a two-site jump motion with β =
77°; at 223 K, this occurs at a rate of ca. 10 kHz. The rate of this 77° two-site jump enters
the fast motion limit (i.e., the point where faster motions cease to have an effect on the
NMR spectrum line shape) at 323 K. Starting at 373 K, simulation of the pattern requires
the consideration of partial rotation; Table 4.1.1 details the rates of both the two-site jump
and partial rotation at select temperatures based on a preliminary set of simulations. Both
the modes of motion have been observed in analogous MOFs, with the onset two-site
jumps always occurring at lower temperatures than the partial rotations.6,11,12 However,
based on simulations, the specific onset temperatures for these motions occur at
surprisingly much higher temperatures relative to the canonical MORF, UWDM-1. For
this sample, FML two-site jump motion is achieved at 323 K, which is ca. 75 K higher
than for UWDM-1.11 By 323 K, partial rotation is detectable in UWDM-1, while there is
no evidence of partial rotation in UWDM-11 until 373 K. Finally, in contrast to UWDM1, there is no evidence of full rotation in UWDM-11 at any temperature.
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Figure #. . - – (A) Experimental VT H SSNMR powder patterns for UWDM- [Activated].
(B) Simulated H SSNMR powder patterns for the (i) motions that are too slow to influence
the appearance of the Pake doublet (i.e., in the SML), (ii) a two-site jump motion in the fastmotion limit (FML, νvex > !!!!! kHz) (iii) FML two-site jumps and kHz partial rotation of
the ring over +° in -+° steps, and (iv) FML two-site jumps and ! kHz partial rotation.(C)
The four possible modes of rotation around the benzimidazole axle. (i) Immobile, or at the
SML between )(- ( K. (ii) The two-site jump in the FML between -"-(-" K. (iii) Partial
*+K
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rotation between ()(---" K. (iv) Full rotation including the alkyl chain is not observed in
UWDM- .

Temperature (K)

Two-Site Jump (kHz)

Partial Rotation (kHz)
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A(A

>*)))))

)

APA

>*)))))

*(*)
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>*)))))

*))(())

Table #. . - Modes and rates of motion used in the simulations of select experimental VT H
SSNMR spectra for UWDM- [Activated]. Uncertainties in rates are given in parentheses.
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Conclusions

To again evaluate the outcome of the created materials, the design criteria are considered
once more.
*.

The (H)-c pcu net based on the IRMOF series has been targeted for reticular
synthesis for its potential porosity and facile Zn SBU synthesis.

(. A linear triphenyl ditopic T-shaped [(]rotaxane linker, C.)C[(H] with dimethoxy
stoppers has been successfully synthesised and characterised along with its naked
analogue, C.)D.
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A. The edge-transitive pcu Zn MOF, UWCM-'' has been synthesised, through
reticular synthesis. However, the fine structure has yet to be fully characterised by
SCXRD.
C. The edge-transitive pcu Zn MORF, UWDM-'' has been synthesised through
reticular synthesis, albeit with an unexpected (H)-c trimetallic “squashed”
octahedral Zn SBU.
D.

(

H VT-SSNMR was successfully employed to probe the dynamics of the

mechanically interlocked wheel.
Having retained both the benzimidazole templating motif and the dimethoxy
stopper groups from Chapter ( and A respectively, one can see that the T-shaped moiety
has great utility of design. Based on the SCXRD structure of UWDM-'' it is clear that
wheel has enough room to fit within the pores created by the framework, enough room
even, for the framework to be interpenetrated. The (H VT-SSNMR has therefore shown
that robust dynamics has been achieved within this framework.
The final question is whether or not UWCM-'' and UWDM-'' are isoreticular to
one another and other MOFs in the IRMOF series? The answer is difficult to ascertain.
From a purely topological sense, then yes. They are isoreticular. It can be said as such, as
both display an edge transitive pcu net. In the case of UWCM-'' it is evident from the very
similar comparative PXRD to IRMOF-*H. Further evidence of this could be obtained by
SCXRD if the right solvothermal conditions were found. This is assuming that UWCM-''
synthesis produced the standard (H)-c ZnC SBU as found in other IRMOFs or the (H)-c ZnA
SBU as found in UWDM-''. In regards to this unusual SBU of UWDM-'', strictly it does
not fundamentally change the topological connectivity or the transitivity of the linker, and
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still results in the targeted pcu net. If one considers the actual resulting chemistry of the
framework, in UWDM-'' it is obvious that the ZnA is different from the ZnC SBU. So it
could be said that chemically, they are not isoreticular. In what regards this change of
metal cluster affects the chemistry of the framework will require further analysis. As
evident from the VT-PXRD, it has not affected the thermal stability of the MORF when
compared to its IRMOF peers. The final judgement may unfortunately be a matter of
opinion. Either the resulting net is isoreticular, thus UWCM-'' and UWDM-'' are
isoreticular and that reticular synthesis has been achieved. Or the alternative is that no, as
they could display separate chemical compositions (uncertain in the case of UWCM-''), a
fundamental change in the chemical framework makeup means that the frameworks are
fundamentally not isoreticular, and reticular synthesis has failed. Given that the definition
of “isoreticular” is given as: “Based on the same net (having the same topology”*A then it can
be stated that UWCM-'' and UWDM-'' have both achieved reticular synthesis.

2.) Experimental
2.).'

General Comments

The synthesis of the [(]rotaxane linker was based on two previously synthesised synthons.
The A,H-dibromo-*,(-benzenediamine was made as described in Chapter (.(.*, Scheme
. . and compound A.)( as made in Chapter A.(.*, Scheme A.(.*. All solvents were
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. C-Carboxylphenylboronic acid pinacol ester was
purchased from Frontier Scientific, Inc and used without further purification. Deuterated
solvents for NMR (CDClA, CDACN, DMSO-d*) were purchased from Cambridge Isotope
Laboratories. Solution NMR experiments on the *H and *AC nuclei were conducted on
*K(
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either a A)) MHz or D)) MHz Bruker Advance instrument at room temperature,
individual frequencies for different nuclei are reported in the below for each individual
molecule. Each solution NMR is reported in ppm relative to tetramethylsilane (TMS,
Si(CHA)C), with the individual solvent signal as a reference peak. Mass spectrometry data
was conducted on a Waters Xevo GS-XS ToF instrument in either ASAP+ or ESI+ mode.

Synthesis of the “naked” linker, 2.(3

Scheme #. . - Synthetic procedure for the preparation of the T-shaped “naked” linker, -.!+.
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Synthesis of #."

Figure #. . - Compound -.!
Compound %.() (*.P) g, C.*( mmol), (C-(ethoxycarbonyl)phenyl)boronic pinacol ester
((.)) g, *).A* mmol) and K(COA ((.+D g, ().H( mmol) were added to a Schlenk flask,
evacuated and back-filled with N(. Pd(PPhA)C ().(C g, D mol%) was then added to the flask
under N(. Degassed THF/H(O (*:*, +) mL) was transferred to the flask via a cannula. The
flask was then purged with N( and reacted at PD °C for (C h. Reaction was monitored by
TLC using EtOAc/Hexanes (*:*) as the mobile phase. When no spot was observed for the
(C-(methoxycarbonyl)phenyl)boronic pinacol ester on the TLC with, the reaction was
cooled to room temperature. The spot observed for C.)* was found to have an Rf of ).CK.
Upon cooling, an interface formed; additional THF was added and separated from the
aqueous phase. The aqueous phase was washed twice with THF, with the organic layers
being combined and evaporated to dryness. The solid was then dissolved in DCM and
washed with saturated, aqueous NaCl solution. The organic layers was finally dried on
MgSOC and evaporated. Purification was done by suspending the yellow solid in
anhydrous EtOH, boiling and cooling to room temperature. Upon filtering an off-white
solid was observed. After dissolving the solid in DCM and filtering through celite and a
*KC
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subsequent evaporation, the pure white compound was isolated. Recovered yield (*.H) g,
P)%), M.P. (A* °C.
*

H NMR (D)) MHz, CDClA, Neutral): δ = *).A( N-H(s, *H), +.*) a(d, J = P.+ Hz, CH), P.KD b,

c(s, CH), P.CD d, e(s, (H), P.A( f(d, J = (.A Hz, (H), H.DD g(t, J = (.A Hz, *H), C.A+ h(q, J = P.*
Hz, CH), A.+A i(s, HH), *.C( j(t, J = P.* Hz, HH).
*A

C NMR (*(D MHz, CDClA, Neutral): δ = *HH.P(, *H*.AA, *D(.DA, *C(.+A, *A*.D), *A).*C, *(K.CP,

*(+.P*, *(A.*C, *)D.(K, *)(.HA, H*.(C, DD.PD, DA.DH, *C.C+.
HR-MS (ToF ASAP+): Calculated for [M+H]+: [CAAHA*N(OH]+ m/z = DD*.(*)); found m/z =
DD*.(*+* g mol-*.

Synthesis of #."$

Figure #. . - Compound -.!+.
Compound 2.(' (*CC mg, ).(H( mmol) was dissolved in EtOH/THF (*) mL, *:* v/v)
NaOH (D mL, ( mol L-*). The mixture was heated at reflux for *( h, turning the solution
yellow. After cooling to room temperature the organic solvents were evaporated off.
Additional distilled water was added to the solution and then acidified to pH C by adding
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HCl (* mol L-*) dropwise. At pH C, a yellow precipitate was observed and a yellow solution
seen. The mixture was then centrifuged several times, whilst decanting excess water. The
solid was then filtered through a PTFE filter, washed with distilled water and air dried
yielding a red/brown solid. Recovered yield P) mg, PK%. Decomposition observed above
A(+ °C.
*

H-NMR (D)) MHz, DMSO-d*, Neutral) δ = *(.P( N-H(s, *H), +.AH a(d, J = +.) Hz, (H),

+.*A b(t, J = K.) Hz, CH), P.++ c(d, J = P.H Hz, (H), P.HC d(s, *H), P.D* e(d, J = (.( Hz, (H),
P.C* f(s, *H), H.HH g(t, J = (.A Hz, *H), A.+C h(s, HH).
*A

C NMR (*(D MHz, DMSO-d*, Neutral) δ = *HP.AA, *H).P), *D(.PH, *C(.(D, *C*.K+, *AA.DA,

*A*.HH, *(K.KD, *(K.CA, *(K.*), *(+.KP, *(+.PK, *(D.*A, *(A.HA, *(*.PC, *)D.H(, *)*.KP, DD.D+.
HR-MS (ToF ES+): Calculated for [M+H]+: [C(KH((N(OH]+ m/z = CKD.*D)); found m/z =
CKD.*DDH g mol-*.
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Synthesis of the [)]rotaxane linker, 2.(2[)H]
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Scheme #. . - Synthetic procedure for the preparation of the T-shaped [ ]rotaxane linker.

Synthesis of #." [HBF#]
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Figure #. . - Compound -.! [HBF-]
Compound 2.(' (*.D g, A.HC mmol), was suspended in MeCN (C) mL) and sonicated. To
this suspension HBFC.Et(O (*.* eq) was added carefully. The mixture turned a slight
orange, and the suspension was sonicated until a clear solution was achieved. The solution
was filtered, and the solution evaporated to dryness. Et(O was added (*) mL) revealing a
white precipitate. The precipitate was filtered off as pure target compound, and used in
the next step without further purification. Recovered yield ((.*) g, K)%),Decomposition
>(AD °C.
*

H NMR (D)) MHz, CDACN, HBF- Salt) δ = *(.(+

× N-H(s, (H), +.(A a(d, J = P.K Hz, CH),

P.+D b(d, J = +.) Hz, CH), P.PH c(s, (H), P.*H d(d, J = (.( Hz, (H), H.+H e(t, J = (.A Hz, *H),
C.C* f(q, J = P.* Hz, CH), A.++ g(s, HH), *.C* h(t, J = P.* Hz, HH).
*A

C NMR (*(D MHz, CDACN, HBF- Salt) δ = *HP.)+, *H(.D), *D(.HC, *C).H+, *A*.KC, *A*.((,

*A).+H, *A).(A, *(+.CK, *(+.AP, *(C.(P, *)+.(+, *)P.**, H(.AD, DH.+*, *C.HA.

Synthesis of #." [BF#]
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Figure #. .# - Compound -.! [HBF-]
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Compound 2.('[HBF2] (*.() g, *.+) mmol) and pentaethyleneglycol-dipent-C-enyl ether
().+D g, (.(P mmol) was added was added to a Schlenk flask and dissolved in dry,
degassed DCM (*)) mL) and stirred under N( until a clear, brown solution was seen. The
flask was evacuated and back-filled with N( several times. Grubbs Catalyst Gen. I ().*H g,
*) mol%) was added under N( to the reaction flask. The flask and reflux condenser was
evacuated and back-filled with N( three times to ensure an inert environment. The
reaction was then heated at C) °C, with aliquots taken every *( h to observe reaction
progress. Additional portions D mol% of Grubbs Catalyst were added every *( h. After A d,
no more alkene peaks associated with the pentaethyleneglycol-dipent-C-enyl ether were
observed, and the reaction quenched with ethoxyethylene (* mL). The solvents were then
removed by evaporation. The residue was dissolved in EtOAc and separated with
saturated NaHCOA (aq) three times and once with NaCl(aq) solution. The organic layers were
collected and dried on MgSOC. After concentrating the organic solution, the mixture was
purified on a silica column using Hexanes/EtOAc (*:() with NEtA (*%). Two fractions
containing each isomer of the product were found with Rf values of ).DA and ).CP. Due to
the removal of the alkene in the next step, both E/Z isomer fractions were combined.
Recovered yield of both neutral isomers (*.)) g, DC%), Decomposition ~(DH °C. For the
subsequent synthesis and ease of further characterisation the compound was acidified
using HBFC.Et(O (*.* eq). Decomposition for HBFC salt: ~(C) °C.
*

H NMR (D)) MHz, CDACN, HBF- salt): δ = *A.(*

× N-H(s, (H), +.(( a(d, J = +.C Hz, CH),

P.K* b(d, J = +.C Hz, CH), P.PK c(s, (H), P.DD d(d, J = (.A Hz, (H), H.+P e(t, J = (.( Hz, *H),
D.)P a’(t, J = A.+ Hz, (H), C.C) f(q, J = P.* Hz, CH), A.+D g(s, HH), A.CC – (.H* b’, c’, d’, e’, f’,
g’(m, (CH), *.+P – *.P+ h’(m, CH), *.D) – *.CA i’(m, CH), *.C) h(t, J = P.* Hz, HH).

*KK
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*A

C NMR (*(D MHz, CDACN, HBF- salt): δ = *HH.PC, *H*.KC, *DA.)C, *C).KD, *A(.)(, *A*.)K,

*A).KP, *A).+*, *A).H+, *A).DH, *(K.PK, *(+.+), *(D.K+, **).CD, *)K.PH, *)H.PP, *)H.*), P(.P),
P*.AA, P*.(*, P*.*), P).K*, P).P*, P).H(, P).DD, P).*C, H(.(*, DH.K+, DH.K(, CK.K), A*.(K, A).(),
(+.KP, (D.HK, *C.H)..
HR-MS (ToF ESI+): Calculated for [M+H]+: [CD*HHDN(O*(]+ m/z = +KP.CD)); found m/z =
+KP.CDAP g mol-*.

Synthesis of #." [ H][HBF#]
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Figure #. .$ - Compound -.!([ H][HBF-] and -.!([ H].
Compound 2.()[HBF2] (*.)) g, *.)) mmol) was added to a Schlenk flask and dissolved in
MeOH (+) mL). The flask was then evacuated and back-filled with N(. Pd/C (** mg, *)
wt%) was added under N(. The flask was placed under vacuum again, with D( added to the
flask with s*tirring via a balloon. The mixture was reacted at room temperature for C h,
with aliquots taken each hour to monitor the disappearance of the alkene peak. After no
more alkene peaks were present in the *H NMR, the reaction was flushed with N(. The
solution was filtered over Celite, removing Pd/C. The solution was evaporated to dryness,
())
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leaving a white crystalline solid and used in further synthesis without additional
purification. Recovered yield of C.)A[(H][HBFC]; ().+D g, +C%), decomposition at ~(CA °C.
*

H NMR (D)) MHz, CDACN, HBF- Salt): δ = *A.**

× N-H(s, (H), +.(A a(d, J = +.A Hz, CH),

P.++ b(d, J = +.C Hz, CH), P.+A c(s, (H), P.CK d(d, J = (.A Hz, (H), H.+H e(t, J = (.A Hz, *H),
C.C) f(q, J = P.* Hz, CH), A.+A g(s, HH), A.CD – (.HH a’, b’, c’, d’, e’, f’(m, (CH), *.C* h(t, J =
P.* Hz, HH), *.(( – ).PD g’, h’, i’(m, *)H).
*A

C NMR (*(D MHz, CDACN, HBF- Salt): δ = *HH.P(, *H*.KA, *D(.+(, *C).+P, *A*.KH, *A*.)D,

*A).DD, *(K.K+, *(+.H+, *(+.D+, *(H.*D, *)H.H), P(.PA, P*.(D, P*.(*, P*.)+, P).P), P).D+, H(.*K,
DH.+H, A).((, (P.KP, (P.+A, (P.P*, (D.AD, *C.DP.
To characterise the neutral compound, C.)A[(H][HBFC] (A) mg, ).)A mmol) was
suspended in EtOAc (*) mL) and NEtA (~* eq) was added drop wise with sonication until a
clear solution formed. The organic solution was then separated once with distilled water
and once with saturated NaCl(aq) solution. The organic washings were then dried on
Na(SOC and evaporated revealing pure C.)A[(H], recovered yield (C mg, +)%. M.P: *+A °C.
*

H NMR (D)) MHz, CD(Cl(, Neutral): δ = **.KA N-H(s, *H), +.() a(d, J = +.* Hz, (H), +.*H

b(d, J = +.C Hz, (H), +.** c(d, J = +.C Hz, (H), P.+A d(d, J = +.C Hz, (H), P.+) e(d, J = (.A Hz,
(H), P.D* f(d, J = P.P Hz, *H), P.AC g(d, J = P.P Hz, *H), H.D( h(t, J = (.A Hz, *H), C.C) i(qd, J
= P.*, *.K Hz, CH), A.+D j(s, HH), A.(K – (.KC a’, b’, c’, d’, e’(m, ((H), (.++ – (.+* f’(m, (H),
*.C( k(td, J = P.*, (.( Hz, HH), *.AD – *.(* g’, h’(dt, J = *A.D, P.* Hz, +H), ).KD – ).+P i’(m, (H).
*A

C NMR (*(D MHz, CD(Cl(, Neutral): δ = *HH.KD, *HH.HD, *H).C*, *DD.DK, *CC.AH, *CC.(*,

*CA.*), *AA.CP, *A*.AK, *A).*K, *(K.K+, *(K.HK, *(K.(*, *(D.CH, *(A.CD, *(*.+H, **).*D, *)A.(+,
P*.DP, P).DP, P).AA, HK.+P, HK.H*, HK.A(, H*.CD, H*.(*, DH.AH, CH.HA, (K.+K, (H.*C, *C.DH.
()*
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HR-MS (ToF ES+): Calculated for [M+H]+: [CD*HHDD(N(O*(]+ m/z = K)*.CP)); found m/z =
K)*.C+)H g mol-*.
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Figure #. .) - Compound -.!-[ H]
Compound 2.(%[)H][HBF2] ().+) g, ).+* mmol), was suspended in a mixture of
EtOH/THF (*:*, C) mL) and sonicated. NaOH (( mol L-*, () mL) was then added to the
solution. After stirring for D minutes, the solution turned clear and light brown. The
solution was then heated at reflux (+) °C) for *( h. After cooling, the organic solvents were
removed by evaporation, with some white precipitate seen. Additional distilled water (*)
mL) was added, and then the solution carefully acidified to pH C using HCl (aq, * mol L-*)
revealing more white precipitate. The solution was then separated using a centrifuge, with
the white solid dried on a vacuum filter. Recovered yield ().HD g, KD%), decomposition at
~AA) °C.
*

H NMR (D)) MHz, DMSO-d*, Neutral): δ = **.KK N-H(s, *H), +.*( a(d, J = +.* Hz, (H),

+.)P b(d, J = +.) Hz, (H), +.)( c(d, J = +.* Hz, (H), P.PD d(d, J = (.) Hz, (H), P.HK e(d, J =
+.) Hz, (H), P.CK f(d, J = P.P Hz, *H), P.AA g(d, J = P.P Hz, *H), H.DC h(t, J = (.A Hz, *H), A.+*
()(
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i(s, HH), A.() – (.K) a’, b’, c’, d’, e’(m, ((H), (.PD – (.PA f’(m, (H), *.(A – *.(* g’, h’(m, +H),
).K) i’(br s, (H). Resolvable proton peaks related to the COOH groups were not observed.
*A

C NMR (*(D MHz. DMSO-d*, Neutral): δ = *HP.+*, *HP.DC, *DK.KC, *DD.)H, *CA.DP, *CA.(A,

*C(.DC, *AA.**, *AA.)*, *A).CP, *A).*+, *A).)), *(K.+A, *(K.P*, *(K.CH, *(K.C*, *(D.(), *(A.H),
*(*.KH, *)K.D*, *)A.DH, P).+A, HK.K), HK.PC, HK.A*, H+.K+, H+.PK, DH.*(, C).CH, C).A), C).*A,
AK.KH, AK.PK, AK.HA, AK.CH, (K.CA, (D.H+.
HR-MS (ToF ES+): Calculated for [M+H]+: [CCPHDKN(O*(]+ m/z = +CD.C*)); found m/z =
+CD.C*HP g mol-*.

2.).) Synthesis and Characterisation of UWCM-'' and UWDM-''
General Comments
Dimethylformamide (DMF) and Zn(NOA)(.HH(O were purchased form Sigma-Aldrich and
concentrated Nitric Acid was purchased from Fisher Scientific and used without further
purification.
Powder X-ray diffraction data was collected using a capillary mounting goniometer
on a Bruker D+ Discover diffractometer equipped with a *C) mm diameter (-D VÅNTECD)) detector. CuKα (λ = *.DC Å) radiation was used and operated at C) kV and C) mA.
Variable temperature PXRDs were obtained on the same instrument using an Oxford
Cryosystems N( P)) series Cryostream Cooler.
Single crystal X-ray crystallography diffraction data was collected using a Bruker
D+ Venture dual-source diffractometer with a PHOTON *)) detector Kappa goniometer
()A
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and collected with either CuKα (λ = *.DC Å) or MoKα (λ = ).P* Å). The crystals were
mounted upon MiTeGen Dual-Thickness MicroMounts or MicroLoops and held in place
with Hampton Research Parabar *)A*( (formerly known as paratone). Samples were
cooled to *P) K (-*)A.*D °C) using an Oxford Cryosystems N( P)) series Cryostream
Cooler. For UWDM-'' the SC-XRD data was collected using an APEX-II CCD with a
Incoatec Mo microsource, with the crystals mounted on a cryoloop with paratone oil and
collected at *)) K. Structures were integrated using Bruker APEXA software and then
solved and refined using OlexSys’s Olex( software.*C
Thermal gravimetric analyses (TGA) on the metal-organic frameworks were
conducted on a Mettler Toledo SDTA +D*e instrument. Samples were normalised for A)
min at (D °C before heating at D °C min-* to a maximum of DD) °C.
Topological analysis and net identification of each MOF were made using the
GAVROG process using Systre and ToposPro.+,K Visualisations of each net and crystal
structure were made using the Diamond A.(kC software by Crystal Impact.*D For
classification of nets, the resources of the RCSR were used.*H

()C
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Solvothermal Synthesis of UWCM-''[As-Synth]

Scheme #. . - Synthesis of UWCM- [As-Synth].
Compound 2.(3 (*).) mg, ).)() mmol) was dissolved with in DMF, EtOH and H(O (A
mL, A:A:( v/v) in a screw top () mL borosilicate scintillation vial. The solution was
sonicated, and Zn(NOA)(.HH(O (*D.* mg, ).)D* mmol) added. The mixture was then
sonicated until full solvation and a clear colourless solution was observed. The reaction
vial was then placed in a windowed oven at +D °C for * d. After cooling, a white amorphous
powder was observed. The powder was filtered off and washed with hot DMF, EtOH and
DCM. The powder recovered weighed *C mg, giving a calculated yield of H)%. After drying
the powder was found to be crystalline via PXRD. VT-PXRD, TGA, IRs were taken.
Attempts at producing single crystals suitable for SCXRD have so far failed at the time of
writing.

()D
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Solvothermal Synthesis of UWDM-''[As-Synth]

Scheme #. .# - Synthesis of UWDM- [As-Synth].
Compound 2.(2[)H] (*).) mg, ).)*( mmol) was dissolved with in DMF, EtOH and H(O
(A mL, A:A:( v/v) in a screw top () mL borosilicate scintillation vial. The solution was
sonicated, and Zn(NOA)(.HH(O (+.+ mg, ).)A) mmol) added. The mixture was then
sonicated until full solvation and a clear colourless solution was observed. The reaction
vial was then placed in a windowed oven at +D °C for *( h. After *( h, very large, rhomboid
colourless crystals were seen. After cooling, the crystals were filtered off and washed with
hot DMF, EtOH and DCM, then placed in anhydrous DCM for further characterisation.
The large crystals were suitable for SCXRD direct from the solvothermal synthesis. The
remaining crystals were weighed *A.D mg, giving a calculated yield of KA%. VT-PXRD, TGA,
IRs were taken.

()H
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Figure #. .- - Microscope Image of UWDM- [As-Synth] crystals.

Figure #. ./ - Variable Temperature Powder X-Ray Diffraction of UWDM- [As-Synth].

()P
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2.).% Single Crystal X-Ray Diffraction
SCXRD Structure of #."
Compound C.)* was crystallised through vapour diffusion of hexanes in ethyl ethanoate,
producing colourless rhomboid single crystals. The structure was solved using direct
methods and in the triclinic space group, 1 and included one solvent molecule of DCM.
One chlorine atom on the DCM was modelled for a small degree of positional disorder.
The largest remaining Q peak sat next to the N-H bond, and was not modelled.

Figure #. .3 - SCXRD structures of -.! displayed as ellipsoids (left) and space-filling
(right). Green = Cl, red = O, blue = N, black = C, white = H.

()+
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Table #. . - Single crystal data, and refinement parameters for compound -.!
CCDC Number

#

V (Å%)

*DA+.AH(*P)

Formula

CACHA(Cl(N(OH

Z

(

Formula weight (g mol-')

HAD.D*

ρcalc (g cm-%)

*.AP(

Crystal system

Triclinic

μ (mm-')

).(H)

Reflections used

APH)

1

Space group

[a]

T (K)

*AD.+

Variables

C**

a (Å)

*).KPPD(H)

Restraints

)

b (Å)

**.KPH*(K)

R [I > )σ (I)][a]

).)A**

c (Å)

*A.(+)P(+)

R (all data)

).)C))

α (°)

+C.*KK(A)

wR [I > )σ (I)][b]

).)PH*

β (°)

+(.(KP(()

wR (all data)

).)+*P

γ (°)

H(.+PH)(*+)

GooF on F)

*.)D)

∑|

| | |

∑|

|

; [b]

∑

, where

∑

!"# $ % !& $ % ' (

SCXRD Structure of #." [HBF#]
Compound C.)([HBFC] produced high quality crystals from a vapour diffusion
crystallisation from diisopropyl ether into acetonitrile. The structure was solved using
direct methods and in the triclinic space group,

1. The interlocked macrocyclic ring

showed minimal disorder and so was refined anisotropically. The –BFC counter ion showed
some slight disorder, but not enough to be accurately modelled, leading to a small amount
of residual density that was not modelled.

()K
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Figure #. . " - SCXRD structures of -.! [HBF-] displayed as ellipsoids (left) and spacefilling (right). –BF- ion: Green = F, yellow = B. Thread: Dark blue = O, light blue = N, blue = C,
pale blue = H. Wheel: Dark red = O, red = C, pale red = H.

- Single crystal data, and refinement parameters for compound

Table #. .
-.! [HBF-]

CCDC Number

#

V (Å%)

(D(+.*H(K)

Formula

CD*HHDBFCN(O*(

Z

(

Formula weight (g mol-')

K+C.+H

ρcalc (g cm-%)

*.(KC

Crystal system

Triclinic

μ (mm-')

).+CA

Reflections used

KKA(

1

Space group

[a]

T (K)

*P).)*

Variables

HAD

a (Å)

**.)(C((()

Restraints

)

b (Å)

*D.)+CP(A)

R [I > )σ (I)][a]

).)D(P

c (Å)

*H.((HK(C)

R (all data)

).)P)A

α (°)

P).+D)A(*()

wR [I > )σ (I)][b]

).*A*H

β (°)

+H.H)(H(*()

wR (all data)

).*C(H

γ (°)

+(.P()C(*()

GooF on F)

*.)(A

∑|

| | |

∑|

|

; [b]

∑

, where

∑

(*)

!"# $ % !& $ % ' (
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SCXRD Structure of #." [ H]
Compound C.)A[(H] produced high quality crystals from a vapour diffusion crystallisation
from hexanes into ethyl ethanoate. The structure was solved using direct methods and in
the triclinic space group,

1.The interlocked macrocyclic ring showed slight disorder

between OCR and CPR, but not severe enough for accurate modelling being required.

Figure #. . - SCXRD structures of -.!([ H] displayed as ellipsoids (left) and space-filling
(right). Thread: Dark blue = O, light blue = N, blue = C, pale blue = H. Wheel: Dark red = O,
red = C, pale red = H.
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Table #. . - Single crystal data, and refinement parameters for compound -.!([ H]
CCDC Number

#

V (Å%)

(APP.*D(+)

Formula

CD*HHHN(O*(

Z

(

Formula weight (g mol-')

+KK.)D

ρcalc (g cm-%)

*.(DH

Crystal system

Triclinic

μ (mm-')

).P(D

Reflections used

+**C

1

Space group

[a]

T (K)

*P).)*

Variables

DK)

a (Å)

*(.**K*(()

Restraints

)

b (Å)

*(.HAK((A)

R [I > )σ (I)][a]

).)DA*

c (Å)

*H.++P)(A)

R (all data)

).)K(*

α (°)

KP.+D(*(*()

wR [I > )σ (I)][b]

).***H

β (°)

*)*.HD+P(*()

wR (all data)

).*(P(

γ (°)

*)H.CH*A(*()

GooF on F)

*.)A*

∑|

| | |

∑|

|

; [b]

∑

, where

∑

!"# $ % !& $ % ' (

SCXRD Structure of UWDMColourless rhomboid crystals were produced from the solvothermal synthesis shown in
Fig. -. .) and Scheme -. .-. As with UWCM-'( and UWDM-'(, the crystals showed
extremely weak diffraction. The wheel is highly disordered, requiring many restraints.
Although the data produces extremely poor statistics, the framework connectivity is very
well resolved. Further processing of the structure is underway in the hope of better data
statistics. Reported here is the best dataset obtained for the crystal.

(*(
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Figure #. . - SCXRD structure of UWDMCu, red = O, blue = N, black = C, white = H.

displayed as a ball-and-stick model. Green =

Table #. .# - Single crystal data, and refinement parameters for UWDMCCDC Number

#

V (Å%)

(DHC+(+)

Formula

CC+H*.PN(O**Zn

Z

*+

Formula weight (g mol-')

+P*.DP

ρcalc (g cm-%)

*.)*H

Crystal system

Trigonal

μ (mm-')

).C+)

Reflections used

KP(*

3

Space group

[a]

∑|

T (K)

*D).)

Variables

(()

a (Å)

(D.DD((C)

Restraints

D

b (Å)

(D.DD((C)

R [I > )σ (I)][a]

).(CAA

c (Å)

CD.AD+(P)

R (all data)

).A*CC

α (°)

K)

wR [I > )σ (I)][b]

).H)P(

β (°)

K)

wR (all data)

).HCDD

γ (°)

*()

GooF on F)

(.HAH

| | |

∑|

|

; [b]

∑

, where

∑

(*A

!"# $ % !& $ % ' (
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2.).2 Variable Temperature Deuterium ()H) Solid-State NMR of UWDM-''
(

H SSNMR experiments were performed on a Bruker Avance III HD console equipped with

an Oxford K.C T magnet with Larmor frequencies: ν)(*H) = AKK.PA MHz and ν)((H) = H*.C
MHz. A Chemagnetics C mm double resonance (HX) MAS probe was used for all
experiments. The quadrupolar-echo pulse sequence (K)° – τ* – K)° – τ( – acquire) was used
with recycle delays between ).D and * s recycle delays, (.D μs optimized K)° pulses, and D)
μs interpulse spacings. Temperatures of the VT unit and probe were calibrated using the
temperature-dependent chemical shift of Pb(NOA)(. The quadrupolar parameters of the
slow-motion limit (SML) spectrum was determined using the Solid Lineshape Analysis
(SOLA) module in TopSpin A.D. Simulations of the intermediate-motion regime (IMR) and
fast-motion limit (FML) spectra were conducted using EXPRESS.*P

(*C
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Chapter 3
3.' Linear T-Shaped [)]Rotaxane Linkers for fcu Zr Metal-Organic
Rotaxane Frameworks
3.'.'

Introduction

Chapters A and C focus on the insertion of a single [(]rotaxane linker into a targeted MOF
net. The rotational dynamics of the wheel were then probed through the use of (H VTSSNMR. However, the sixth objective of being able to manipulate the dynamics of the
wheel from within the framework was not met. Chapter D seeks to expand on the lessons
learnt from each of the preceding chapters and achieve object six. In this chapter, it is put
forward that using a prescribed ratio of [(]rotaxane and non-rotaxane “naked” linker, can
still achieve the reticular synthesis of a selected MOF net. In addition to this, by selecting
famously robust SBUs, one can not only hope to achieve robust dynamics, but also a
degree of control of the dynamics in a switchable system through the use of acid/base
chemistry.
MOFs containing (*()-c [ZrIVHOC(OH)C(RCO()*(] SBUs are an attractive choice
for creating stable metal-organic materials.*,( The so called Zr “brick” is structured by a
core cluster of six square-antiprismatic Zr metals with four μ(-O and four μ(-OH bridges.
Around each of these cores, the twelve carboxylates coordinate in a high-symmetry "/3/
spacegroup. When augmenting the SBU, the SBU displays a clear cuboctahedron as shown
in Fig. +. . . The high degree of connectivity, also increases the overall stability. This

(*H
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stability is somewhat of a double edge sword. The hard-hard interaction between the
carboxylates and the Zr ions that provides the extra stability also slows down the “selfrepair” mechanism that allows MOFs to form in the first place.
The combination of bridging carboxylates and Zr metal ions leads to an
exceptionally stable SBU. Zr SBU traits such as their high thermal stability, high chemical
stability and even extreme mechanical stability are ideal for producing MIM containing
MOFs exhibiting switchable robust dynamics.A–K Most importantly, the ZrIV SBU is,
depending on the organic linker, very stable in acidic conditions.D This makes the Zr brick
an ideal candidate to incorporate a potentially switchable dynamic MIM linker. Now that
the choice to use a Zr SBU has been made, its known potential for reticular chemistry can
be exploited.*),**
By using a linear ditopic linker with the (*()-c SBU, the edge-transitive face
centered cubic, fcu, net is produced. To incorporate the T-shaped linker, the dicarboxylate
triphenyl backbone from Chapter C was again used. However, the lessons learnt from
Chapter ( should again be considered. In particular, to first truly analyse the nature of the
pore, channels and cavities of the targeted net and see if there is an ideal amount of void
space that is inherently created by the net, for one to incorporate a rather bulky
[(]rotaxane linker. In the case study shown in Chapter (, the [Cu*(L*(] and [Cu(CLH] pores
created by an nbo derived net were in no way large enough to accommodate such a linker.
This is where a consideration of the nature of the targeted net aids in design.

(*P
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IV

Figure $. . - The ( )-c [Zr *O-(OH)-(RCO ) ] SBU. Each metal is " coordinate. Top row:
Two ball and stick representations of the SBU from SCXRD data of PCN-+). Red = O, black =
C and silver = Zr, H removed for clarity. Bottom row: Two augmented representation of the
Zr cuboctahedron SBU showing - faces (* square faces, " triangular faces), - edges and
identical vertices.

For the nbo derived nets of fof, fog and tfb, the net is not edge-transitive, instead
there are two nodes, (A,C)-c, and two edges. This means a replacement linker must fulfil
both of these edges equally to be able to incorporate the [(]rotaxane. This is very much a
difficult task, as the degrees of rotational freedom in a ( × (A)-c (i.e. two blue triangles
forming a (C)-c linker as previously discussed) is fivefold compared to a ditopic linear
linker. In an fcu net however, the ditopic linkers are edge-transitive, that is to say that
there is only one “edge” that dictates the structures connectivity to the next (*()-c SBU. In
effect, this means any rotation of the linker is limited to the main axis of connectivity. In
other words it has a very limited effect on the resulting net, in this case producing fcu and
fcu only.
(*+
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With this knowledge, if one were to “dope” in another decorated ligand with the
same ditopic, dicarboxylate motif, then the structure can easily (depending on sterics)
accommodate the same ligand as the same edge in a reticular way. This is no better
presented than in the multivariate metal-organic framework (MTV-MOF) series.*(,*A In this
instance multiple (non-metal binding) functional groups and other assorted moieties were
decorated on a *,C-benzenedicarboxylate linker and mixed with a source of ZnII. This
produces the classic pcu structure of IRMOF-D but with a seemingly random amount of
variant linkers in one framework. What impact this has on the resultant material is
academic, but more importantly, the edge-transitive net is not affected, it remains pcu.
Therefore, with insightful design, it is possible to dope in a linear ditopic MIM linker
alongside another linear ditopic linker with the MIM linker being incorporated into the
same fcu net. This method has been successfully employed into PCN-DP in previous
unreported Loeb research group materials UWDM-4 and UWDM-I.*C

(*K
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Figure $. . - Left: The organic linker [ , ':-', ''-terphenyl]--,-''-dicarboxylic acid (TPDC)
found in UiO-*". Centre: The organic linker ',(',+',*'-tetramethyl-[ , ':-', ''-terphenyl]--,-''dicarboxylic acid (TPDC--CH() found in PCN-+). Right: A wire model of PCN-+) as viewed
down the a-axis. Hydrogens removed for clarity.

In continuing with the triphenyl dicarboxylate backbone of the previously
discussed T-shaped organic linkers, the choice of Zr MOFs to emulate has to be made.
Both UiO-H+( or PCN-DP*) use a linear triphenyl organic ditopic linker that would be
receptive to synthetic decoration. For UiO-H+ the linker used is [*,*':C',*''-terphenyl]-C,C''dicarboxylic acid (TPDC), for PCN-DP four methyl groups are added to the central phenyl
ring of (',A',D',H'-tetramethyl-[*,*':C',*''-terphenyl]-C,C''-dicarboxylic acid (TPDC-CCHA).
These central methyl groups force the central phenyl group to be antiperiplanar to the
adjacent phenyl rings. This drastically limits the rotation of the central phenyl group, and
thus the positional disorder found in UiO-H+ is not present in PCN-DP. Even though both
UiO-H+ and PCN-DP have been shown to be isostructural to each other, only the structure
of PCN-DP has been determined though single crystal X-ray diffraction.*) This makes it an
excellent candidate for emulation by doping a [(]rotaxane ligand into its structure. From
the crystal structure, the framework exhibits two well-defined cavities, arising from having
a *( coordinate SBU. As shown in Fig. +. .(, six linkers and four SBUs make up a triangular
pyramidal or “tetrahedral” cavity, whilst twelve linkers and six SBUs produce a squarebased bipyramidal, or “octahedral” cavity. In a unit cell, the ratio of tetrahedral to
octahedral cavities is (:*. This can be calculated as follows: there are + full tetrahedral
cavities, whereas the octahedral cavities are shared across several unit cells in the
fractional ratio of 6 ×

% 8×3

4 cavities. Overall there are *( full cavities within

the unit cell along with AH linkers.
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As both of these cavities are present in the structure, there are now two differing
void volumes. This means that by doping a larger, bulky, [(]rotaxane ligand, one can hope
to achieve coherent robust dynamics within a highly stable Zr MOF, and one that is able
to undergo acid/base treatment.

Figure $. . - The two cavities of the fcu net as displayed in the crystal structure of PCN-+).
The ZrIV SBU has been simplified to only show the connecting COOH groups forming each
cavity. Left: The tetrahedral cavity. Right: The octahedral cavity. Note that the yellow sphere
does not accurately show void space, but helps to illustrate the relative void size difference
between each cavity and to help in visualisation.

Chapters ( through C have shown the versatility of a T-shaped [(]rotaxane design,
and how it can form interesting MOF architectures. As highlighted previously, the
benzimidazole design allows for acid-base behaviour – i.e. both neutral benzimidazole and
cationic benzimidazolium axles are possible. Applying this chemistry to our MOFs was
completely out of the question when using the acid/base sensitive SBUs of Cu and Zn. By
using the ZrIVHOC(OH)C(RCO()*( SBU, this property is now unlocked for exploitation, as
the SBU is highly stable in a range of acid/base environments.A,D When neutral, the
((*
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benzimidazole exhibits the expected single H-bond from the imidazole moiety that will
periodically interact with each of the oxygen atoms present in the crown ether “wheel”.
Upon protonation, an additional H-bond is now present to also interact with the wheel.
Further to this, there is now the presence of a positive charge, centralised between the two
nitrogen atoms on the benzimidazole. This will introduce an ion-dipole interaction
between the cationic charge and the lone electron pairs on each of the crown ether
oxygens. Considering these two interchangeable “states”, one can now postulate that with
an increased number of interactions when in an acidified state, the dynamic rotation will
be slowed to some degree; when compared to the dynamics of the neutral material.

Figure $. .# - A simplified illustration of the acid-base behaviour exhibited by the
benzimidazole moiety. The neutral form on the left has fewer modes of interaction between
the “axle” and the crown ether “wheel”.
Detailed below is the doping of the T-shaped [(]rotaxane linker as synthesised in
Chapter C, into a robust Zr MORF, UWDM-'). The Zr MORF structure was proven
through PXRD comparison with PCN-DP, and the application of the computer software
program Materials Studio. The dynamics exhibited by the (H labelled wheel are shown
though observation of VT (H SSNMR.
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Results and Discussion

Organic linker design, synthesis and characterisation
Once again the T-shaped design allows us to be able to utilise and “access” the potential
void space contained in the tetrahedral and octahedral cavities. The [(]rotaxane linker
discussed in Chapter C was thus used for incorporating into an fcu Zr framework. It was
evident from analysis of the cavities of PCN-DP, that the [(]rotaxane linker would be too
large to be used exclusively in the MORF synthesis. It was therefore reasoned that the best
approach was to “dope” the [(]rotaxane linker alongside an equivalent triphenyl
dicarboxylic acid linker. For this purpose the TPDC-CCHA linker of PCN-DP was
synthesised in accordance to literature procedures.*)

Synthesis and Characterisation of UWDM-')
UWDM-')[As-Synth] was produced through a solvothermal synthesis using a *:* molar
ratio of [(]rotaxane linker and TPDC-CCHA with zirconium tetrachloride in DMF. To
promote a more crystalline solid, trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) was used as a modulator.+,*D,*H
This mixture was kept at K) °C for D days forming a fine, microcrystalline powder.
The white microcrystalline material is a well-known characteristic of Zr-based
MOFs and is a consequence (and a trade-off) of their high stability slowing down the selfrepairing nature of MOF synthesis.(,K,*P Due to this, single-crystals suitable for X-ray
diffraction were not able to be synthesised. In order to fully characterise the material,
several methods of characterisation must be employed.
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In order to probe the crystallinity of the material, the PXRD was taken. As can be
seen in Fig.+. . , when compared to the simulated PXRD of PCN-DP, the same high
symmetry peaks are present. The broader peaks shown by UWDM-') are caused by a
smaller crystal size, the use of a capillary based sample holder and Scherrer broadening.
Therefore, broad peaks should not be wholly considered an indication of poor
crystallinity.*+ Variable temperature PXRD on UWDM-')[As-Synth] indicated that no
phase changes with temperature were present in the material.

Figure $. .$ - SEM images of diamond shaped crystals of UWDM- and a microscope
image PCN-+). Left: Crystals of UWDM- under × !!! magnification with back-scatter
electrons (BSE) at (.! kV. Center: Crystals of UWDM- at ×(!!!! magnification with BSE
at #.! kV. Right: A microscope image of PCN-+) showing the same diamond morphology.

To further establish crystallinity, the fine powder of UWDM-')[As-Synth] was
imaged through scanning-electron microscopy (SEM). The powder was seated to
conductive tape and the chamber was kept in a low vacuum environment with a H(O
vapour injection. Diamond shaped crystals were imaged with backscattered electrons. The
images shown in Fig. +. .+ show microcrystals of UWDM-') with the same morphology as
PCN-DP, further indicating that the framework is of a similar growth morphology.
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Figure $. .) - H NMR spectra of TPDC--CH( (top), digested UWDM[ ]rotaxane linker, -.!-[ H] (bottom).

(middle) and the

To determine the extent of the incorporation of the [(]rotaxane linker, UWDM')[As-Synth] was digested by breaking apart the framework with a saturated KAPOC D(O
solution. This solution was mixed with DMSO-D* and allowed to separate. The DMSO-D*
layer was then removed and a *H-NMR spectrum was recorded. The ( × OCHA groups
(A.+D ppm) on the [(]rotaxane linker and the C × CHA (*.+( ppm) on the TPDC-CCHA
linker provide excellent NMR handles for integration of the two linkers. The initial ratio of
*:* [(]rotaxane to TPDC-CCHA was found to be a ).+:* incorporated ratio inside UWDM-')
as shown Fig.+. .). This is lower than the expected *:*, but when considering the reported
propensity of missing-linker defects (due to the aforementioned lower degree of selfrepair) in Zr MOFs of this type, this lower incorporation ratio is perhaps to be
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expected.H,K,*),*K Further to this, a *AC SSNMR spectrum (Fig.+. .") was taken to confirm a
single peak at *P) ppm, corresponding to coordinated carboxylate. The lack of a
distinctive 4 5 6 and 4

6 bands in the IR of UWDM-')[Neutral] is also indicative of

fully Zr bound carboxylates. This indicates that both linkers are part of the framework,
and not trapped within the pores of the activated material.

Figure $. .- - H NMR spectrum (expansion) of digested UWDM- showing the × OCH(
peak of the [ ]rotaxane linker and the -×Me peaks of the TPDC--CH( linker and their
integration ratios. Dimethylamine is present from the thermal decomposition of DMF
during solvothermal synthesis.
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Figure $. ./ - (C SSNMR spectra of UWDM- [Neutral] showing a single peak at ~ )!
ppm.

Figure $. .3 - IR spectrum of UWDM- [Neutral].

Using the Materials Studio suite, geometry optimised structures of both the
tetrahedral and octahedral cavities were made using the Forcite tool.() From these
((P
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structures, it was determined that the T-shaped [(]rotaxane linker can fit inside both
cavities. In the tetrahedral cavity, a single [(]rotaxane linker can be accommodated, while
in the octahedral cavity there is room for two. When considering the fcu net, the (*()-c
SBU, the (:* tetrahedral/octahedral cavity ratio and the ).+:* [(]rotaxane:TPDC-CCHA
incorporation ratio, this is quite reasonable.(

Figure $. . " - Geometry optimised structures of the tetrahedral and octahedral cavities of
UWDM- . The ZrIV SBU has been simplified to only show the connecting COO- groups
forming each cavity. The TPDC--CH( linker has been simplified to an orange rod for clarity.
Top row: The tetrahedral cavity of UWDM- shown as a wireframe simplified structure,
and as a space filling representation including the TPDC--CH( linker as a “worst case
scenario”. Bottom row: The octahedral cavity shown as both wires (left) and with the wheel
space filled (right). SBU: Silver = Zr, red = O. [ ]rotaxane T-shape: Dark blue = O, light blue
= N, blue = C. [ ]rotaxane wheel: Red = O, light red = H. TPDC--CH(: Red = O, black = C,
white = H.
((+
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Figure $. . - Left: The differences in fluorescence between the neutral and protonated
forms of UWDM- . Right: PXRD data for UWDM- comparing the material in its various
forms.

Topological analysis
The use of the (*()-c [ZrIVHOC(OH)C(RCO()*(] SBU with linear ditopic linkers

produces the well-known edge-transitive, uninodal fcu net, several representation
of which can be seen in Fig.+. . .*,*),(*–(A This net is typified by the aforementioned
tetrahedral and octahedral cavities. An analysis of the structure of PCN-DP by
ToposPro confirms the uninodal connectivity and the fcu net.(C,(D
As the PXRD shows, this is the same fcu net produced by UWDM-'). This is
as expected as the [(]rotaxane linker has the same linear ditopic connectivity as
the TPDC-CCHA, and thus can be considered as a reticular linker. UWDM-') is
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therefore isoreticular with PCN-DP, the target framework. It can thusly be stated
that reticular chemistry has successfully been achieved through the doping of the
[(]rotaxane linker into the fcu net.

Figure $. . - Graphical depictions of the fcu net. The unit cell edges are shown in green in
each image. Top left: The unit cell of PCN-+) from SCXRD data. Silver = Zr, red = O and
black = C. Top right: The basic fcu-b net with ( )-c nodes (red) and ditopic linkers (blue).
Bottom right: An augmented representation of the fcu-a net with ( )-c polyhedra (red) and
ditopic linkers (blue). Bottom right: A tiled representation of the fcu net with four octahedral
cavities (yellow) and eight tetrahedral cavities (red).

)H

SSNMR Analysis of the Dynamics of the Mechanically Bound Wheel

Variable temperature solid-state NMR was used to probe the dynamics of the
mechanically bound wheels within the cavities of UWDM-'). The dynamics of the wheel
(A)
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were manipulated though the use of acid/base chemistry to change between the neutral
benzimidazole, UWDM-')[Neutral], and the protonated benzimidazolium axle, UWDM')[Protonated].

Figure $. . - (A) Experimental VT H SSNMR powder patterns for UWDM- [As-Synth].
(B) simulated H SSNMR powder patterns for the (i) motions that are too slow to influence
the appearance of the Pake doublet (i.e., in the SML), (ii) two-site jumps with β = *+° and
rates in the FML, (iii) two-site jumps combined with the onset of partial rotation of the ring
over +° in -+° steps, and (iv) two-site jumps and partial rotation with rates in the FML. (C)
The four possible modes of rotation around the benzimidazole axle. (i) Immobile, or at the
SML between )(- -" K. (ii) The two-site jump between )(-(-" K. (iii) Partial rotation on
the FML between ()(---" K. (iv) Full rotation including the alkyl chain is not observed in
UWDM- .
(A*
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Variable-temperature (VT) (H SSNMR experiments were conducted for UWDM')[As-Synth] at temperatures ranging from *PA K to CC+ K in (D K increments (Figure ').
At the lowest temperature, the powder pattern with sharp discontinuities is observed. The
pattern is slightly lopsided, possibly due to contributions from

(

H chemical shift

anisotropy (CSA), and some interference of unknown origin is observed in the lowfrequency (right) half of the pattern, which may also contribute to this lopsidedness. The
pattern indicates (H sites undergoing motion in the slow-motion limit (SML) (i.e., either
stationary or very slow motions with rates < *) kHz). Due to the low S/N, it is not possible
to clearly distinguish slower motions. The main features of this pattern can be simulated
with values of the quadrupolar coupling constant, CQ = *H)(D) kHz and asymmetry
parameter, ηQ = ).)(*). At increased temperatures, the powder pattern narrows, starting at
(C+ K; by (K+ K, the (H powder pattern can be modelled with a two-site jump with β = HD°
in the fast-motion limit (FML, νex > *)))) kHz). At A(A K, the shape of the powder pattern
must be modelled using more than one mode of motion. In addition to a β = HD° two-site
jump in the FML, a slow (D kHz) partial rotation of the crown ether starts to influence the
powder pattern. This motion is described by rotation through a total ((D° via a series of
CD° jumps between six sites. This model is consistent with hydrogen bonds between the
benzimidazole proton and crown ether oxygens breaking and reforming between the
proton and an adjacent crown ether oxygen, which typically has a larger energy barrier
than flexing of the alkyl region of the crown ether. At CC+ K, the (H SSNMR spectrum can
be modelled using both a two-site jump and partial rotation in the FML. These two modes
of motion are consistent with those previously observed in VT (H SSNMR spectra of
analogous MORFs in the UWDM series.(H–(K However, there is no evidence of a further
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type of motion, full rotation, where the crown ether is able to rotate through the alkyl
portion in addition to the hydrogen-bond hopping in partial rotation. This motion has
been previously identified in the observation extremely narrow (H patterns; it is surprising
that this is not observed for this sample.(H–(K The lack of full rotation is also seen in
UWDM-'( and UWDM-'' which also feature benzimidazole axles with dimethoxy
stoppers. It is possible that something inherent in the [(]rotaxane axle design is
preventing full rotation. Reasons for this observation will be discussed in Chapter H.

Temperature (K)

Two-Site Jump (kHz)

Partial Rotation (kHz)

*PA

< *)

)

(K+

> *))))

)

A(A

> *))))

D(()

CC+

> *))))

D)))((D)))

Table $. . - Rates and modes of motion used in the simulation of select experimental VT H
SSNMR data for UWDM- [As-Synth]. Uncertainties in rates are given in parentheses.
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Figure $. . # - Comparison of experimental VT H SSNMR powder patterns for (A) UWDM[As-Synth] and (B) UWDM- [Neutral].

(

H SSNMR experiments on UWDM-')[Neutral] were conducted at temperatures

from (K+ K to CC+ K in (D K increments on the as-synthesized sample after treatment
with proton sponge (Fig. D.*.*C). In this range, the powder patterns at each temperature for
the as-synthesized sample match the powder patterns for the neutral sample, indicating
that these samples are very similar to one another. This indicates that the benzimidazole
moieties are kept neutral during the solvothermal synthesis of UWDM-')[As-Synth]. The
(AC
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similarities could also be that the number of protonated benzimidazolium moieties is
quite low within the framework. A proton sponge wash is still a necessary process to
guarantee that all sites are at a neutral “baseline” before SSNMR analysis. Therefore due to
the similarities, it is reasonable to compare (H NMR spectra for the as-synthesized sample,
which are acquired over a broader range of temperatures, with spectra acquired for the
protonated sample (vide infra).

Figure $. . $ - Comparison of experimental VT H SSNMR powder patterns for (A) UWDM[As-Synth] and (B) UWDM- [Protonated].
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A comparison of the VT (H SSNMR spectra of UWDM-')[As-Synth] and UWDM')[Protonated] is shown in Fig. +. . +. The spectra of the latter have poor S/N in
comparison to those of the former, due to the limited amount of sample available for
SSNMR experiments and the inherently low weight-percent of (H in these samples. The
new set of spectra had to be acquired with longer experimental times at each temperature,
meaning that the temperature range from *PA K to C(A K was covered in D) K increments.
Due to the low S/N in the (H SSNMR spectra of UWDM-'), precise simulations
were not possible; however, qualitative comparison of the two sets of spectra are
instructive. S/N aside, both sets of spectra bear a strong resemblance to one another in
terms of their overall shapes at each temperature. However, between *PA K and (PA K, the
concentration of signal in the centre of the pattern, which is indicative of a fast two-site
jump motion, builds much more slowly in the spectra of UWDM-')[Protonated],
indicating that the onset of higher rates of this motion is slower in the benzimidazolium
UWDM-')[Protonated] than in the benzimidazole UWDM-')[As-Synth] and UWDM')[Neutral]. From (K+ K to C(A K, the powder patterns for the two species have similar
shapes and breadths, although the noise in the spectra of the protonated sample preclude
finer analysis.
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Figure $. . ) - Comparison of VT-MAS H SSNMR powder patterns for (A) UWDM[Neutral] and (B) UWDM- [Protonated].
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In order to obtain (H SSNMR spectra of UWDM-')[Protonated] with higher S/N,
further experiments were conducted under magic-angle spinning (MAS) conditions.
While MAS yields spectra of higher S/N, it is more challenging to simulate the influence of
dynamics on these spectra, due to the concentration of signal under sharp peaks and
spinning sidebands (SSBs), and the absence of the clear singularities that are present in
most static (H SSNMR spectra. At the current time, we have not been able to provide an
adequate set of simulated MAS NMR spectra to precisely comment on the rates and
modes of motion; however, comparison of (H MAS spectra (Fig. +. . *) lends insight into
the differences in the onset of the different modes of motion in these samples.
Each pattern is comprised of an isotropic peak (the central peak in all these
patterns) and a manifold of spinning sidebands (SSBs), the positions of which depend on
the spinning rate, the quadrupolar parameters, and the modes and rates of motion. At
(C+ K, the patterns for both UWDM-')[Neutral] and UWDM-')[Protonated] appear
similar; slight differences in SSB intensities may arise in part from variation in S/N in
these spectra. However, starting at (PA K, the patterns are sufficiently well-defined to
demonstrate differences between each set. The manifold of SSBs for the neutral sample
start to narrow at (PA K and continue to narrow to a relative sharper pattern at C(A K. In
contrast, the manifold of SSBs for UWDM-')[Protonated] does not narrow as
appreciably, and a pattern with a clear “dip” in the centre arises at AK+ K. The high
temperature spectra at C(A K are distinct for both samples, indicating unique modes and
rates of motion; this is not clearly observable in the corresponding set of static (H SSNMR
spectra (Fig. D.*.*D), due to the much lower S/N in these spectra.
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Conclusions

The ability to be able to affect the rotation within a MORF in response to external stimuli
other than that thermal energy is a new facet in the UWDM series.A) Such an ability is
allowed through the inherent stability of the (*()-c Zr SBU. The stability of such a SBU
allows for chemical stimuli that were previously impossible when considering using SBUs
based on ZnII and CuII paddlewheels. When protonated, the benzimidazolium increases
the enthalpy of interaction between the axle and wheel only marginally, this results in a
noticeable, yet subtle, change in the lineshape of the (H SSNMR. The very fact that the
acid/base sensitivity of the benzimidazole is available to manipulation sets UWDM-')
apart from its UWDM peers.
UWDM-') scores quite highly by satisfying the design objectives:
*.

The (*()-c, edge-transitive fcu net of PCN-DP was targeted for reticular synthesis
due to its robust framework, chemical stability of the SBU and its tetrahedral and
octahedral cavities.

(. The same linear T-shaped [(]rotaxane linker, C.)C[(H], was synthesised and
characterised as described in Chapter C.(.*.
A. Incorporating the [(]rotaxane linker into the fcu was done through doping the
linker alongside the TPDC-CCHA linker so it was decided that the naked form of
UWDM-') was not needed.
C. The Zr MORF UWDM-') has been successfully synthesised and characterised,
resulting in the targeted fcu net. The MORF is isoreticular with PCN-DP. Reticular
synthesis has truly been achieved.
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D. The dynamic motion of the interlocked wheel inside UWDM-') has been
successfully probed. Although the signal-to-noise of the observed signal of
deuterium was low, the motion of the macrocycle was probed by both static and
magic-angle spinning SSNMR.
H. The rotational dynamics of the mechanically bound wheel were successfully
manipulated with acid/base chemistry within the cavities of UWDM-')[Neutral]
and UWDM-')[Protonated] resulting in appreciable lineshape changes of the (H
VT-SSNMR – A first for the UWDM series.
By doping a [(]rotaxane linker with the TPDC-CCHA linker into a Zr fcu net, true
reticular synthesis has been achieved. The incorporation of the [(]rotaxane linker did not
have a substantial effect on the resulting topological net. This adds credence to the
argument that a net can produce an “inherent” void space that can be utilised. In the
example of UWDM-'), it was predicted that the considerably bulkier [(]rotaxane ligand of
C.)D[(H] could occupy both the tetrahedral and octahedral cavities created by the fcu
framework. Through the correct design of the T-shaped linker, the reticular synthesis of
such a net is not compromised. The unique shape of the T-shape has once again allowed
(as with Chapters (, A and C) for the functional component to occupy the free volume
created by both the topological net, and the linker itself.
When considering the outcome of objective H, the preliminary (H SSNMR results
are quite positive. The VT-MAS (H SSNMR spectra for UWDM-')[Neutral] and UWDM')[Protonated] are appreciably different, suggesting that the dynamics of the rotating
wheel can indeed be affected from within the cavity. Due to the issues of low S/N and the
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complexity of simulating MAS SSNMR spectra, the definitive modes of motion will require
further work.
The T-shape design and the chemical stability of the Zr SBU opens up possibilities
for the design of components that could potentially both be incorporated into a MOF
architecture and be able to chemically communicate with each other. Imagine one linker
being able to become more basic, or more acidic based on orthogonal stimuli, and in
doing so, affecting the rotation of the other component. While many would consider such
behaviour either unlikely or impossible, it is the opinion of the author that this is both a
distinct possibility, and a necessary step for solid-state molecular machines to become a
viable and tangible technology.

3.) Experimental
3.).'

General Comments

The [(]rotaxane ligand was synthesised as outlined in D.(.( in Chapter C. The (',A',D',H'tetramethyl-[*,*':C',*''-terphenyl]-C,C''-dicarboxylic acid (TPDC-CCHA) was synthesised as
described by Hong-Cai Zhou et al.*)
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3.).) Synthesis
Ancillary linker synthesis

Scheme $. . - Synthetic procedure for the ancillary TPDC--CH( linker adapted from ref !.
The (’,A’,D’,H’-tetramethylterphenyl-C,C’’-dicarboxylic acid (TPDC-CCHA) linker was
synthesised in accordance to reported literature for PCN-DP with slight modifications that
can be seen in Scheme +. . .*)
The [(]rotaxane linker, C.)C[(H], was synthesised in accordance to the procedures
detailed in Chapter C.(.( without any modifications.

Synthesis and Characterisation of UWDM-')
General comments
Dimethylformamide (DMF), TFA and ZrClC were purchased form Sigma-Aldrich and used
without further purification.
(C(
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Powder X-ray diffraction data was collected using a capillary mounting goniometer
on a Bruker D+ Discover diffractometer equipped with a *C) mm diameter (-D VÅNTECD)) detector. CuKα (λ = *.DC Å) radiation was used and operated at C) kV and C) mA.
Variable temperature PXRDs were obtained on the same instrument using an Oxford
Cryosystems N( P)) series Cryostream Cooler.
Thermal gravimetric analyses (TGA) on the metal-organic frameworks were
conducted on a Mettler Toledo SDTA +D*e instrument. Samples were normalised for A)
min at (D °C before heating at D °C min-* to a maximum of DD) °C.
SEM was conducted at the Great Lakes Institute for Environmental Research
(GLIER) using a FEI Quanta ()) FEG microscope. Backscattered electrons were detected
with an Everhart-Thornley solid state backscatter detector. The sample chamber was kept
in low-vacuum mode with H(O injection to prevent charge buildup and dissipation.
Topological analysis and net identification of PCN-DP were made using the
GAVROG process using Systre and ToposPro.(C,(D Visualisations of each net and crystal
structure were made using the Diamond A.(kC software by Crystal Impact.A* For
classification of nets, the resources of the RCSR were used.A(
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UWDM- [As-Synth]

Scheme $. . - Reaction conditions for the synthesis of UWDM- [As-Synth].
Compound 2.(2[)H] (*).) mg, ).)*( mmol) and (',A',D',H'-tetramethyl-[*,*':C',*''terphenyl]-C,C''-dicarboxylic acid (TPDC-CCHA, C.C mg, ).)*( mmol) were dissolved in
DMF (( mL) in a screw top () mL borosilicate scintillation vial. The solution was
sonicated, and had ZrClC (*C.) mg, ).)DK mmol) added to it. Finally, four drops of
trifluoroacetic acid were added. The mixture was then sonicated and briefly heated using a
heat gun until full solvation and a clear solution was observed. The reaction vial was then
placed in a windowed oven at K) °C for A d. After A days a white precipitate was seen. The
vials were filtered off whilst hot, and washed with hot DMF and EtOH, revealing an offwhite crystalline solid. The powder weighed +.) mg, giving a calculated yield of DD%. VTPXRD, TGA, IRs were taken.
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UWDM- [Neutral]

Scheme $. . - The activation processes of UWDM- [Neutral].

As synthesised UWDM-*( was washed with EtOH, decanted, and replaced with a EtOH
solution of *,+-bis(dimethylamino)napthalene (otherwise known as “Proton Sponge”, (
mol L-*). After D hours this was decanted and replaced with a fresh solution of Proton
Sponge and left overnight to ensure complete neutralisation if any benzimidazolium sites.
The Proton Sponge solution was decanted with pure EtOH added, decanted and replaced
every two hours. After four washes, the EtOH was decanted and DCM added. After one
wash with DCM, the suspension was allowed to evaporate in air. Once dry, the material
was activated by heating to *H) °C under vacuum for *( h. After cooling to room
temperature, VT-PXRD and *AC, *KF and VT (H SS-NMR experiments were conducted.
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UWDM- [TfOH]
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UWDM-12[Protonated]

UWDM-12[Activated]

Scheme $. .# - The acidification processes of UWDM- [Protonated].
UWDM-')[Neutral] was suspended in an EtOH and trifluoromethanesulfonic acid (( mol
L-*) for H h. The solution was decanted, and replaced with fresh triflic acid (TfOH) solution
and left for *( h, ensuring protonation of the benzimidazole core. After *( h, the solution
was decanted and pure EtOH added, decanted and replaced ever two hours. After four
washes, the EtOH was decanted and DCM added. After one wash with DCM, the
suspension was allowed to evaporate in air. Once dry, the material was activated by
heating to *H) °C under vacuum for *( h. After cooling to room temperature, VT-PXRD
and *AC, *KF and VT (H SS-NMR experiments were conducted.
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Figure $. . - Variable Temperature Powder X-Ray Diffraction of UWDM- [As-Synth].

Figure $. . - Variable Temperature Powder X-Ray Diffraction of UWDM- [Neutral].
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Figure $. . - Variable Temperature Powder X-Ray Diffraction of acidified UWDM[Protonated].
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3.).% Variable Temperature Deuterium ()H) Solid-State NMR of UWDM-')
(

H SSNMR experiments on UWDM-')[As-Synth], UWDM-')[Neutral] and UWDM-

')[Protonated] were performed on a Bruker Avance III HD console equipped with an
Oxford K.C T magnet with Larmor frequencies: ν)(*H) = AKK.PA MHz and ν)((H) = H*.C
MHz. A Chemagnetics D mm double resonance (HX) static probe was used for static
experiments, while a Chemagnetics C mm double resonance (HX) MAS probe was used for
MAS experiments. The quadrupolar-echo pulse sequence (K)° – τ* – K)° – τ( – acquire)
pulse sequence was used with ).D-* s recycle delays, (.D-A μs optimized K)° pulses, and A)D) μs pulse spacings (pulse spacings were rotor synchronized with a value of *)) μs for all
MAS experiments at *) kHz). The temperatures of the VT unit and probe were calibrated
using the temperature-dependent chemical shift of Pb(NOA)(. The quadrupolar
parameters of the slow-motion limit (SML) spectrum was determined using the Solid
Lineshape Analysis (SOLA) module in TopSpin A.D. Simulations of the intermediatemotion regime (IMR) and fast-motion limit (FML) spectra were conducted using
EXPRESS.AA
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Chapter 4
4.' Conclusions
This thesis started with the inflammatory statement that static materials could be simply
considered as fancy rocks. It was also put forward that to truly create future materials,
there requires a jump in the complexity and intricacy of the components. Incredible
complexity and intricacy of molecules with machine-like properties is nothing new, with a
wealth of mostly solution based molecular motors and machines having already been
synthesised and characterised.*–A The challenge was thus not to transport such molecules
to the solid-state directly, but instead to discover what are the new rules that must be
followed to make this transfer successful and to build such molecules from the ground up
for this purpose. This was done by a thorough consideration of the previous attempts of
creating robust dynamics (outlined in Chapter *), acknowledging their successes and
failings and to apply the concepts of reticular synthesis to the design of such dynamic
materials.C–K
In Chapter *.*.H, six design objectives were outlined as a pathway towards
achieving robust dynamics through the use of reticular synthesis. How well have these
objectives been met? Can they be amended based on the knowledge gained?
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4.'.'

Summary of Objectives

. Target well-known MOF topologies (nets) to incorporate a MIM linker
The first step is the most crucial. It has the potential to complicate or expedite each of the
subsequent objectives. If the net is too complicated, then this will produce synthetic
problems. If the sizes of the cavities and pores are not fully considered, then the T-shaped
linker may not fit. If the porosity is too great then interpenetration may prevent dynamics.
From Chapter (, it can be seen that the net screening process was not done in full
consideration of the porosity of the nbo derived nets of fof, fog and tfb. The [(]rotaxane
linker of compound (.)K[(H][HBFC] is too large to fit inside the cavities created by either a
fof or fog net. Instead of this consideration, more thought was given to the proven
reticular synthesis of the NOTT-# series and the successes of UWDM-' and in doing so,
trying to emulate each of them without understanding why they were successful. This
proved to be a folly of design, but an important one in understanding the task at hand.
The MOFs UWCM-CH% and α/β-UWCM-CF% were created despite the problems
with the selection of nbo derived nets. In the case of UWCM-CH%, reticular synthesis was
directly achieved with the NOTT-*)* fof net produced. An unexpected outcome was
observed for UWCM-CF%, with the α-phase showing the expected fof net as seen with its
cousin UWCM-CH%, but the formation of an additional β-phase. The unexpected loz net
of β-UWCM-CF% is much more interesting it terms of its (C,C,C,C,C)-c connectivity and the
nature of its porosity and large voids. This new net is currently undergoing the
registration process for inclusion into the Topos Topological Types Database (TTD) after
being accepted as a new net. While these two MOFs are of some chemical and aesthetic
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interest, neither contains a MIM linker. More thought was thusly given to subsequent
attempts at creating robust dynamics.
Chapter A shows a matured screening process when considering which topological
net to emulate. The lvt net was found to be receptive to reticular synthesis of both the
naked and [(]rotaxane linkers, producing the isoreticular lil net MO(R)Fs of UWCM-'(
and UWDM-'(. This success is down to the correct screening of the targeted net.
Chapter C reveals a divisive argument between the mathematical fundamentalism
of topological analysis and its relation to the true chemical nature of the created
frameworks. Overall, the pcu net was targeted, and both UWCM-'' and UWDM-''
achieved this net; thus the materials can be said to be isoreticular and reticular synthesis
has been achieved.
Finally, Chapter D shows an alternative approach to reticular synthesis. By relying
on the known TPDC-CCHA linker to form the edge-transitive fcu net when coordinated to
a (*()-c Zr SBU, it was possible to dope a [(]rotaxane linker within the framework without
changing the resulting net. The use of this approach allowed for the successful creation of
the fcu MORF, UWDM-').
Through the reticular synthesis of the targeted nets, the final result was the
formation of five new MOFs: UWCM-CH%, α/β-UWCM-CF%, UWCM-'( and UWCM-''
and three new MORFs: UWDM-'(, UWDM-'' and UWDM-').
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Figure ). . – The four nets targeted in this thesis shown in their augmented
representations.

. Synthesise a rigid linker incorporating a benzimidazole binding motif with,
and without, the mechanically interlocked “wheel”
After suitable nets were selected, the next task was to design linkers with a benzimidazole
moiety that could, through reticular synthesis, create the desired nets. Such linkers could
be synthesised with and without the wheel to produce a “naked” linker, alongside the
[(]rotaxane linker.
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Figure ). . – The seven MO(R)F linkers synthesised in this thesis. All with the exception of
. ![ H] produced a metal-organic framework.

The synthesis of the linker compounds: (.)(, (.)P, (.()[(H], A.)C, A.)+[(H], C.)D
and C.)C[(H] was successful; the only “failure” being the T-shaped triphenyl diisopthalic
[(]rotaxane linker, with methyl stopper groups. A lesson learnt from this, was to avoid the
use of methyl stopper groups. When trifluoromethyl groups were used, they were not
without their own problems. Of the stopper groups, the linkers that incorporated the use
of the methoxy stopper groups were the most successful in reliably creating the reticular
MO(R)Fs: UWCM-'(, UWCM-'', UWDM-'(, UWDM-'' and UWDM-'). The synthesis of
these MO(R)Fs shows that the T-shaped design is a viable design in creating linkers for
MOFs.
. Use reticular synthetic principles to make a MOF with the “naked” linker
(DH
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#. Use reticular synthetic principles to make a MORF with the [ ]rotaxane
linker
As stated above, most of the linkers were successful in achieving the goal of
MO(R)F formation. Of these, two pairs can be said to be isoreticular to one another.
Chapter * saw the creation of three MOFs, but did not succeed in creating a MORF.
Chapter A shows that the lil net of UWCM-'( and UWDM-'( allowed for the underlying
topology to accommodate both T-shapes within the pores of the framework, whilst
retaining its reticular structure. Chapter C resulted in the formation of the pcu pair of
UWCM-'' and UWDM-''. Finally, a different strategy of doping in the [(]rotaxane into a
fcu PCN-DP framework resulted in UWDM-'). It would be incredibly beneficial to be able
to grow single crystals suitable for SCXRD analysis, this could be attempted through the
use of amino acid modulation or finding the right stoichiometry of the chosen
modulator.*)
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Figure ). . – The four additions to the University of Windsor Crystalline Material,
UWCM, series reported in this thesis. Each framework is shown in the augmented net
representation.
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Figure ). .# – The three additions to the University of Windsor Dynamic Material,
UWDM, series reported in this thesis.
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$. Probe and define the dynamics of the motion in the solid state
Each [(]rotaxane linker that was successfully installed into a MORF (A.)+[(H] and
C.)C[(H]) was isotopically labelled on the wheel with deuterium, allowing for VT-SSNMR.
In Chapter A, UWDM-'( displayed thermally dependent dynamic rotation of the wheel
around the framework immobilised axle. The signal to noise was hampered by a
paramagnetic signal originating from the CuII paddlewheel SBUs. Chapter C made steps to
rectify this issue by using diamagnetic octahedral Zn SBUs. This produced a slightly
different (H-SSNMR lineshape, but it still exhibited a thermally dependent motion.
Monitoring the wheel rotation of UWDM-') reported in Chapter D proved to be a little
more challenging than previous chapters. The use of a doping linker plus the high weight
of the Zr SBU created a low weight percentage of deuterium per mg of sample. A low
weight percentage created large problems with signal to noise for the SSNMR. To counter
this MAS was used, but this increase in signal has the trade-off by increasing the
complexity of the computational simulations required. This problem was overcome
however, with the dynamics being successfully probed.
). Manipulate the dynamics of the motion within the solid-state material
Of all of the MORFs created following these objectives, only UWDM-') exhibited dynamic
motion that could be manipulated in the solid state. This manipulation was done through
acid/base

chemistry

by

switching

the

benzimidazole

motif

to

a

protonated

benzimidazolium within the cavities of the MORF. The robust nature and the high
chemical stability of the Zr SBU allowed the acid/base chemistry to be employed
successfully. The dynamics of the neutral UWDM-')[Neutral] were appreciably different
from the protonated UWDM-')[Protonated].
(H)
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Considering all of these outcomes, then the six objectives have been quite
successful in guiding the research progress of each chapter. Objective * is still the most
important one to consider, with all subsequent objectives relying on its full consideration.
Objective ( is mostly a problem of competency in organic chemistry (both in design and
manual labour). The requirement of a benzimidazole/benzimidazolium motif is also not
strictly required; it could potentially be any templating motif that causes the required
chemical interactions between wheel and axle needed for MIM construction. Objectives A
and C are practical objectives in the same vein as objective (. In hindsight, the synthesis
of a “naked” linker MOF outlined in objective A is more a proof of concept for reticular
synthesis, rather than a necessary step in creating robust dynamics. Objective D may seem
obvious, but it is incredibly important. As the issue of the low weight percentage of
deuterium in UWDM-') shows, it should not be taken for granted that the standard
techniques used to probe the dynamics will always work system-to-system. Fortunately
the technique of (H VT-SSNMR with magic-angle spinning (MAS) of the sample was
successfully employed to limit the impacts of this issue. Finally objective H is the ultimate
goal of robust dynamics. If molecular machines are to be put to work, then they must be
coherent, measureable (or an observable output) and be able to be manipulated by desired
stimuli.** The stated objectives of this thesis have, by and large, been met. Hopefully these
objectives provide future researchers a blueprint for creating robust dynamics with much
more complexity and intricacy.
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4.'.) Future work
Future work on this topic can be split into two sections. The first section is what can be
done on a local, practical level to further the attempts at using reticular synthesis to create
MOF materials with robust dynamics or similar emergent properties. The second section
can be considered the future work needed to truly understand the underlying
crystallisation process that dictates reticular synthesis.

Future work using reticular synthesis and further analysis of MIM
containing MOFs
Chapter ( saw the combination of T-shaped diisopthalic linkers and CuII ions produce the
MOFs UWCM-CH% and α/β-UWCM-CF%. The tetraacid motif of these linkers could be
used with other SBU forming metals such as Co, Al, Cr, etc. After further screening (design
objective *) of potential nets in the way described in Chapters (, A, C and D, then more
suitable nets (e.g. the ftw or soc net)*(,*A could be targeted. Potentially a new UWDM could
be formed from the CFA stoppered [(]rotaxane linker, (.()[(H]. The same can be said for
the linkers A.)C and A.)+[(H] discussed in Chapter A. One specific net of interest is the Cr
based soc net. Similar linkers to A.)C and A.)+[(H] have been shown to adsorb water at
twice the weight of the framework.*C Using such a net, one could design a linker that
expelled or attracted the adsorbing water depending on external stimuli or the motion of a
MIM linker exhibiting robust dynamics. Such are the depth of possibilities when
combining MIMs and reticular synthesis.
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One unexpected outcome of this work, was the observation that UWDM-'(,
UWDM-'' and UWDM-') all did not show the presence of full rotation of the wheel when
probed by VT (H SSNMR. This observation raises several thoughts. If robust dynamics has
been achieved for each UWDM-'(/''/'), then this is with the assumption that enough
free volume has been created by the net to allow sterically unhindered rotation. If “the
repeated dynamics of one entity does not affect the integrity of any others linked to it”*D is
true, then the dynamics of the mechanically bound component of the MIM should be
effectively independent from whatever framework it is inside. This lead to the T-shaped
design that was used for this work, an attempt to keep the organic linker backbone as
reticular as possible whilst using the free volume created by it. However, there still needs
to be an axle for the wheel to be mechanically bound around. The size and shape of this
axle could allow for certain types of motion (two-site jump and partial rotation of CD°
jumps) but not for full rotation. Previous MORFs of UWDM-', β-UWDM-% and UWDM-3
allowed full rotation of the wheel (Table H.*.*).C–H,*H
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Figure ). .$ – A proposed observation relating the size and chemistry of the axle to the
rotational dynamics of the mechanically bound wheel.
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Further study into different shapes and sizes of the axle and the associated impact
on the rotational modes may reveal interesting relationships between the components of a
rotaxane (such as the proposal shown in Fig. *. .+). Such a study could only be done in the
solid state where the rotation of the wheel is coherent compared to solution – robust
dynamics in action.*D

MORF

Two-site jump onset T
/K

Partial rotation
onset T / K

Full rotation onset

UWDM-* 2,4

(D*

A(C

APA

UWDM-( 3

N/A

N/A

N/A

α-UWDM-A 3

(CP

(DD

N/A

β-UWDM-A 3

(AC

A*+

A+*

UWDM-D '4

(PH

(PH

AAK

UWDM-*)

*PA

A(D

N/A

UWDM-**

*PA

APA

N/A

*PA

A(A

N/A

UWDM-*(
[Neutral]
UWDM-*(
[Protonated]

T/K

MAS simulations ongoing – Higher onsets are expected

Table ). . – A list of the onset temperatures and their associated modes of motion in the
UWDM series.
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Future understandings of reticular synthesis
What has been outlined in this thesis is a more practical and pragmatic way of thinking
about how to achieve robust dynamics through the use of reticular synthesis. If the
general rules of the game have been understood, then the potential to play within those
rules has been opened. If one knows how to play the game well, then one can hope to
become the best player on the field. The current issue is that one of the fundamental rules
of the game is not well understood, yet we keep playing because it seems to be working so
far.
One rule in the game of reticular synthesis that has been poorly understood is how
(and why) seemingly similar molecules with identical connectivity can make drastically
different topological nets. Several examples in the literature (NOTT-*)K vs ZJU-P, etc),
and in addition the different nets produced by UWCM-CH% and α/β-UWCM-CF% shown
in Chapter (, have shown that simply tweaking the synthetic conditions will express one
net more than another.*P–*K But why? The answer is still unclear. The obvious danger has
been the tendency to abstract and oversimplify the net or linker geometry until one
forgets the underlying chemistry of the framework (see Chapter (). The analogy of the
flock of birds may help. We can see the overall effect of the rules governing the produced
material (the flock), but we still need to pick apart and dissect the local ruleset that
produces the material from the building blocks (the birds). Entropy and enthalpy are of
course the dominant forces in the formation of MOFs and crystallisation as they are for all
chemistry; the difference is that whether or not it is entropy or enthalpy that dominates at
each crucial point in the growth of the material and how this affects the overall
structure.(),(* If we can generalise the MOF growth process being coordination →
(HD
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nucleation → growth → self-correction → second nucleation → etc, then there are plenty of
opportunities for entropy or enthalpy to dominate and dictate the final structure. Further
to this, certain nets and other topological formations may themselves provide stabilities
that affect the kinetics of the formation of crystalline materials.((
The late Maragret C. Etter summarised that: “The scientists' role in the crystal
growth process is that of an assistant who helps molecules to crystallize. The scientific
challenge is to learn how to intervene in the process in order to improve the final product.”(A.
This sentiment is echoed in the struggles of reticular synthesis. If we are to intervene in
the process, a more thorough time-resolved understanding of the crystallisation/MOF
growth process is needed. Such efforts are currently being undertaken through interesting
techniques of in-situ mechanochemistry monitoring using X-ray and synchrotron
diffraction of MOFs and ZIFs.(C,(D Not only diffraction techniques can be used, the
workhorse of organic chemistry, NMR has shown steps in allowing for time-resolved
liquid and solid-state NMR crystallisation monitoring in the growing field of “NMR
Crystallography”.(H–(+
The fundamental objective of being able to precisely and reliably place functional
molecular components into a desired region of space at will, for now, still eludes chemists.
It should be evident that some new ideas “are here needed”(K if we are to make anything
more than just fancier rocks.
Direct all new ideas to: alexstirk@gmail.com
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